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 Housing literature has consistently found a statistically significant, inverse relationship 
between foreclosures and housing prices.  Such research has been primarily focused on specific, 
local markets.  This thesis expands on the literature, featuring housing and macro data for 127 
metropolitan areas.  This thesis constructs hypotheses on the relationships between distressed 
sales and foreclosures in order to structure potential relationships between distressed sales and 
housing prices.  Using dynamic panel models and time series analysis, this thesis finds both 
inverse and positive relationships between distressed sales and house prices.  Additionally, this 
thesis finds that changes in distressed sales are only predictive of future changes in house prices 
in 32 of the 127 metro areas.  The findings in this thesis come together to discuss the unique 
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Despite growing concerns over the lax lending standards during the housing boom of the 
2000s, the magnitude of the impact of the recent housing crisis still came as a major shock to 
both homeowners and the United States economy (Leamer 2007).   Naturally, research and 
general interest in the structure and policies related to the U.S. housing market has been on the 
rise.  While much empirical research has emerged, little of it has been used to evaluate the 
relationship between foreclosure incidence and housing prices from a macroeconomic 
perspective; rather, much of this research has focused on limited city-level issues. 
The distressed housing market has generated a multitude of negative externalities ranging 
from increased foreclosures, emotional and financial distress, neighborhood plight, and reduction 
in neighborhood property values (Immergluck and Smith 2006).  Coinciding with one of the 
worst recessions in U.S. history, the housing crisis has not only impacted a few cities, but what 
seems to be the majority of the United States housing market.  And while residential investment 
is only a small contributor to long-run GDP growth, it has been suggested that residential 
investment is a key contributor to the recessions and booms that occur across the long-run GDP 
trend line (Leamer 2007).  If this is the case, then cultivating an understanding of the relationship 
between a growing supply of distressed properties on housing price and other economic 
indicators should be an important concern to lenders, general consumers, and policy makers.  So 
while disentangling the cause, effect, and residual consequences of the recent housing crisis is a 
complicated matter, it is one worth exploring in order to facilitate a general understanding of the 
foreclosure-housing price relationship and to promote effective policy responses. 
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The primary motive of this thesis is to examine the relationship between distressed sales 
and housing prices from a somewhat macro perspective.  In doing this, the goal is to achieve a 
better understanding of the impact distressed sales have on housing prices throughout specific 
regions and metropolitan areas.  To accomplish this, this thesis hopes to address such questions 
as the following:  Are changes in the percentage of distressed sales predictive of future changes 
in housing price across metro areas?  Were the causes of change in house prices unique or 
homogenous across regions and metro areas?  At what period in time since the early 2000s have 
distressed sales played the most important role in explaining prices?  Is the issue of reverse 
causality pervasive amongst metro areas? 
In order to answer these questions, this thesis will construct a theoretical model outlining 
a possible relationship between foreclosure rate and housing price that will help set the 
framework for answering these questions.  After a discussion of the underlying theoretical 
model, a discussion of the data, variables, and econometric models necessary to test the 
underlying theory will be provided. In this section, the data sources, the intuition behind the 
included variables, and complete explanations of the econometric modeling will be provided. 
Following this section will be a presentation and discussion of the empirical results.  Finally, a 
conclusion section will follow that will work to tie together all the results and discuss the 








II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Existing research has both intuitively and empirically shown an inverse relationship 
between foreclosures and house prices.  Yet, much of this research has been performed on a local 
level under hedonic models.  As a result, there are many limitations to the research that are worth 
exploring in order to extend this important area of research.  Here, the aim of this chapter is to 
highlight the important findings on the relationship between foreclosure (or distressed sales) and 
housing prices, to comment on any potential shortcomings, and finally, to address any issues 
relevant to this thesis. 
Many of the econometric models used in the foreclosure-house price literature have been 
hedonic models, focusing on a single cross section of data.  The research of Immergluck and 
Smith (2006); Lin, Rosenblatt, and Yao (2009); and Hartley (2010) are three examples.  In each 
of these studies, the authors focus only on the City of Chicago.  The main goal of Immergluck 
and Smith (2006) was in evaluating the foreclosure-house price relationship as distance from a 
foreclosure and time since the foreclosure changed.  Lin et al. (2009) built on the model 
developed by Immergluck and Smith (2006), citing the foreclosure-house price relationship to be 
dependent on two separate transaction effects:  discount price and weight.  Under their model, 
the discounted value of a foreclosed home reduces the prices of nearby properties (Lin et al. 
2009).  Additionally, they suggest the magnitude of price change is dependent on how heavily 
weighted a foreclosure is as a comparable (Lin et al. 2009).   Finally, Hartley (2010) uses a 
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hedonic model to determine whether increased market supply or a “dis-amenity” effect 
lowers prices.  
All three authors find similar results.  Immergluck and Smith (2006) found that 
foreclosures occurring within an eighth of a mile of a single-family property resulted in a 
potential loss of  $159,000 to $371,000 per foreclosure.  Additionally, they found evidence that 
as time and distance from a foreclosure increases, negative price effects diminish (Immergluck 
and Smith 2006).  Lin et al.  (2009), provided similar results.  They found that neighborhood 
property values could be depressed by as much as 8.7 percent for each foreclosure that occurs 
within a 10 block radius (Lin et al. 2009).  This reduction decreases to a range between -1.7 and 
4.7 percent if the foreclosure occurred at least five years before the non-distressed sale (Lin et al. 
2009).  Similar to Immergluck and Smith (2006), they found a diminishing effect on price as 
time and distance from the foreclosure increased (Lin et al. 2009).  Finally, Hartley (2010) found 
varying effects based on his two proposed mechanisms (market supply and dis-amenity).  Each 
foreclosure occurring within 250 feet of a non-distressed sale in a low-vacancy tract, was 
associated with a 1.5 percent discount (Hartley 2010).  For high-vacancy tracts, an additional 
foreclosure was not associated with any price discount on the non-distressed homes (Hartley 
2010).   Regardless of whether a tract was a high or low density area, the dis-amenity effect 
remained constant near a reduction of 0.075 percent per foreclosure (Hartley 2010). 
In contrast to the cross-sectional hedonic models utilized by Immergluck and Smith 
(2006), Lin et al. (2009), and Hartley (2010), a few authors approached the foreclosure-house 
price relationship using longitudinal data and fixed effects modeling.  The works by Schuetz, 
Been, and Ellen (2008) and Harding, Rosenblatt, and Yao (2009) are two examples.  The 
longitudinal data set used by Schuetz et al. (2008) featured data for most of the New York City 
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boroughs with observations spanning 2000 to 2005.  Alternatively, Harding et al. (2009) 
obtained data for seven metro areas, with the observations spanning 1989 to 2007.  Additionally, 
Harding et al. (2009) constructed their own price index for each MSA using repeat sales 
modeling.  Having criticized hedonic modeling as being unable to effectively control for omitted 
variable bias, the authors’ aim  was to better isolate the effects of foreclosure on prices (Harding 
et al. 2009) 
Both Schuetz et al. (2008) and Harding et al. (2009) found an inverse housing price-
foreclosure relationship.  Schuetz et al. (2008) found that past some level, proximity to distressed 
homes does reduce sales prices, but not in a linear trend.  They found that housing price in the 
New York area is sensitive to the presence of small quantities of foreclosures when in close 
proximity, but as the distance of non-distressed homes to foreclosures increases, small numbers 
of foreclosures have little effect on price (Schuetz et al. 2008).  Harding et al. (2009) found that 
the largest negative effect of foreclosure on price was roughly 1 percent in their panel consisting 
of seven metro areas.  They cited that this one percent decrease is associated with a foreclosure 
occurring within 300 feet of a non-distressed home (Harding et al. 2009). 
Finally, two authors have been cited as using large time series or panel models in 
evaluating the foreclosure-price relationship.  One study comes from Campbell, Giglio, and 
Pathak (2011).  Campbell et al. (2011) obtained a data set containing over 1.8 million forced 
sales transactions between 1987 and 2009 in Massachusetts.  They define forced sales to include 
any sales due to foreclosure, death, or bankruptcy (Campbell et al. 2011).  Despite having data 
on multiple types of forced sales, their primary interest is in the effect foreclosed sales prices 
have on the prices of non-forced sales (Campbell et al. (2011).  Using this large dataset, 
Campbell et al. (2011) are able to use both hedonic regression and VAR analyses.  Another study 
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using a large dataset is Calomiris, Longhofer, and Miles (2012).  Calomiris et al. (2012) use 
state-level housing and macro data with observations spanning 1981 to 2009.   Using a panel 
VAR technique, they are able to show how well each variable explains forecast variation in the 
other variables within their model (Calomiris et al. 2010).   
Both authors find inverse foreclosure-price relationships.  In general, Campbell et al. 
(2011) find that forced sales have a spillover effect onto the prices of non-forced sales prices.  
Their VAR analyses show that distressed sales predict lower prices for homes within close 
vicinity to forced sales Campbell et al. (2011). They also find that each foreclosure sale within 
half a mile of a non-forced sale is associated with a one percent price reduction (Campbell et al. 
(2011).  While Calomiris et al. (2012) find a negative relationship between foreclosure and house 
prices, they also find that the effect price has on foreclosure is larger in magnitude than the effect 
foreclosure has on price.  Different than any of the previously discussed research, this makes an 
interesting suggestion.  They find that the effect of price on foreclosure is approximately 79 
percent larger than the effect of foreclosure on price (Calomiris et al. (2011).  Their VAR 
analysis also suggests that the depressed housing prices experienced during 2007-2009 have 
primarily been caused by shocks other than foreclosure (Calomiris et al. 2012). 
While the findings in the current research have consistently shown a significant and 
negative relationship between housing prices and foreclosures, none of the cited models are 
without certain econometric limitations.  For instance, Schuetz et al. (2008) and Harding et al. 
(2009).  While Schuetz et al. (2008) used a fixed effects model to control for unchanging 
differences across neighborhoods in New York, the authors cite the possibility of an uncontrolled 
neighborhood or community circumstance creating bias.  Such a circumstance could be related to 
the surge of foreclosures, which would lead to biased and inconsistent results. 
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On another hand, Harding et al. (2009) constructs a price index using repeat sales 
technology.  Repeat sales indexes are well-known for having the inability to control for change 
over time.  Since housing quality can and does change greatly over time, it seems unreasonable 
that there would be zero qualitative changes in the homes for the 10-year time span covered in 
this work.  If housing quality does change such that the repeat sales model assumptions do not 
hold, then this can also lead to biased and inconsistent results. 
  In addition to these potential  (issues, much of the current research focuses on a single 
city (Leonard and Murdoch 2009; Hartley 2010; Schuetz et al. 2008).  Studies focusing only on 
one or a few metro areas, cannot be sympathetic to the wide range of housing market conditions 
within the country.  The housing market conditions and patterns in Detroit, MI and Portland, OR 
are surely very different.  As suggested by Calomiris et al. (2012), the relationship between 
foreclosure rate and house demands a larger inspection.  
Finally, there is one important limitation in the literature that needs to be discussed:  the 
possibility that declining house prices increase foreclosures.  This specific case of endogeneity is 
often referred to as reverse causality in the housing literature.  It could easily be the case that 
falling home prices reduce equity in nearby homes, which in turn increases the probability of 
default.  As cited by Hartley (2010), foreclosures potentially occur in concentrated areas where 
home prices have fallen the most.  In such areas, enough equity has been lost that individuals 
owe more on their homes than their worth, and so owners are more likely to default (Hartley 
2010). 
This issue of reverse causality leads to discussions on how to control for endogeneity.  In 
noting the issue of reverse causality, Hartley (2010) includes an interaction term to control for 
prices that fall at varying rates across different neighborhoods.  In another attempt to minimize 
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the issue of reverse causality, Immergluck and Smith (2006) utilize spatial structuring and 
include median home values for census tracts.  These median home values are included as 
independent controls to mitigate endogeneity.  Both Calomiris et al.  (2012) and Campbell et al.  
(2011), however, work around the issue using VAR modeling techniques. 
In response to the current research and its limitations, this thesis seeks to learn more 
about the relationship between housing price and foreclosure rate through methods inspired by 
Calomiris et al. (2012).  In contrast to the studies only using cross sections of data or small 
panels of data, this thesis will utilize a dataset for 127 metro areas with over 10 years of monthly 
observations.  This large dataset will allow for the use of both dynamic panel modeling and VAR 
analysis.  Each are estimation techniques that will better address issues of endogeneity than 
simple fixed effects.  The dynamic panel modeling will allow for right-hand-side variables to be 
treated as endogenous through its use of instrumental variables.  On a similar note, VAR analysis 
does not distinguish between endogenous and exogenous variables, allowing for symmetric 
treatment of the variables.  Finally, the dataset will allow this thesis to develop an understanding 
of the foreclosure-price relationship on a broader level than studies focusing only on a single city 











III. THEORETICAL MODEL 
  
 
The major spike in mortgage foreclosures after the housing crisis of the mid-to-late 2000s 
has spurred much interest.  Connections between the drastic declines in home prices, the 
revelation of masses of underwater mortgages, and rising foreclosure numbers have been well 
documented, both empirically and by more casual means.  Before delving into further research 
on this topic, however, cultivating an understanding of some housing market terminologies, 
assumptions, and underlying theories is essential. 
While the foreclosure process is commonly understood, it is important to first describe 
the general procedure.  At the time a homeowner defaults on his mortgage, home ownership is 
legally transferred to the lender through the process of foreclosure.  Once the ownership 
transfers, the property is considered a foreclosure. 
Authors such as Harding et al. (2009), Lin et al. (2007), Schuetz et al. (2008), Hartley 
(2010), and Campbell et al. (2011) each cite similar underlying theories on the observed inverse 
relationship between foreclosure rate and house prices.  Generally, they identify the relationship 
as occurring through two channels.  First, the authors hypothesize that increases in foreclosure 
increase the overall housing supply.  In turn, they propose this reduces price through the simple 
mechanism of supply and demand (Hartley 2010).  Second, the authors hypothesize that 
foreclosed-home-neglect stimulates an additional negative effect on house prices. 
There are a variety of means by which foreclosed-home-neglect is hypothesized to reduce 
housing prices.  Schuetz et al. (2008) proposes that the declines in appearance of the foreclosed 
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homes make nearby properties less desirable.  In turn, this reduces the value of the 
homes.  Additionally, it has been hypothesized that increased foreclosure presence leads to 
higher rates of vandalism and criminal activity because foreclosed homes are vacant (Harding et 
al. 2009).  Incidences of vandalism and criminal activity make neighborhoods even less desirable 
and further reduce prices.  Finally, the presence of foreclosures can reduce reference prices for 
sellers, working to reduce home values (Schuetz et al. 2008). 
While the relationship between foreclosure rate and housing price may seem intuitive, 
constructing models to facilitate an understanding of the various effects on price is no simple 
task.  Additionally, this thesis seeks to estimate a relationship between housing price and 
distressed sales.  While distressed sales are certainly related to foreclosure, they are not the same.  
It should be known that media sources have been reporting stories on a “shadow market” of 
foreclosed homes (Wiggin, 2012; Berkman, 2009; Fontevecchia, 2012).  Such media outlets cite 
data from a real estate data firm, CoreLogic, which suggests that lenders in some markets often 
fail to list the total supply of foreclosed homes in their inventories on the market.  Their reason 
for not listing is primarily out of fear of reducing home prices too quickly (Fontevecchia, 2012).  
Fontevecchia (2012) cites information from CoreLogic that the shadow inventory was 
approximately 1.5 million homes in April of 2012.  This information from CoreLogic seems to 
suggest that foreclosures and distressed sales are unique.  In other words, depending on the 
market at hand, it may be the case that foreclosures truly do not quickly follow foreclosure.  
While stronger evidence on the difference between foreclosures and distressed sales would 
ideally come in the form of the average time a foreclosure is on the market, no such data source 
has been found. 
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 More formally defined, a distressed sale is the sale of a foreclosed home.  Because 
research on the relationship between housing price and distressed sales is not common in the 
literature, this thesis will construct several hypotheses on the unique relationship between 
distressed sales and foreclosures, and in turn the relationship between distressed sales and house 
prices. 
In order to support the following empirical research, this thesis proposes two hypotheses 
on the relationship between foreclosures and distressed sales.  First, this thesis posits that 
distressed sales quickly follow the incidence of foreclosure because of their urgent nature. If one 
assumes distressed sales quickly follow foreclosure, then the number of distressed sales can 
represent a good approximation of the number of foreclosures in a market at a given time.  
Because distressed sales will be highly correlated with foreclosure under this hypothesis, 
distressed sales should represent a good proxy for foreclosure.  Second, this thesis hypothesizes a 
relationship in direct opposition to the first.  Under this hypothesis, this thesis contends that 
distressed sales do not quickly follow foreclosure.  Rather, foreclosures flood the market with 
supply and are unable to sell. 
Research by Campbell et al. (2011) provides some of the basis of the first hypothesis.  
Campbell et al. (2011) cites that lenders view foreclosed properties as costly liabilities since they 
are responsible for the costs of upkeep and protection (Campbell et al. 2011).  Oftentimes, these 
costs can represent a large portion of the value of the home (Campbell et al. 2011).  Because the 
costs of upkeep, protection, and repair can be high, this provides lenders incentive to sell quickly 
and at a discount (Campbell et al. 2011).  Additionally, it could be the case that these 
maintenance costs will never be recouped.  These conditions suggest creditors have legitimate 
reasons for wanting to dispose of properties urgently.  Thus, if demand permits, then distressed 
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sales should quickly follow the incidence of foreclosure.  As a result, this thesis contends 
distressed sales represent a proxy for foreclosure under these conditions. 
Recent housing market conditions and general intuition provide the basis for the second 
hypothesis.  While in an ideal market lenders would be able to dispose of foreclosed homes 
quickly, it may be the case that markets do not demand the increased supply of housing.  Since 
the collapse of the housing market, easy access to loans has diminished.  Couple this with the 
recent depression, and we should expect to see a decline in the demand for durables.  As a result, 
this second hypothesis posits that foreclosed properties increased supply during a period where 
housing demand was already falling.  Additionally, this hypothesis contends that the increased 
presence of foreclosures in the housing supply also created dis-amenity effects, which further 
decreased both supply and demand.  Under this scenario, increases in distressed sales could 
represent a recovery of demand in the housing market.  Because this hypothesis posits that 
demand fell due to depression and stricter lending standards, an increase in sales could represent 
an increase in demand, potentially signaling economic recovery. 
This thesis posits that the relationship between distressed sales and housing prices 
depends on one of these two hypotheses.  Or in other words, the relationship depends on whether 
creditors were able to dispose of foreclosures quickly.  If creditors are able to dispose of 
foreclosures quickly, then this thesis contends that a negative relationship between housing price 
and distressed sales will occur, as distressed sales will represent a foreclosure proxy.  In markets 
where foreclosures flooded the housing market and supply out-paced demand, however, this 
thesis posits that there will be a positive relationship between distressed sales and housing prices.  
In other words, an increase in distressed sales would be associated with an increase in housing 
prices, as increases in distressed sales may represent increased market demand. 
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IV. EMPIRICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
 
 This chapter consists of two sections.  The first section describes the econometric models.  
The second discusses the frequency, nature, and availability of the data including the selected 
variables, calculations, and transformations. 
 
A. Econometric Models 
 This thesis utilizes both dynamic panel model and VAR estimation techniques.  This 
section will first review the technique of a GMM dynamic panel model, specifically, the 
Arellano-Bond estimation technique.  Further, it will review the VAR estimation technique. 
The primary method of testing the two main hypotheses is dynamic panel estimation.  In 
contrast to traditional panel models, dynamic panel models include a lagged value of the 
dependent variable on the right-hand side.  Because we should expect current house prices to be 
dependent on past observations, a dynamic panel model provides a good fit for the nature of the 
relationship we seek to estimate.  More specifically, this thesis estimates a model, 
       
                         ( ) 
using the dynamic panel GMM Arellano-Bond estimator.  In the model to be estimated,     
denotes RPI for MSA   at time       
  a vector consisting of EMPLOY, CPI, TOTAL SALES, and 
DSALES;    the heterogeneity for MSA  ; and     denotes the disturbance for MSA   at time  .  
The Arellano-Bond estimation technique will allow for the construction of instrumental variables 
based on the available observations.  Further, it allows one to treat variables as either 
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endogenous or exogenous.  Greene (2012) provides a detailed explanation of the mechanics of 
the Arellano-Bond estimator (pp. 400-409). 
The data have been broken down into eight regions for the panel estimations.  While 
metro areas in different regions are culturally different, this thesis seeks to determine whether 
these differences cross from the cultural realm into the housing market.  Characterized by dense 
cities and little room for outward growth, the Northeast, is likely to have a very different housing 
market than the Southeast where land is often inexpensive and abundant.  The regions have been 
selected according to those used  by the BLS:  Mid-Atlantic, Midwest, Mountain-Plains, New 
England, New York-New Jersey, Southeast, Southwest, and Western.  For the Mid-Atlantic 
region, data for 10 MSAs are included, for the Midwest, 16; for the Mountain-Plains, 11;  for 
New England, 8; for the New York-New Jersey region 6; for the Southeast, 34; for the 
Southwest, 8; and for the Western region, 35. Within each regional grouping, the data have also 
been broken down into small time frames in order to achieve a small T.  The use of small T 
allows us to compare the effects of distressed sales on prices before, during, and after the boom 
of the housing market. The time frames include four periods:  Period 1, January 2000-December 
2002; Period 2, January 2003-December 2005; Period 3, January 2006-December 2009; and 
Period 4, January 2010-August 2011.  This use of a small T also ensures stationarity is not an 
issue. 
The use of these regional panel models will enable us to determine the signs and 
magnitudes of the coefficients on the distressed sales variable.  Additionally, the varying time 
periods will allow us to determine whether the relationship between housing prices and 
distressed sales differs across time frames, or whether it remains constant. 
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This thesis also uses VAR analysis as a supplement to the panel results.  In addition to 
gaining and understanding of the relationship between foreclosure, distressed sales, and prices, 
this thesis is also interested in finding common threads through the idiosyncrasies of individual 
metro areas.  While these relationships do not necessarily test the hypotheses outlined in the 
Theoretical Model, the VAR results give a clearer understanding of how well changes in key 
housing and macro variables predict price changes on a more local level.  VAR analysis allows 
us to analyze each of the 127 MSAs separately, which will potentially uncover new and 
interesting similarities and differences amongst the MSAs.  Second, VAR analysis does not 
require one to distinguish between endogenous and exogenous variables, as all variables are 
treated symmetrically.  Enders (2010) provides details on the VAR modeling approach (pp. 297-
325). 
 This thesis estimates an eight-variable case, where three of the included variables are 
exogenous dummies.  For the five endogenous variables, the time path for each is affected by 
past values of itself and by both current and past realizations of the other endogenous variables.  
In other words, RPI, EMPLOY, RPI/CPI, TOTAL SALES, and DSALES are individually treated 
as left-hand-side variables dependent on their own past values and on the current and past 
realizations of the remaining right-hand-side variables.  In general, this thesis estimates 
                                               ( ) 
In the model to be estimated    denotes an (   ) vector consisting of EMPLOY, CPI, TOTAL 
SALES, and DSALES at time  ;    an (   ) vector of intercept terms;    an (   ) matrix of 
coefficients;     denotes an (   )  dummy vector for seasonal variation; and    an (   ) vector 
of disturbance terms at time   (Enders  2010). 
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The literature typically argues that the variables included in a VAR should be stationary 
(Enders, 2010).  Here, the data have been transformed as first difference of logs after an initial 
plotting of their time trends.  In order to ensure this transformation produces stationary variables, 
Schwert’s rule,               [   (     )
   ], is used to select a maximum lag length for 
Dickey-Fuller tests.  Under this criteria, 13 lags were selected as the starting point in testing for 
the stationarity of each variable by MSA.  A lag length of six was also tried.  Under these tests, 
the results confirmed that all variables were stationary (see Appendix A for results). 
AIC and SBC tests, which are generally accepted in the literature, have been used to 
select the correct number of lags for the VAR estimations (see Appendix A for results).  Granger 
causality tests will be used following the VAR estimations.  Granger causality refers to a test of 
the null hypothesis that the lags of a particular variable do not have an impact on the variable of 
interest.  The Granger causality results will be used to establish relationships in housing market 
characteristics amongst MSAs.  Additionally, they will provide a more simplified and feasible 
means of evaluating the results for each of the 127 VAR estimations. 
 
B. Data and Variables 
 This thesis utilizes a panel dataset.  There are monthly observations for 127 metropolitan 
statistical areas (MSAs), with observations running from January 2000 to August 2011.  The 
observations were compiled from two sources.  The bulk of the data were acquired from FNC, 
Inc., a mortgage technology firm.  Additional data were acquired from the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics (BLS). 
 Housing price is the primary variable of interest and is measured by the Residential Price 
Index (RPI) constructed by FNC, Inc.  The Residential Price Index is constructed using a spatial 
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hedonic model, which is advantageous to previously used median and repeat sales model indexes 
(Dorsey, Hu, Mayer, and Wang, 2010).  Note that the studies cited in this thesis have utilized 
either the S&P/Case-Shiller
TM
 or the Federal Finance Housing Agency’s (FFHA) index or both.  
Each of these indexes is calculated using a repeat sales method.  
 Repeat sales index models assume that housing characteristics remain constant over time.  
In other words, changes in consumer preferences, renovations, and deterioration are not 
controlled for.  Additionally, repeat sales methodology requires transaction data on the same 
property in multiple periods in order to produce index values.  As a result, the housing sample 
included in such an index is limited.  Housing indexes constructed using hedonic models, 
however, are not required to make constant quality housing assumptions and use larges samples. 
 Hedonic housing price models incorporate specific housing characteristics and allow 
coefficients to vary over time, providing better control for heterogeneity (Dorsey et al. 2010).  
This newly computed price index, which overcomes constant-quality assumptions and small 
sample issues, has the opportunity to provide fresh insight on the housing market during the most 
recent boom-bust cycle.  
 In theory, employment should play a crucial role in explaining changes in the Residential 
Price Index.  Here, we measure employment, EMPLOY, as the BLS’s total nonfarm 
employment.  In an economy experiencing sustained decreases in employment, the number of 
individuals who are likely to default on a mortgage is likely to increase.  As a result, we expect 
an inverse relationship between employment and the residential price index.  Rising employment 
numbers should contribute to an overall lower number of distressed sales, while falling 
employment numbers should contribute to an overall increase in the number of distressed sales.  
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 Prices of other goods are likely to influence RPI, as well.  The consumer price index, 
CPI, which was obtained from the BLS, is used as a measure of current price levels.  This thesis 
makes use of the BLS’s regional consumer price indexes:  Northeast, South, Midwest, and West.  
Each MSA in this thesis has been assigned to a regional CPI calculation in order to provide a 
better estimate of the local prices of goods.  In addition to the CPI measure, a measure of the rate 
of inflation will be used as an additional check in the estimation process. 
 The inclusion of CPI is meant to control for changes in the prices of all goods in the 
economy.  In other words, CPI inclusion allows one to better understand whether an increase in 
housing price is the result of inflation, or whether it is attributable to another event.  In certain 
models included in this paper, housing price divided by the consumer price index, RPI/CPI, will 
be used as a measure of the relative price of housing to all other goods.  In this form we will be 
able to gain a clearer picture of the growth in the price of housing relative to other goods. 
 The relationship between housing price and CPI is unclear.  As stated earlier, the primary 
reason to include CPI is to distinguish what portion of the change in housing price is attributable 
to factors other than inflation.  However, when viewing the boom-bust housing market cycle 
since the year 2000, we generally see positive growth in consumer prices, the exception being 
during the most recent recession.  Because consumer prices have generally been on the rise while 
housing prices took a steep decline near 2006, this thesis expects to find variation in the 
relationship depending on the period evaluated.  This thesis expects to see a positive relationship 
between CPI and RPI leading to the peak of the housing cycle, and a negative relationship post-
peak.  However, it is important to note that it has been suggested that housing prices and the rate 
of inflation should have a positive relationship.  In general, some macro theories suggest that 
consumers may hedge inflation by the purchase of a home.  In other words, it may be the case 
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that for an increase in the rate of inflation, consumers drive up house prices through increased 
demand for housing. 
 Changes in the demand for housing are expected to impact house prices, as well.  One 
way of measuring the current amount of demand for housing in a market is by the total number 
of housing sales.  In times where demand for housing is low, one would expect total sales to be 
low; however, if demand for housing is strong, one would expect to see a large number of total 
sales.  This thesis uses TOTAL SALES to represents the total number of sales that have occurred 
in a metro area.  TOTAL SALES, which was calculated from data acquired from FNC, Inc., 
combines the total number of distressed sales with the total number of non-distressed sales.  If 
total sales are indicative of demand for housing, then an increase in sales will be correlated with 
an increase in housing demand.  As a result, we expect there to be a positive relationship 
between housing prices and TOTAL SALES. 
 Finally, this thesis incorporates a variable representing the percentage of distressed sales 
on the market, DSALES.  As discussed in the Theoretical Model chapter, distressed sales could 
potentially represent a proxy for foreclosure or an increase in market demand.  DSALES is 
calculated by dividing the number of distressed sales by the total number of sales that occur in an 
MSA.  The total number of distressed sales relative to total sales is used in order to understand 
the magnitude of the role distressed sales play in a given time period.  This allows us to easily 
see what portion of housing sales are distressed or non-distressed.  As discussed in the model 
section, DSALES, is expected to a have a negative and significant impact on housing price if it is 
acting as a foreclosure rate proxy.  Alternatively, it may exhibit a positive and significant impact 
on price if it actually represents an increase in housing demand.  Regardless of the role it plays in 
the housing market, we should expect it to be predictive of changes in housing price since 
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distressed sales are potentially highly correlated with foreclosures, which have been shown to 
have statistically significant relationships to price in the literature. 
 In addition to these five variables, three dummy variables were created for the VAR 
models in order to control for seasonal variation.  It should be noted that spring and summer are 
typically heavier sales seasons than fall and winter.  Because of this seasonality, the variables 
WINTER, SPRING, and SUMMER were created.  WINTER, SPRING, and SUMMER were 
created and are defined in Table 1. 
 A description of the variables follows in Table 1: 
Table 1 
Description of Variables 
Variable Description Source 
RPI Hedonic residential price index FNC, Inc. 
EMPLOY Total nonfarm employment, seasonally adjusted, 
thousands 
Bureau of Labor 
Statistics 
CPI Regional all urban consumers consumer price index, not 
seasonally adjusted 




Total non-distressed sales + total distressed sales FNC, Inc. 
DSALES Total distressed sales/total Sales FNC, Inc. 
WINTER Dummy variable = 1 if Dec., Jan, or Feb; = 0 otherwise N/A 
SPRING Dummy variable = 1 if Mar., Apr., May; = 0 otherwise N/A 
SUMMER Dummy variable = 1 if Jun., Jul., or Aug.; = 0 otherwise N/A 
 
In each of the economic models, the data are utilized under various transformations.  For 
the vector autoregression (VAR) models, the data for each variable has been transformed by first 
difference of logs in order to ensure stationarity.  Additionally, a logarithmic transformation of 
these variables was used for the Arellano-Bond dynamic panel models.  Finally, in one case, the 
natural log of the year-over-year percentage change of CPI is used in a series of checks on the 
panel model estimations (natural log of the rate of inflation). 
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 It should also be noted that in order to take the log of (distressed sales/total sales), it was 
necessary for the ratio to be greater than zero.  As a result, all values for non-distressed and 
distressed sales have one added in order accommodate circumstances where zero distressed sales 






















V.  RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION 
 
This chapter consists of two sections.  The first presents the results and a discussion on 
the regional panel models.  The second presents the results from the 127 MSA-level VAR 
models, followed by an interpretation. 
 
A.  Panel Model Results 
 Thirty-two panel models were estimated using the Arellano-Bond estimation technique in 
order to determine the associated signs and significance levels of the key variables on housing 
prices.  Four models per region were estimated, where each of the four represents a different time 
period.  As discussed in the Empirical Considerations chapter, RPI is treated as the dependent 
variable, while EMPLOY, CPI, TOTAL SALES, and DSALES are treated as the explanatory 
variables.  Additionally, all of the right-hand-side variables are treated as endogenous variables 
in the model, and six lags of DSALES are included in the model. 
 CPI, TOTAL SALES, EMPLOY, and DSALES are treated as endogenous variables.  If 
we believe that any of our right hand side variables are correlated with either the disturbance or 
heterogeneity term, then the model is endogenous.  For instance, if we consider the consumer 
price index, we must realize that some variables which are difficult to measure can impact the 
prices of goods over time  A few examples are open market operations and consumer confidence 
levels.  Such variables can affect the prices of both non-durables and durable goods such as 
houses.   If this is assumed, then CPI would be correlated with the disturbance term.  Similarly, 
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the total number of housing sales (TOTAL SALES) occurring in a market is dependent on such 
variables as interest rates, consumer confidence, and ease of obtaining loans.  DSALES, which is 
a function of TOTAL SALES, would be endogenous for the same reasons as TOTAL SALES.  
Finally, if the Fed is using quantitative easing with goal of keeping interest rates low in the long-
run, then this could potentially stimulate firms to invest in human capital, spurring an increase in 
employment (EMPLOY) in the short-run.  As a result, we can expect to EMPLOY to be 
endogenous, as well.   
 As mentioned above, six lags of DSALES are included in the model.  It could be the case 
that changes in distressed sales have immediate impact on prices, or it could be the case that it 
takes time for prices to reflect changes in distressed sales.  For instance, if the first hypothesis 
holds, such that the percentage of distressed sales are a proxy for foreclosure rate, then it may 
take time for sellers to reduce their prices based on changing reference prices. Additionally, 
adjustment periods could vary based on region, available information, and the market conditions 
during certain time periods.  For these reasons, DSALES and six lags are included in order to 
provide sufficient time for distressed sales to impact price.  The six lags are also included to 
determine whether distressed sales have a stronger relationship with price sooner or later after a 
change in the percentage of distressed sales. 
  Below are the tables presenting the results for the 32 panel models.  The results are 











Mid-Atlantic:  Estimation Periods 1 and 2 
Period 1:  January 2000 – December 2002 Period 2:  January 2003 – December 2005 
Variable RPI  Variable RPI  
RPI(t-1) 0.648*** (0.052) RPI(t-1) 0.810*** (0.038) 
EMPLOY -0.053 (0.229) EMPLOY 0.628** (0.269) 
CPI 1.006*** (0.168) CPI 0.346*** (0.127) 
TOTAL SALES 0.013 (0.009) TOTAL SALES 0.008 (0.008) 
DSALES 0.000 (0.006) DSALES -0.022*** (0.007) 
DSALES(t-1) -0.006 (0.006) DSALES(t-1) 0.008 (0.007) 
DSALES(t-2) -0.012 (0.007) DSALES(t-2) 0.006 (0.007) 
DSALES(t-3) 0.010 (0.007) DSALES(t-3) -0.001 (0.007) 
DSALES(t-4) -0.005 (0.006) DSALES(t-4) 0.006 (0.007) 
DSALES(t-5) -0.001 (0.006) DSALES(t-5) 0.006 (0.007) 
DSALES(t-6) -0.009 (0.006) DSALES(t-6) -0.017*** (0.006) 
Constant -3.137* (1.696) Constant -4.954*** (1.445) 
    
Observations 290 Observations 290 
No. of groups 10 No. of groups 10 
No. of instruments 291 No. of instruments 291 
    
F-test Critical Value F-test Critical Value 
DSALES(t-1)=0 9.66 DSALES(t-1)=0 23.81 
DSALES(t-2)=0  DSALES(t-2)=0  
DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value 
DSALES(t-4)=0 0.209 DSALES(t-4)=0 0.001 
DSALES(t-5)=0  DSALES(t-5)=0  
DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null 
 No  Yes 
Standard errors in parentheses:  ***, **, * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.  Estimates generated from STATA’s 
Arellano-Bond command:  xtabond RPI , lags(1) endog(EMPLOY CPI TOTAL SALES DSALES DSALES _1 DSALES_2 





















Mid-Atlantic:  Estimation Periods 3 and 4 
Period 3:  January 2006 – December 2008 Period 4:  January 2009 – August 2011 
Variable RPI  Variable RPI 
RPI(t-1) 0.665*** (0.049) RPI(t-1) 0.715*** (0.053) 
EMPLOY -.366* (0.202) EMPLOY 0.237 (0.222) 
CPI 0.411*** (0.076) CPI -0.217* (0.122) 
TOTAL SALES 0.012** (0.005) TOTAL SALES 0.010 (0.006) 
DSALES -0.010** (0.005) DSALES -0.020*** (0.007) 
DSALES(t-1) -0.000 (0.005) DSALES(t-1) 0.023*** (0.007) 
DSALES(t-2) 0.004 (0.005) DSALES(t-2) -0.017** (0.007) 
DSALES(t-3) 0.002 (0.005) DSALES(t-3) -0.009 (0.007) 
DSALES(t-4) -0.005 (0.004) DSALES(t-4) 0.014** (0.007) 
DSALES(t-5) -0.002 (0.004) DSALES(t-5) -0.009 (0.007) 
DSALES(t-6) -0.015*** (0.004) DSALES(t-6) -0.002 (0.005) 
Constant 1.820 (1.227) Constant 0.929 (1.330) 
    
Observations 290 Observations 250 
No. of groups 10 No. of groups 10 
No. of instruments 291 No. of instruments 251 
    
F-test Critical Value F-test Critical Value 
DSALES(t-1)=0 44.40 DSALES(t-1)=0 25.49 
DSALES(t-2)=0  DSALES(t-2)=0  
DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value 
DSALES(t-4)=0 0.000 DSALES(t-4)=0 0.001 
DSALES(t-5)=0  DSALES(t-5)=0  
DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null 
 Yes  Yes 
Standard errors in parentheses:  ***, **, * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.  Estimates generated from STATA’s 
Arellano-Bond command:  xtabond RPI , lags(1) endog(EMPLOY CPI TOTAL SALES DSALES DSALES _1 DSALES_2 
























Midwest:  Estimation Periods 1 and 2 
Period 1:  January 2000 – December 2002 Period 2:  January 2003 – December 2005 
Variable RPI  Variable RPI  
RPI(t-1) 0.755*** (0.030) RPI(t-1) 0.694*** (0.037) 
EMPLOY -0.223** (0.091) EMPLOY 0.283*** (0.109) 
CPI 0.322*** (0.092) CPI 0.278*** (0.064) 
TOTAL SALES 0.013*** (0.004) TOTAL SALES 0.002 (0.003) 
DSALES -0.004 (0.004) DSALES -0.013*** (0.005) 
DSALES(t-1) 0.008** (0.004) DSALES(t-1) 0.004 (0.005) 
DSALES(t-2) -0.001 (0.004) DSALES(t-2) 0.004 (0.005) 
DSALES(t-3) 0.001 (0.004) DSALES(t-3) 0.002 (0.005) 
DSALES(t-4) 0.003 (0.004) DSALES(t-4) 0.008* (0.005) 
DSALES(t-5) 0.002 (0.004) DSALES(t-5) 0.004 (0.005) 
DSALES(t-6) -0.005 (0.003) DSALES(t-6) -0.004 (0.004) 
Constant 1.042 (0.829) Constant -1.543 (0.639) 
    
Observations 464 Observations 448 
No. of groups 16 No. of groups 16 
No. of instruments 465 No. of instruments 449 
    
F-test Critical Value F-test Critical Value 
DSALES(t-1)=0 8.94 DSALES(t-1)=0 27.93 
DSALES(t-2)=0  DSALES(t-2)=0  
DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value 
DSALES(t-4)=0 0.257 DSALES(t-4)=0 0.000 
DSALES(t-5)=0  DSALES(t-5)=0  
DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null 
 No  Yes 
Standard errors in parentheses:  ***, **, * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.  Estimates generated from STATA’s 
Arellano-Bond command:  xtabond RPI , lags(1) endog(EMPLOY CPI TOTAL SALES DSALES DSALES _1 DSALES_2 
























Midwest:  Estimation Periods 3 and 4 
Period 3:  January 2006 – December 2009 Period 4:  January 2010 – August 2011 
Variable RPI  Variable RPI  
RPI(t-1) 0.779*** (0.034) RPI(t-1) 0.630*** (0.038) 
EMPLOY 0.361*** (0.102) EMPLOY -0.687*** (0.142) 
CPI 0.038 (0.039) CPI -0.004 (0.040) 
TOTAL SALES 0.011* (0.006) TOTAL SALES 0.023*** (0.004) 
DSALES -0.021*** (0.007) DSALES -0.015*** (0.005) 
DSALES(t-1) 0.014* (0.007) DSALES(t-1) 0.031*** (0.006) 
DSALES(t-2) -0.003 (0.007) DSALES(t-2) -0.020*** (0.006) 
DSALES(t-3) 0.010 (0.007) DSALES(t-3) 0.015** (0.007) 
DSALES(t-4) -0.005 (0.007) DSALES(t-4) -0.004 (0.007) 
DSALES(t-5) 0.004 (0.007) DSALES(t-5) 0.007 (0.007) 
DSALES(t-6) -0.017*** (0.005) DSALES(t-6) 0.002 (0.005) 
Constant -1.488 (0.602) Constant 5.888*** (0.949) 
    
Observations 464 Observations 400 
No. of groups 16 No. of groups 16 
No. of instruments 465 No. of instruments 401 
    
F-test Critical Value F-test Critical Value 
DSALES(t-1)=0 36.68 DSALES(t-1)=0 34.95 
DSALES(t-2)=0  DSALES(t-2)=0  
DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value 
DSALES(t-4)=0 0.000 DSALES(t-4)=0 0.000 
DSALES(t-5)=0  DSALES(t-5)=0  
DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null 
 Yes  Yes 
Standard errors in parentheses:  ***, **, * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.  Estimates generated from STATA’s 
Arellano-Bond command:  xtabond RPI , lags(1) endog(EMPLOY CPI TOTAL SALES DSALES DSALES _1 DSALES_2 
























Mountain-Plains:  Estimation Periods 1 and 2 
Period 1:  January 2000 – December 2002 Period 2:  January 2003 – December 2005 
Variable RPI  Variable RPI 
RPI(t-1) 0.574*** (0.047) RPI(t-1) 0.682*** (0.043) 
EMPLOY 0.319*** (0.124) EMPLOY 0.421*** (0.154) 
CPI 1.029*** (0.159) CPI 0.037 (0.134) 
TOTAL SALES 0.010** (0.005) TOTAL SALES 0.022*** (0.005) 
DSALES 0.010** (0.004) DSALES -0.001 (0.005) 
DSALES(t-1) -0.005 (0.004) DSALES(t-1) 0.001 (0.005) 
DSALES(t-2) -0.001 (0.004) DSALES(t-2) 0.007 (0.005) 
DSALES(t-3) 0.003 (0.004) DSALES(t-3) -0.011** (0.005) 
DSALES(t-4) -0.004 (0.004) DSALES(t-4) 0.011** (0.005) 
DSALES(t-5) -0.007* (0.004) DSALES(t-5) 0.007 (0.005) 
DSALES(t-6) 0.005 (0.004) DSALES(t-6) -0.007 (0.005) 
Constant -4.799*** (1.059) Constant -1.117** (0.446) 
    
Observations 319 Observations 319 
No. of groups 11 No. of groups 11 
No. of instruments 320 No. of instruments 320 
    
F-test Critical Value F-test Critical Value 
DSALES(t-1)=0 13.75 DSALES(t-1)=0 13.73 
DSALES(t-2)=0  DSALES(t-2)=0  
DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value 
DSALES(t-4)=0 0.056 DSALES(t-4)=0 0.056 
DSALES(t-5)=0  DSALES(t-5)=0  
DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null 
 Yes  Yes 
Standard errors in parentheses:  ***, **, * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.  Estimates generated from STATA’s 
Arellano-Bond command:  xtabond RPI , lags(1) endog(EMPLOY CPI TOTAL SALES DSALES DSALES _1 DSALES_2 























Mountain-Plains:  Estimation Periods 3 and 4 
Period 3 :  January 2006 – December 2009 Period 4:  January 2010 – August 2011 
Variable RPI  Variable RPI  
RPI(t-1) 0.815*** (0.037) RPI(t-1) 0.620*** (0.054) 
EMPLOY 0.240* (0.139) EMPLOY 0.136 (0.229) 
CPI -0.123 (0.104) CPI 0.051 (0.165) 
TOTAL SALES 0.021**(0.008) TOTAL SALES 0.016*** (0.005) 
DSALES 0.003 (0.007) DSALES -0.005 (0.008) 
DSALES(t-1) -0.006 (0.007) DSALES(t-1) -0.009 (0.010) 
DSALES(t-2) 0.003 (0.007)  DSALES(t-2) 0.002 (0.010) 
DSALES(t-3) 0.012* (0.007) DSALES(t-3) -0.010 (0.010) 
DSALES(t-4) -0.009 (0.007) DSALES(t-4) -0.010 (0.010) 
DSALES(t-5) 0.010 (0.007) DSALES(t-5) -0.000 (0.010) 
DSALES(t-6) -0.012** (0.006) DSALES(t-6) -0.020** (0.009) 
Constant 0.031 (0.552) Constant 0.656 (1.392) 
    
Observations 319 Observations 275 
No. of groups 11 No. of groups 11 
No. of instruments 320 No. of instruments 276 
    
F-test Critical Value F-test Critical Value 
DSALES(t-1)=0 19.00 DSALES(t-1)=0 14.83 
DSALES(t-2)=0  DSALES(t-2)=0  
DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value 
DSALES(t-4)=0 0.008 DSALES(t-4)=0 0.038 
DSALES(t-5)=0  DSALES(t-5)=0  
DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null 
 Yes  Yes 
Standard errors in parentheses:  ***, **, * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.  Estimates generated from STATA’s 
Arellano-Bond command:  xtabond RPI , lags(1) endog(EMPLOY CPI TOTAL SALES DSALES DSALES _1 DSALES_2 























New England:  Estimation Periods 1 and 2 
Period 1:  January 2000 – December 2002 Period 2:  January 2003 – December 2005 
Variable RPI  Variable RPI 
RPI(t-1) 0.667*** (0.045) RPI(t-1) 0.564*** (0.053) 
EMPLOY 0.542*** (0.183) EMPLOY -0.211 (0.413) 
CPI 2.281*** (0.297) CPI 1.299*** (0.171) 
TOTAL SALES 0.047*** (0.011) TOTAL SALES 0.030*** (0.008) 
DSALES 0.010 (0.010) DSALES 0.006 (0.007) 
DSALES(t-1) 0.000 (0.011) DSALES(t-1) -0.006 (0.007) 
DSALES(t-2) -0.009 (0.010) DSALES(t-2) 0.006 (0.008) 
DSALES(t-3) -0.007 (0.011) DSALES(t-3) -0.003 (0.007) 
DSALES(t-4) 0.003 (0.010) DSALES(t-4) 0.010 (0.007) 
DSALES(t-5) 0.004 (0.010) DSALES(t-5) -0.009 (0.008) 
DSALES(t-6) -0.003 (0.010) DSALES(t-6) 0.003 (0.007) 
Constant -13.014*** (1.916) Constant -3.061 (2.260) 
    
Observations 232 Observations 232 
No. of groups 8 No. of groups 8 
No. of instruments 233 No. of instruments 233 
    
F-test Critical Value F-test Critical Value 
DSALES(t-1)=0 2.37 DSALES(t-1)=0 3.46 
DSALES(t-2)=0  DSALES(t-2)=0  
DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value 
DSALES(t-4)=0 0.936 DSALES(t-4)=0 0.840 
DSALES(t-5)=0  DSALES(t-5)=0  
DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null 
 No  No 
Standard errors in parentheses:  ***, **, * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.  Estimates generated from STATA’s 
Arellano-Bond command:  xtabond RPI , lags(1) endog(EMPLOY CPI TOTAL SALES DSALES DSALES _1 DSALES_2 
























New England:  Estimation Periods 3 and 4 
Period 3:  January 2006 – December 2009 Period 4:  January 2010 – August 2011 
Variable RPI  Variable RPI  
RPI(t-1) 0.728*** (0.051) RPI(t-1) 0.575*** (0.061) 
EMPLOY 1.036*** (0.255) EMPLOY -0.325 (0.212) 
CPI -0.260*** (0.086) CPI -0.331*** (0.109) 
TOTAL SALES 0.029*** (0.008) TOTAL SALES 0.014* (0.007) 
DSALES 0.000 (0.007) DSALES -0.017* (0.010) 
DSALES(t-1) -0.003 (0.008) DSALES(t-1) 0.003 (0.010) 
DSALES(t-2) 0.008 (0.008) DSALES(t-2) 0.019** (0.010) 
DSALES(t-3) 0.008 (0.008) DSALES(t-3) 0.010 (0.010) 
DSALES(t-4) 0.003 (0.008) DSALES(t-4) 0.002 (0.010) 
DSALES(t-5) 0.005 (0.008) DSALES(t-5) -0.001 (0.010) 
DSALES(t-6) -0.016** (0.007)  DSALES(t-6) 0.010 (0.008) 
Constant -3.671*** (1.261) Constant 5.738*** (1.336) 
    
Observations 232 Observations 200 
No. of groups 8 No. of groups 8 
No. of instruments 233 No. of instruments 201 
    
F-test Critical Value F-test Critical Value 
DSALES(t-1)=0 11.39 DSALES(t-1)=0 18.75 
DSALES(t-2)=0  DSALES(t-2)=0  
DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value 
DSALES(t-4)=0 0.123 DSALES(t-4)=0 0.009 
DSALES(t-5)=0  DSALES(t-5)=0  
DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null 
 No  Yes 
Standard errors in parentheses:  ***, **, * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.  Estimates generated from STATA’s 
Arellano-Bond command:  xtabond RPI , lags(1) endog(EMPLOY CPI TOTAL SALES DSALES DSALES _1 DSALES_2 
























New York-New Jersey:  Estimation Periods 1 and 2 
Period 1:  January 2000 – December 2002 Period 2:  January 2003 – December 2006 
Variable RPI  Variable RPI  
RPI(t-1) 0.737*** (0.057) RPI(t-1) 0.846*** (0.045) 
EMPLOY 0.139 (0.190) EMPLOY 0.920* (0.536) 
CPI 1.222*** (0.268) CPI 0.248** (0.117) 
TOTAL SALES -0.001 (0.007) TOTAL SALES 0.012 (0.009) 
DSALES -0.022*** (0.008) DSALES -0.003 (0.007) 
DSALES(t-1) 0.003 (0.008) DSALES(t-1) -0.003 (0.007) 
DSALES(t-2) 0.004 (0.008) DSALES(t-2) 0.009 (0.007) 
DSALES(t-3) 0.008 (0.008) DSALES(t-3) 0.009 (0.007) 
DSALES(t-4) -0.005 (0.008) DSALES(t-4) -0.002 (0.007) 
DSALES(t-5) 0.009 (0.008) DSALES(t-5) 0.002 (0.007) 
DSALES(t-6) -0.004 (0.007) DSALES(t-6) -0.011 (0.007) 
Constant -5.520*** (1.839) Constant -6.488** (3.192) 
    
Observations 174 Observations 174 
No. of groups 6 No. of groups 6 
No. of instruments 175 No. of instruments 175 
    
F-test Critical Value F-test Critical Value 
DSALES(t-1)=0 9.78 DSALES(t-1)=0 6.93 
DSALES(t-2)=0  DSALES(t-2)=0  
DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value 
DSALES(t-4)=0 0.201 DSALES(t-4)=0 0.436 
DSALES(t-5)=0  DSALES(t-5)=0  
DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null 
 No  No 
Standard errors in parentheses:  ***, **, * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.  Estimates generated from STATA’s 
Arellano-Bond command:  xtabond RPI , lags(1) endog(EMPLOY CPI TOTAL SALES DSALES DSALES _1 DSALES_2 























New York-New Jersey:  Estimation Periods 3 and 4 
Period 3:  January 2006 – December 2009 January 2010 – August 2011 
Variable RPI  Variable RPI  
RPI(t-1) 0.826*** (0.050) RPI(t-1) 0.629*** (0.068) 
EMPLOY -0.545 (0.416) EMPLOY 0.360 (0.331) 
CPI 0.318*** (0.110) CPI -0.478*** (0.143) 
TOTAL SALES 0.012 (0.009) TOTAL SALES 0.005 (0.007) 
DSALES -0.007 (0.006) DSALES -0.017** (0.007) 
DSALES(t-1) -0.016** (0.007) DSALES(t-1) 0.019*** (0.007) 
DSALES(t-2) 0.010 (0.007) DSALES(t-2) -0.007 (0.008) 
DSALES(t-3) 0.007 (0.007) DSALES(t-3) 0.012 (0.008) 
DSALES(t-4) 0.010 (0.007) DSALES(t-4) 0.003 (0.008) 
DSALES(t-5) -0.003 (0.007) DSALES(t-5) 0.004 (0.008) 
DSALES(t-6) -0.021*** (0.006) DSALES(t-6) 0.001 (0.007) 
Constant 2.718 (2.395) Constant 1.947 (2.207) 
    
Observations 174 Observations 150 
No. of groups 6 No. of groups 6 
No. of instruments 175 No. of instruments 151 
    
F-test Critical Value F-test Critical Value 
DSALES(t-1)=0 30.92 DSALES(t-1)=0 14.50 
DSALES(t-2)=0  DSALES(t-2)=0  
DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value 
DSALES(t-4)=0 0.000 DSALES(t-4)=0 0.043 
DSALES(t-5)=0  DSALES(t-5)=0  
DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null 
 Yes  Yes 
Standard errors in parentheses:  ***, **, * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.  Estimates generated from STATA’s 
Arellano-Bond command:  xtabond RPI , lags(1) endog(EMPLOY CPI TOTAL SALES DSALES DSALES _1 DSALES_2 





















Southeast:  Estimation Periods 1 and 2 
Period 1:  January 2000 – December 2002 Period 2:  January 2003 – December 2005 
Variable RPI  Variable RPI  
RPI(t-1) 0.567*** (0.027) RPI(t-1) 0.893*** (0.016) 
EMPLOY 0.288*** (0.078) EMPLOY 0.241*** (0.077) 
CPI 1.276*** (0.106) CPI 0.066 (0.076) 
TOTAL SALES 0.008* (0.004) TOTAL SALES 0.017*** (0.004) 
DSALES -0.005* (0.003) DSALES 0.000 (0.003) 
DSALES(t-1) 0.003 (0.003) DSALES(t-1) 0.001 (0.003) 
DSALES(t-2) -0.005* (0.003) DSALES(t-2) -0.004 (0.003) 
DSALES(t-3) 0.004 (0.003) DSALES(t-3) 0.008** (0.003) 
DSALES(t-4) -0.009*** (0.003) DSALES(t-4) -0.006* (0.004) 
DSALES(t-5) 0.003 (0.003) DSALES(t-5) -0.002 (0.004) 
DSALES(t-6) -0.009*** (0.003) DSALES(t-6) -0.016*** (0.003) 
Constant -5.811*** (0.613) Constant -1.348*** (0.306) 
    
Observations 986 Observations 986 
No. of groups 34 No. of groups 34 
No. of instruments 972 No. of instruments 974 
    
F-test Critical Value F-test Critical Value 
DSALES(t-1)=0 31.98 DSALES(t-1)=0 37.83 
DSALES(t-2)=0  DSALES(t-2)=0  
DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value 
DSALES(t-4)=0 0.000 DSALES(t-4)=0 0.000 
DSALES(t-5)=0  DSALES(t-5)=0  
DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null 
 Yes  Yes 
Standard errors in parentheses:  ***, **, * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.  Estimates generated from STATA’s 
Arellano-Bond command:  xtabond RPI , lags(1) endog(EMPLOY CPI TOTAL SALES DSALES DSALES _1 DSALES_2 
























Southeast:  Estimation Periods 3 and 4 
Period 3:  January 2006 – December 2009 Period 4:  January 2010 – August 2011 
Variable RPI  Variable RPI  
RPI(t-1) 0.895*** (0.017) RPI(t-1) 0.757*** (0.027) 
EMPLOY 0.174** (0.068) EMPLOY 0.059 (0.111)  
CPI 0.020 (0.045) CPI -0.312*** (0.077) 
TOTAL SALES -0.002 (0.002) TOTAL SALES 0.017*** (0.004) 
DSALES -0.011*** (0.003) DSALES -0.007 (0.006) 
DSALES(t-1) 0.003 (0.003) DSALES(t-1) -0.000 (0.006) 
DSALES(t-2) 0.001 (0.003) DSALES(t-2) 0.014** (0.006) 
DSALES(t-3) 0.000 (0.003) DSALES(t-3) 0.002 (0.006) 
DSALES(t-4) 0.001 (0.003) DSALES(t-4) -0.012** (0.006) 
DSALES(t-5) -0.002 (0.003) DSALES(t-5) -0.006 (0.006) 
DSALES(t-6) -0.006*** (0.002) DSALES(t-6) 0.006 (0.005) 
Constant -0.596* (0.331) Constant 2.279*** (0.733) 
    
Observations 986 Observations 850 
No. of groups 34 No. of groups 34 
No. of instruments 974 No. of instruments 838 
    
F-test Critical Value F-test Critical Value 
DSALES(t-1)=0 26.76 DSALES(t-1)=0 13.30 
DSALES(t-2)=0  DSALES(t-2)=0  
DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value 
DSALES(t-4)=0 0.000 DSALES(t-4)=0 0.065 
DSALES(t-5)=0  DSALES(t-5)=0  
DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null 
 Yes  Yes 
Standard errors in parentheses:  ***, **, * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.  Estimates generated from STATA’s 
Arellano-Bond command:  xtabond RPI , lags(1) endog(EMPLOY CPI TOTAL SALES DSALES DSALES _1 DSALES_2 
























Southwest:  Estimation Periods 1 and 2 
Period 1:  December 2000 – January 2002 Period 2:  December 2003 – January 2005 
Variable RPI  Variable RPI 
RPI(t-1) 0.516*** (0.063) RPI(t-1) 0.614*** (0.058) 
EMPLOY 0.268* (0.138) EMPLOY -0.209 (0.229) 
CPI 0.868*** (0.160) CPI 0.504*** (0.178) 
TOTAL SALES -0.009 (0.008) TOTAL SALES 0.015 (0.010) 
DSALES 0.001 (0.008) DSALES 0.009 (0.010) 
DSALES(t-1) 0.001 (0.008) DSALES(t-1) 0.005 (0.009) 
DSALES(t-2) 0.008 (0.008) DSALES(t-2) -0.007 (0.010) 
DSALES(t-3) -0.005 (0.008) DSALES(t-3) 0.012 (0.010) 
DSALES(t-4) -0.008 (0.007) DSALES(t-4) -0.010 (0.010) 
DSALES(t-5) 0.005 (0.007) DSALES(t-5) -0.001 (0.010) 
DSALES(t-6) -0.006 (0.007) DSALES(t-6) -0.013 (0.009) 
Constant -3.760* (1.155) Constant 0.569 (0.836) 
    
Observations 203 Observations 203 
No. of groups 7 No. of groups 7 
No. of Instruments 204 No. of Instruments 204 
    
F-test Critical Value F-test Critical Value 
DSALES(t-1)=0 4.25 DSALES(t-1)=0 6.29 
DSALES(t-2)=0  DSALES(t-2)=0  
DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value 
DSALES(t-4)=0 0.751 DSALES(t-4)=0 0.507 
DSALES(t-5)=0  DSALES(t-5)=0  
DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null 
 No  No 
Standard errors in parentheses:  ***, **, * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.  Estimates generated from STATA’s 
Arellano-Bond command:  xtabond RPI , lags(1) endog(EMPLOY CPI TOTAL SALES DSALES DSALES _1 DSALES_2 
























Southwest:  Estimation Periods 3 and 4 
Period 3:  December 2006 – January 2009 Period 4:  December 2010 – August 2011 
Variable RPI  Variable RPI 
RPI(t-1) 0.702*** (0.051) RPI(t-1) -0.234*** (0.075) 
EMPLOY 0.135 (0.145) EMPLOY 1.666*** (0.500) 
CPI -0.057 (0.093) CPI -0.521 (0.395) 
TOTAL SALES 0.012 (0.008) TOTAL SALES 0.054*** (0.008) 
DSALES -0.008 (0.009) DSALES -0.031** (0.013) 
DSALES(t-1) -0.010 (0.009) DSALES(t-1) -0.011 (0.015) 
DSALES(t-2) 0.013 (0.009) DSALES(t-2) 0.008 (0.016) 
DSALES(t-3) 0.013 (0.010) DSALES(t-3) -0.011 (0.017) 
DSALES(t-4) 0.008 (0.009) DSALES(t-4) -0.030* (0.017) 
DSALES(t-5) -0.005 (0.009) DSALES(t-5) 0.031 (0.019) 
DSALES(t-6) -0.009 (0.007) DSALES(t-6) -0.017 (0.018) 
Constant 0.757 (0.725) Constant -3.010 (2.373) 
    
Observations 203 Observations 175 
No. of groups 7 No. of groups 7 
No. of instruments 204 No. of instruments 176 
    
F-test Critical Value F-test Critical Value 
DSALES(t-1)=0 13.09 DSALES(t-1)=0 21.03 
DSALES(t-2)=0  DSALES(t-2)=0  
DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value 
DSALES(t-4)=0 0.070 DSALES(t-4)=0 0.004 
DSALES(t-5)=0  DSALES(t-5)=0  
DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null 
 Yes  Yes 
Standard errors in parentheses:  ***, **, * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.  Estimates generated from STATA’s 
Arellano-Bond command:  xtabond RPI , lags(1) endog(EMPLOY CPI TOTAL SALES DSALES DSALES _1 DSALES_2 
























Western:  Estimation Periods 1 and 2 
Period 1:  January 2000 – December 2002 Period 2:  January 2003 – December 2005 
Variable RPI  Variable RPI  
RPI(t-1) 0.837*** (0.019) RPI(t-1) 0.892*** (0.012) 
EMPLOY 0.078 (0.053) EMPLOY 0.059 (0.059) 
CPI 0.424*** (0.093) CPI 0.603*** (0.088) 
TOTAL SALES 0.018*** (0.004) TOTAL SALES 0.012*** (0.004)  
DSALES -0.003 (0.003) DSALES -0.006*** (0.002) 
DSALES(t-1) -0.000 (0.003) DSALES(t-1) 0.001 (0.002) 
DSALES(t-2) 0.003 (0.003) DSALES(t-2) -0.001 (0.002) 
DSALES(t-3) -0.004 (0.003) DSALES(t-3) 0.003 (0.002) 
DSALES(t-4) 0.004 (0.003) DSALES(t-4) 0.000 (0.002) 
DSALES(t-5) 0.001 (0.003) DSALES(t-5) -0.001 (0.002) 
DSALES(t-6) -0.010*** (0.003) DSALES(t-6) -0.005** (0.002) 
Constant -1.870*** (0.515) Constant -2.841*** (0.377) 
    
Observations 1015 Observations 1015 
No. of groups 35 No. of groups 35 
No. of instruments 998 No. of instruments 999 
    
F-test Critical Value F-test Critical Value 
DSALES(t-1)=0 21.17 DSALES(t-1)=0 18.10 
DSALES(t-2)=0  DSALES(t-2)=0  
DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value 
DSALES(t-4)=0 0.004 DSALES(t-4)=0 0.012 
DSALES(t-5)=0  DSALES(t-5)=0  
DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null 
 Yes  Yes 
Standard errors in parentheses:  ***, **, * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.  Estimates generated from STATA’s 
Arellano-Bond command:  xtabond RPI , lags(1) endog(EMPLOY CPI TOTAL SALES DSALES DSALES _1 DSALES_2 























Western:  Estimation Periods 3 and 4 
Period 3:  January 2006 – December 2009 Period 4:  January 2010 – December 2011 
Variable RPI  Variable RPI  
RPI(t-1) 0.981*** (0.012) RPI(t-1) 0.860*** (0.019) 
EMPLOY -0.084 (0.074) EMPLOY 0.261*** (0.099) 
CPI 0.090 (0.064) CPI -0.129* (0.071) 
TOTAL SALES 0.004 (0.004) TOTAL SALES 0.009*** (0.003) 
DSALES -0.005* (0.003) DSALES -0.017*** (0.005) 
DSALES(t-1) 0.003 (0.003) DSALES(t-1) 0.010* (0.006) 
DSALES(t-2) -0.001 (0.002) DSALES(t-2) 0.010* (0.006) 
DSALES(t-3) 0.001 (0.002) DSALES(t-3) -0.009 (0.006) 
DSALES(t-4) -0.000 (0.002) DSALES(t-4) 0.001 (0.006) 
DSALES(t-5) -0.008*** (0.002) DSALES(t-5) 0.005 (0.006) 
DSALES(t-6) -0.002 (0.002) DSALES(t-6) -0.001 (0.005) 
Constant 0.052 (0.391) Constant -0.188 (0.639) 
    
Observations 1015 Observations 875 
No. of groups 35 No. of groups 35 
No. of instruments 998 No. of instruments 859 
    
F-test Critical Value F-test Critical Value 
DSALES(t-1)=0 39.74 DSALES(t-1)=0 18.38 
DSALES(t-2)=0  DSALES(t-2)=0  
DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value 
DSALES(t-4)=0 0.000 DSALES(t-4)=0 0.010 
DSALES(t-5)=0  DSALES(t-5)=0  
DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null 
 Yes  Yes 
Standard errors in parentheses:  ***, **, * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.  Estimates generated from STATA’s 
Arellano-Bond command:  xtabond RPI , lags(1) endog(EMPLOY CPI TOTAL SALES DSALES DSALES _1 DSALES_2 
DSALES_3 DSALES_4 DSALES_5 DSALES_6) artests(2). 
 
 
In general, all the results reveal the signs suggested in the Empirical Considerations 
chapter.  There were three exceptions, however, where a negative coefficient was found for 
employment:  once in the third period estimations in the Mid-Atlantic (see Table 3), once in the 
first period Midwest estimations (see Table 4), and finally it occurs again in the fourth period 
Midwest estimations (see Table 5).  The occurrence in the Mid-Atlantic estimations is only 
significant at the ten percent level; this does not provide much certainty for this result.  The 
results for the Midwest are significant at the five and one percent levels, respectively.  These 
results suggest that increases in employment are associated with decreases in house prices.  
Intuition might suggest that increased employment would generate increased demand for 
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housing, and so we might expect higher employment to be associated with higher prices.  
However, it may be the case that increases in employment signal higher demand, but market 
supply could be so large that the increased employment would be associated with lower prices in 
the Midwest. 
The empirical results also suggest several stories about house prices.  First, the results 
reveal an interesting pattern in the coefficient on DSALES in six of the eight regional 
estimations.  Second, the difference between the coefficients on the consumer price index across 
time periods is surprising.  Finally, it is clear that price behavior among regions is not 
homogenous. 
The theoretical model outlined two hypotheses on the relationship between house prices 
and distressed sales.  In short, if creditors are able to dispose of foreclosures quickly, then this 
thesis contends there should be a negative coefficient on DSALES, but if creditors are unable to 
do so, then a positive coefficient should be expected, as increases in the percentage of distressed 
sales could reflect a recovery of the market or an increase in housing demand.  Interpreting the 
results is not as straight forward as the theoretical motivation might suggest.  The results 
revealed that there are sometimes only synchronous effects of distressed sales on price, 
sometimes a single lagged effect, sometimes both synchronous and lagged effects, and finally, 
there are sometimes multiple lagged effects on price.  In addition, there were also cases where 
the coefficients alternated between positive and negative signs, which are not intuitive with the 
hypothesized relationships. 
The sign-switching phenomenon occurs in the Mid-Atlantic in period four (see Table 3), 
in the Midwest in periods three and four (see Table 5), in the Mountain-Plains in periods one, 
two, and three (see Tables 6 and 7), in New York-New Jersey in period four (see Table 11), in 
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the Southeast in periods two and four (see Tables 12 and 13), and also in the Western region in 
period three (see Table 17).  The results for the Western region are not strong however, as the 
coefficients are only significant at the ten percent level.  Among these results, the signs changes 
are sometimes seen on more than two of the distressed sales coefficients, which this thesis is not 
fully able to explain.  In the Mid-Atlantic (see Table 3), the magnitude and significance of these 
coefficients decreases in the later lags.  However this is not the case in the Midwest (see Table 
5).  Regardless, the general goal here is to at least provide an explanation for the first two sign 
changes since these are common in the results.   
What is interesting about the first two sign changes is that it may help paint a picture of 
what is happening between foreclosures and distressed sales based on the theoretical 
motivations.  Further, these results are typically seen in the last two estimation periods, where we 
might expect to see a different relationship between distressed sales and price than we would 
expect to see in periods one and two where there was much price appreciation.  To help illustrate 
the story behind these switching coefficient signs, let us build an example.  
Take a market where the synchronous effect of the percentage of distressed sales on price 
is negative.  This result signals that for an increase in distressed sales, the market concurrently 
experiences a decrease in house prices.  If we think about what is going on behind the scenes, 
this decrease in price is merely picking up the effect of foreclosures that are currently on the 
market.  As discussed in the theoretical motivation, banks should be willing to sell foreclosures 
at a reduced price.  Thus, if creditors have a chance to sell these properties, then they do it a 
discount, which is reflected in the negative sign on the synchronous coefficient. 
We commonly see this synchronous negative effect, but it is then followed by a positive 
effect. This positive impact on house prices takes time to occur, because it is not until after a sale 
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that a home becomes occupied.  Once a home becomes occupied, a dis-amenity is being removed 
from the market.  The now-occupied home has an owner to care for it and to improve its 
appearance.  In theory, ownership should help a neighborhood become more desirable, which 
should have a positive impact on house prices.  Additionally, the removal of a foreclosed home 
from the market works to decrease overall supply, working to help raise house prices over time. 
 While we generally see this case where the coefficient rotates from a negative 
synchronous effect to a positive lagged effect (Mid-Atlantic, Midwest, New York-New Jersey, 
Western), it does show up in reversed order in the Mountain-Plains and in the Southeast.  There 
could be an explanation for these results based on specific price behaviors at the time.  In the 
Mountain-Plains, these results are seen in two time periods:  one and three.  However, for each 
estimation period both coefficients are not highly statistically significant.  In each estimation 
period, one of the coefficients is only significant at the 10 percent level.  In the Southeast, the 
positive to negative switch is seen in estimation periods two and four.  The period two data 
ranges from January 2003 to December 2005.  During this time, house prices were on an upward 
trend and there was easy access to home loans.  Period four, which spanned January 2009 to 
August 2011, is typically a time where prices appear to stabilize.  It could be the case that in 
period two there was enough housing demand to drive prices upward, regardless of whether a 
home was distressed.  In the fourth period, any increase in the occurrence of distressed sales 
might be associated with a dis-amenity removal, or increased demand, and so prices could have 
been driven upward as a result.  Thus the positive synchronous effects may reflect inherent high 
demand or a form of housing market recovery.  However, in the long-run, the increased number 
of sold homes may be working to dry up some of the market demand, and so we eventually see 
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the lagged effect generating a decrease in prices.  Hence, the negative coefficient on the lagged 
DSALES. 
It should be noted that throughout the results, a negative coefficient on DSALES and on 
lags of DSALES is commonly seen throughout the results.  This is primarily seen in the first two 
estimation periods.  These results seem to be in agreement with the first hypothesis that 
distressed sales act as a foreclosure proxy.  In such a case, the synchronous effect of an increase 
in distressed sales is representative of the foreclosures present in the market, and the negative 
effect on price merely reflects their low sales prices.  However, they also have a lagged effect on 
price, which is revealed in the negative coefficient on the lagged DSALES.  In this case, the 
lagged effect could represent the time it takes for sellers to adjust their prices based on the 
changing reference prices available to them in the market. 
As discussed in the Empirical Considerations chapter, this thesis expected the coefficient 
on CPI to be statistically significant throughout the results and to possibly be positive leading to 
the peak of housing prices and negative thereafter.  The results held to this fairly well.  The 
change from a positive to negative coefficient on CPI shows up in every region, and the results 
also show a disappearance of the statistical significance at times.  The statistical significance is 
not present in the Midwest in estimation periods three and four, in the Mountain-Plains in 
estimation periods two through four, the Southeast in periods two and three, the Southwest in 
periods three and four, and the Western region in estimation period three.  While, the consumer 
price index was included in the model to control for changes in housing price due to inflation, 
one might expect overall price levels to play a large role in the house price changes regardless of 
housing market conditions.  However, the results do not suggest this is always the case. 
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The CPI coefficients themselves, are also interesting.  For example, the CPI for the Mid-
Atlantic is 1.006, in the Mountain-Plains 1.029, in New England 2.281, in New York-New Jersey 
1.222, and in the Southeast, 1.276.  Each of these coefficients suggest that for a one percent 
increase in overall price levels, there is an associated increase in housing prices of approximately 
one percent, or in the case of New England, house prices are expected to increase by more than 
two percent.  By the second period, the CPI coefficients are as follows:  0.346, 0.037, 1.299, 
0.248, and 0.066, respectively.  Surprisingly, the second period coefficients are dramatically 
smaller than the in the first estimation period.  These differences in the CPI coefficient among 
estimation periods are possibly an additional indicator of a decreasing importance of changing 
price levels as housing prices entered into a period of unprecedented growth.  To further support 
this, it is during the second estimation period where we find that the impact of inflation on 
housing price decreases so dramatically, with the Midwest and Western regions being two 
exceptions. 
Although the coefficients for CPI held to the hypothesized results fairly well, the results 
are clearly not consistent with the idea that consumers use housing as a hedge against inflation.  
In order to address this issue, the panel results were also estimated using the rate of inflation, 
rather than the consumer price index.  The use of the rate of inflation, however, did not 
consistently provide results revealing a positive relationship.  Of the ten times where the 
relationship between the rate of inflation and house price was statistically significant, the results 
were negative seven times.  Additionally, they were most frequently negative and statistically 
significant during the first estimation period (see Appendix B for tables of results).  In short, the 
results did not improve from the first set of estimations.  In fact, they seem stranger than the first 
set of results in that they are not consistent with the theory of hedging against inflation, nor are 
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they consistent with the results first hypothesized in the empirical considerations section.  
Regardless of the relationship between house prices and the rate of inflation, however, the other 
relationships were still similar to the previously estimated results, revealing multiple lagged 
effects of DSALES that were jointly significant, often which were combinations of both positive 
and negative effects. 
In summary, the primary panel results provide several interesting results.  They tell an 
interesting story about how distressed sales potentially interact with housing prices through sign 
changes on the DSALES coefficient.  This story, while it pulls from the theoretical motivation, it 
doesn’t necessarily imply that distressed sales always act as a foreclosure proxy, nor does it 
necessarily suggest that creditors are unable to rid the market of their foreclosed homes.  Rather, 
the results seem to suggest that there is some combination of these two effects happening in the 
market.  Finally, the differences in the consumer price index coefficients for different estimation 
periods might suggest that during steep housing market growth and decline, overall changing 
price levels have little effect on housing prices. 
 
B.  Vector Autoregression (VAR) results 
 After running each of the 127 eight-variable VAR models and obtaining the Granger 
causality results, there are numerous results to be studied and organized.  The VAR results have 
been grouped based on common shared characteristics amongst metro areas.  These subsets are 
used to determine whether there are common effects on housing prices amongst areas with 
similar characteristics.  The results for each MSA are grouped based on the following 
characteristics:  geographic region, population size, and population density (persons per square 
mile).   
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Due to the size of the results section and the importance of explaining the relationship 
between the percentage of distressed sales (DSALES) and housing prices (RPI), this section 
primarily focuses on these results.  Note that only results that are at the one or five percent 
significance levels are reported in this section (see Appendix B for full table of results).  Table 
18 below provides a summary of these results. 
Table 18 










Akron, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Albany-Schenectady-Troy, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Albuquerque, NM Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton, PA-NJ Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Anchorage, AK Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Asheville, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Marietta, GA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Augusta-Richmond County, GA-SC Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Austin-Round Rock, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Bakersfield, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Baltimore-Towson, MD Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Barnstable Town, MA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Bellingham, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Bend, OR Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Birmingham-Hoover, AL Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Boise City-Nampa, ID Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Boston-Cambridge-Quincy, MA-NH Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Boulder, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Bremerton-Silverdale, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Bridgeport-Stamford-Norwalk, CT Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Buffalo-Niagara Falls, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Canton-Massillon, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Cape Coral-Fort Myers, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Charleston-North Charleston, SC Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Charlotte-Gastonia-Concord, NC-SC Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Chicago-Naperville-Joliet, IL-IN-WI Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Cincinnati-Middletown, OH-KY-IN Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Cleveland-Elyria-Mentor, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Colorado Springs, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area   















Columbus, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Dayton, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Deltona-Daytona Beach-Ormond Beach, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Denver-Aurora, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Detroit-Warren-Livonia, MI Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Durham, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area   
El Paso, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Eugene-Springfield, OR Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Fayetteville-Springdale-Rogers, AR-MO Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Fort Collins-Loveland, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Fresno, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Gainesville, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Grand Junction, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Grand Rapids-Wyoming, MI Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Greeley, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Greensboro-High Point, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Greenville, SC Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Harrisburg-Carlisle, PA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Hartford-West Hartford-East Hartford, CT Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Honolulu, HI Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Houston-Baytown-Sugar Land, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Indianapolis, IN Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Jacksonville, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Kansas City, MO-KS Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Knoxville, TN Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Lakeland, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Lancaster, PA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Lansing-East Lansing, MI Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Las Vegas-Paradise, NV Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Los Angeles-Long Beach-Santa Ana, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Louisville, KY-IN Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Medford, OR Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Memphis, TN-MS-AR Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Merced, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Miami-Fort Lauderdale-Miami Beach, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Milwaukee-Waukesha-West Allis, WI Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington, MN-WI Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Modesto, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Myrtle Beach-Conway-North Myrtle Beach, SC Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Nashville-Davidson--Murfreesboro, TN Metropolitan Statistical Area   
New Haven-Milford, CT Metropolitan Statistical Area   














Ocala, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Oklahoma City, OK Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Olympia, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Omaha-Council Bluffs, NE-IA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Orlando, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Oxnard-Thousand Oaks-Ventura, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Palm Bay-Melbourne-Titusville, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Panama City-Lynn Haven, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Pensacola-Ferry Pass-Brent, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Philadelphia-Camden-Wilmington, PA-NJ-DE-MD Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Phoenix-Mesa-Scottsdale, AZ Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Pittsburgh, PA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Portland-Vancouver-Beaverton, OR-WA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Port St. Lucie-Fort Pierce, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Poughkeepsie-Newburgh-Middletown, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Providence-New Bedford-Fall River, RI-MA Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Provo-Orem, UT Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Raleigh-Cary, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Reading, PA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Reno-Sparks, NV Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Richmond, VA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Riverside-San Bernardino-Ontario, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Rochester, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Sacramento--Arden-Arcade--Roseville, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
St. Louis, MO-IL Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Salem, OR Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Salinas, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Salt Lake City, UT Metropolitan Statistical Area   
San Antonio, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area   
San Diego-Carlsbad-San Marcos, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
San Francisco-Oakland-Fremont, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
San Jose-Sunnyvale-Santa Clara, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
San Luis Obispo-Paso Robles, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Santa Barbara-Santa Maria-Goleta, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Santa Rosa-Petaluma, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Sebastian-Vero Beach, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Spokane, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Springfield, MA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Stockton, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Syracuse, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Tallahassee, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area   












Tucson, AZ Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Vallejo-Fairfield, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Virginia Beach-Norfolk-Newport News, VA-NC Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Visalia-Porterville, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Washington-Arlington-Alexandria, DC-VA-MD-WV Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Wichita, KS Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Wilmington, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Winston-Salem, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Worcester, MA Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Youngstown-Warren-Boardman, OH-PA Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
 
Geographic Region: 
It is clear from the plots of housing prices across time that some regions have similar 
patterns.  However, when comparing the entire Western region to the Southwest, the difference 
is drastic (see Figure 1). 
 
Figure 1 
Date x RPI – Southwest and Western Regions 
 
There is a highly pronounced peaked shape to housing prices in most Western MSAs.  In the 
Southwest, however, housing prices never seem to peak.  They only gradually rise over time, 
remaining nearly flat. 
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The Southeast, unlike other geographic regions, is a mixture of peaked prices, flat lines, 
and areas where prices rose but saw little decline after 2006 (see Figure 2). 
Figure 2 
Date x RPI – Southeastern Region 
 
The Southeast region, however, is a large area covering small, medium, and some of the largest 
metropolitan areas in the country, which explains much of the variation seen here. 
In the New York-New Jersey region, prices somewhat peak in New York and 
Poughkeepsie, but appear to gradually rise and slowly taper off elsewhere (see Figure 3). 
 
Figure 3 




There is more homogeneity in the pattern of prices for the New York-New Jersey region than for 
regions such as the Southeast. 
In New England, housing prices seemed to rise gradually and fall slowly (see Figure 4). 
Figure 4 




New England is a geographic region covering a much smaller number of metro areas than the 
Western or Southeastern regions, however.  Possibly representing less diversity in industry, 
culture, and metro sizes, housing prices in each metro area follow similar patterns in the New 
England region. 
In the Mountain-Plains, most markets appear to be relatively stable markets, with prices 
rising slowly and then staying flat (see Figure 5).  Provo, UT and Grand Junction, CO seem to be 








Date x RPI – Mountain-Plains Region 
 
 
The Midwest is a group that looks relatively stable as a whole when compared to regions 
like the West (see Figure 6). 
Figure 6 
Date x RPI – Midwest Region 
 
The line at the bottom is the exception and represents Detroit, MI, which was particularly 
devastated by the collapse of the financial sector and auto-industry. 
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Finally, the Mid-Atlantic is another grouping that looks relatively stable, with DC, 
Baltimore, and Virginia Beach being the exceptions (see Figure 7).  These metro areas 
experienced more of a pronounced peak than other MSAs in the Mid-Atlantic (see Figure 7). 
Figure 7 
Date x RPI – Mid-Atlantic Region 
 
As seen in the graphs, not all geographic regions contain metro areas where housing 
prices follow similar patterns.  However, some regions, especially those which contain a smaller 
number of metro areas, seem to experience similar trends and patterns in housing prices.  
Because no other research has shown the effects of distressed sales or foreclosure rate on 
housing prices from a regional perspective, and because some regions do appear to experience 
similar changes in housing prices, the regional groupings seemed a logical means to organize and 
interpret the VAR results. 
 Overall, we find that changes in the growth of the percent of distressed sales Granger 
cause changes in the growth of housing prices in only two of the Mid-Atlantic’s 10 metro areas 
(see Table 19).  In other words, changes in the percentage of distressed sales only provide 
statistically significant information about future changes in housing price value in two metro 
areas—specifically Baltimore-Towson, MD and Philadelphia-Camden-Wilmington, PA-NJ-DE.  
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When we look at the reverse, the results also show that changes in housing prices provide future 
information about changes in the percent of distressed sales in Philadelphia.  In effect, there is 
little evidence that changes in the percent of distressed sales (DSALES) have a strong effect on 












Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton, PA-NJ Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Baltimore-Towson, MD Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Harrisburg-Carlisle, PA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Lancaster, PA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Philadelphia-Camden-Wilmington, PA-NJ-DE-MD Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Pittsburgh, PA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Reading, PA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Richmond, VA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Virginia Beach-Norfolk-Newport News, VA-NC Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Washington-Arlington-Alexandria, DC-VA-MD-WV Metropolitan Statistical Area   
 
The Midwest also provides little evidence that changes in distressed sales have predictive 
value over housing prices (see Table 20).  Here, changes in the percent of distressed sales 
Granger cause changes in housing prices in Canton-Massillon, OH; Chicago, IL; Columbus, OH; 
Minneapolis, MN; and Youngstown-Warren-Boardman, OH-PA.  Of these five, only 

























Akron, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Canton-Massillon, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Chicago-Naperville-Joliet, IL-IN-WI Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Cincinnati-Middletown, OH-KY-IN Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Cleveland-Elyria-Mentor, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Columbus, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Dayton, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Detroit-Warren-Livonia, MI Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Grand Rapids-Wyoming, MI Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Indianapolis, IN Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Lansing-East Lansing, MI Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Milwaukee-Waukesha-West Allis, WI Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington, MN-WI Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Omaha-Council Bluffs, NE-IA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Toledo, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Youngstown-Warren-Boardman, OH-PA Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
 
Similarly, in the Mountain-Plains region, changes in the percent of distressed sales 
Granger cause changes in housing prices in only one of the 11 metropolitan areas:  Fort Collins-
Loveland, CO.  The results show that changes in housing prices have predictive value over 




























Boulder, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Colorado Springs, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Denver-Aurora, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Fort Collins-Loveland, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Grand Junction, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Greeley, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Kansas City, MO-KS Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Provo-Orem, UT Metropolitan Statistical Area   
St. Louis, MO-IL Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Salt Lake City, UT Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Wichita, KS Metropolitan Statistical Area   
 
In the New England region, we find that changes in the percent of distressed sales 
Granger cause changes in housing prices in three of the eight metro areas (see Table 22).  This 
includes Bridge port, CT; Hartford-West Hartford-East Hartford, CT; and Providence-New 
Bedford-Fall River, RI-MA.  Of these three MSAs, there is statistically significant evidence for 












Barnstable Town, MA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Boston-Cambridge-Quincy, MA-NH Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Bridgeport-Stamford-Norwalk, CT Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Hartford-West Hartford-East Hartford, CT Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
New Haven-Milford, CT Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Providence-New Bedford-Fall River, RI-MA Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Springfield, MA Metropolitan Statistical Area   




The New York-New Jersey region also provides little evidence that the ratio of distressed 
sales, or DSALES, has predictive value over future values of housing price (see Table 23).  Of 
the six New York area MSAs, we find statistically significant evidence that changes in the 
percent of distressed sales Granger cause changes in housing prices in New York-Northern New 
Jersey-Long Island, NY/NJ and Syracuse, NY.  There is no statistically significant evidence of 
reverse causality for either of these MSAs. 
Table 23 










Albany-Schenectady-Troy, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Buffalo-Niagara Falls, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area   
New York-Northern New Jersey-Long Island, NY-NJ-PA Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Poughkeepsie-Newburgh-Middletown, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Rochester, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Syracuse, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
 
In the Southeast, only eight of 34 metropolitan areas provide evidence that distressed 
sales are predictive of future values of housing prices (see Table 24).  The metro areas that 
provide this evidence include the following:  Birmingham-Hoover, AL; Columbia, SC; Deltona-
Daytona Beach-Ormond Beach, FL; Louisville-Jefferson County, KY-IN; Pensacola-Ferry Pass-
Brent, FL; Fort Pierce-Port St. Lucie, FL; Raleigh-Durham-Cary, NC; and Sebastian-Vero 























Asheville, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Marietta, GA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Augusta-Richmond County, GA-SC Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Birmingham-Hoover, AL Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Cape Coral-Fort Myers, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Charleston-North Charleston, SC Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Charlotte-Gastonia-Concord, NC-SC Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Columbia, SC Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Deltona-Daytona Beach-Ormond Beach, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Durham, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Fayetteville-Springdale-Rogers, AR-MO Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Gainesville, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Greensboro-High Point, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Greenville, SC Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Jacksonville, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Knoxville, TN Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Lakeland, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Louisville, KY-IN Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Memphis, TN-MS-AR Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Miami-Fort Lauderdale-Miami Beach, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Myrtle Beach-Conway-North Myrtle Beach, SC Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Nashville-Davidson--Murfreesboro, TN Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Ocala, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Orlando, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Palm Bay-Melbourne-Titusville, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Panama City-Lynn Haven, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Pensacola-Ferry Pass-Brent, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Port St. Lucie-Fort Pierce, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Raleigh-Cary, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Sebastian-Vero Beach, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Tallahassee, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Wilmington, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Winston-Salem, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area   
 
Of the eight metro areas in the Southwest, only metro El Paso, TX shows statistically 
significant evidence that changes in the percentage of distressed sales Granger cause changes in 













Albuquerque, NM Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Austin-Round Rock, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area   
El Paso, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Houston-Baytown-Sugar Land, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Oklahoma City, OK Metropolitan Statistical Area   
San Antonio, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area   
 
Finally, in the Western region, ten of the 35 MSAs provide evidence that changes in 
percentage of distressed sales are predictive of future changes in housing prices (Table 26).  
Boise City-Nampa, ID; Eugene-Springfield, OR; Medford, OR; Olympia, WA; Riverside, CA; 
San Diego-Carlsbad-San Marcos, CA; San Francisco-Oakland-Fremont, CA; San Jose-
Sunnyvale-Santa Clara, CA; Santa Rosa-Petaluma, CA; and Visalia-Tulare-Porterville, CA show 
statistically significant evidence that changes in the percent of distressed sales Granger cause 
changes in housing prices.  Of these 10, two metro areas, Riverside and San Jose, show evidence 






























Anchorage, AK Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Bakersfield, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Bellingham, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Bend, OR Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Boise City-Nampa, ID Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Bremerton-Silverdale, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Eugene-Springfield, OR Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Fresno, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Honolulu, HI Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Las Vegas-Paradise, NV Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Los Angeles-Long Beach-Santa Ana, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Medford, OR Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Merced, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Modesto, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Olympia, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Oxnard-Thousand Oaks-Ventura, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Phoenix-Mesa-Scottsdale, AZ Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Portland-Vancouver-Beaverton, OR-WA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Reno-Sparks, NV Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Riverside-San Bernardino-Ontario, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Sacramento--Arden-Arcade--Roseville, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Salem, OR Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Salinas, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
San Diego-Carlsbad-San Marcos, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
San Francisco-Oakland-Fremont, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
San Jose-Sunnyvale-Santa Clara, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
San Luis Obispo-Paso Robles, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Santa Barbara-Santa Maria-Goleta, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Santa Rosa-Petaluma, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Spokane, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Stockton, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Tucson, AZ Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Vallejo-Fairfield, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 







 Population size has been used as another grouping for the 127 MSA-level VAR results.  
Presumably, larger housing markets behave differently than smaller housing markets.  If we 
assume that larger metropolitan areas are home to more industry, more jobs, and thus greater 
housing demand, then we might expect larger metro areas to have experienced greater 
appreciation and deprecation than less urban metropolitan areas.  Areas with lower initial 
demand for housing may not have been strongly impacted by major changes in the housing 
market if housing prices were not over-valued.  Less over-valuation could imply a smaller 
foreclosure rate, a smaller percentage of distressed sales, and as a result, a smaller impact of 
percent of distressed sales on housing prices.  Of course, smaller metro areas containing fewer 
jobs could have experienced greater incidence of foreclosure rate due to a greater percentage of 
job loss—even in markets where houses were not overpriced. 
The VAR results for each MSA have been categorized into percentiles based on 
population.  Of those cities in the 90
th
 percentile, DSALES Granger causes RPI in only three of 
10 metro areas:  Philadelphia, Chicago, and New York.  On the reverse side, the results suggest 
that changes in housing price are predictive of future changes in the percentage of distressed 
sales in five metro areas:  Houston, Miami, Philadelphia, Boston, Chicago, and Los Angeles.  
This suggests that of the largest U.S. cities where DSALES Granger cause RPI, the largest metro 
area is the only metro where reverse causality is not an issue.  It also suggests that changes in in 
price Granger cause changes in the percentage of distressed sales more often than foreclosure 
rate Granger causes change in housing prices in the 90
th
 percentile.  A table below provides a 















Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Marietta, GA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Boston-Cambridge-Quincy, MA-NH Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Chicago-Naperville-Joliet, IL-IN-WI Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Houston-Baytown-Sugar Land, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Los Angeles-Long Beach-Santa Ana, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Miami-Fort Lauderdale-Miami Beach, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
New York-Northern New Jersey-Long Island, NY-NJ-PA Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Philadelphia-Camden-Wilmington, PA-NJ-DE-MD Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Washington-Arlington-Alexandria, DC-VA-MD-WV Metropolitan Statistical Area   
  
Amongst cities in the 80
th
 percentile, changes in the percentage of distressed sales are 
predictive of future changes in housing prices in five of 11 metro areas: Riverside-San 
Bernardino-Ontario, CA; Minneapolis-Saint Paul, MN; Greater San Diego, CA; Baltimore-
Towson, MA; and San Francisco-Oakland-Fremont, CA.  Of these cities, reverse causality is 
only an issue for Riverside, CA.  Reverse causality is not as prevalent in the 80
th
 percentile as in 
the 90
th






























Baltimore-Towson, MD Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Denver-Aurora, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Detroit-Warren-Livonia, MI Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington, MN-WI Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Phoenix-Mesa-Scottsdale, AZ Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Riverside-San Bernardino-Ontario, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
St. Louis, MO-IL Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
San Diego-Carlsbad-San Marcos, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
San Francisco-Oakland-Fremont, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area   
 





 percentiles, the results show that DSALES Granger causes RPI in Columbus, OH; 
San Jose-Sunnyvale-Santa Clara, CA; Providence-New Bedford-Fall River, RI-MA; Columbia, 
SC; Birmingham-Hoover, AL; Louisville-Jefferson County, KY-IN; Raleigh-Durham-Cary, NC; 
El Paso, TX; Hartford-West Hartford- East Hartford, CT; and Bridgeport-Stamford-Norwalk, CT 
(see Table 29).  Of these cities only Louisville, El Paso, and Hartford do not show results 



























Albany-Schenectady-Troy, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Albuquerque, NM Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton, PA-NJ Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Austin-Round Rock, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Bakersfield, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Birmingham-Hoover, AL Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Bridgeport-Stamford-Norwalk, CT Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Buffalo-Niagara Falls, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Charlotte-Gastonia-Concord, NC-SC Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Cincinnati-Middletown, OH-KY-IN Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Cleveland-Elyria-Mentor, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Columbia, SC Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Columbus, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Dayton, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area   
El Paso, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Fresno, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Grand Rapids-Wyoming, MI Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Greensboro-High Point, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Hartford-West Hartford-East Hartford, CT Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Honolulu, HI Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Indianapolis, IN Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Jacksonville, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Kansas City, MO-KS Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Las Vegas-Paradise, NV Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Louisville, KY-IN Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Memphis, TN-MS-AR Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Milwaukee-Waukesha-West Allis, WI Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Nashville-Davidson--Murfreesboro, TN Metropolitan Statistical Area   
New Haven-Milford, CT Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Oklahoma City, OK Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Omaha-Council Bluffs, NE-IA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Orlando, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Oxnard-Thousand Oaks-Ventura, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Pittsburgh, PA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Portland-Vancouver-Beaverton, OR-WA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Providence-New Bedford-Fall River, RI-MA Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Raleigh-Cary, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Richmond, VA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Rochester, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Sacramento--Arden-Arcade--Roseville, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Salt Lake City, UT Metropolitan Statistical Area   
San Antonio, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area   













Tucson, AZ Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Virginia Beach-Norfolk-Newport News, VA-NC Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Worcester, MA Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
 
Amongst the smallest metro areas, the 30
th
 percentile and smaller, the results indicated 
that DSALES Granger causes RPI in Boise City-Nampa, ID; Visalia-Tulare, CA; Pensacola-
Ferry Pass-Brent, FL; Syracuse, NY; Santa Rosa-Petaluma, CA; Youngstown-Warren-
Boardman, OH-PA; Deltona-Daytona Beach-Ormond Beach, FL; Medford, OR; Eugene-
Springfield, OR; Fort Collins-Loveland, CO; Sebastian-Vero Beach, FL; Olympia, WA; Fort 
Pierce-Port St. Lucie, FL; and Canton-Massillon, OH (see Table 30).  Interestingly, of these 14 





































Akron, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Anchorage, AK Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Asheville, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Augusta-Richmond County, GA-SC Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Barnstable Town, MA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Bellingham, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Bend, OR Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Boise City-Nampa, ID Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Boulder, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Bremerton-Silverdale, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Canton-Massillon, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Cape Coral-Fort Myers, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Charleston-North Charleston, SC Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Colorado Springs, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Deltona-Daytona Beach-Ormond Beach, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Durham, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Eugene-Springfield, OR Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Fayetteville-Springdale-Rogers, AR-MO Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Fort Collins-Loveland, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Gainesville, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Grand Junction, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Greeley, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Greenville, SC Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Harrisburg-Carlisle, PA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Knoxville, TN Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Lakeland, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Lancaster, PA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Lansing-East Lansing, MI Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Medford, OR Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Merced, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Modesto, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Myrtle Beach-Conway-North Myrtle Beach, SC Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Ocala, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Olympia, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Palm Bay-Melbourne-Titusville, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Panama City-Lynn Haven, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Pensacola-Ferry Pass-Brent, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Port St. Lucie-Fort Pierce, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Poughkeepsie-Newburgh-Middletown, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Provo-Orem, UT Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Reading, PA Metropolitan Statistical Area   















Salem, OR Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Salinas, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
San Luis Obispo-Paso Robles, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Santa Barbara-Santa Maria-Goleta, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Santa Rosa-Petaluma, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Sebastian-Vero Beach, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Spokane, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Springfield, MA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Stockton, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Syracuse, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Tallahassee, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Toledo, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Vallejo-Fairfield, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Visalia-Porterville, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Wichita, KS Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Wilmington, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Winston-Salem, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area   




 Denser metropolitan areas are typically marked by higher demand for housing, and as a 
result are typically areas of more expensive housing.  Areas where space is less of a commodity 
presumably experience lower demands for housing, and as a result have lower housing prices.  
Because housing prices are presumed to act differently based on metropolitan area density, 
density has been selected as a grouping for the 127 MSA-level VAR results.  Like population, 
density has been grouped into percentiles.  Density is calculated as the number of persons per 
square mile in an MSA. 
 For the 90
th
 percentile metro areas, the results show that changes in the percentage of 
distressed sales are predictive of future values of housing prices in Chicago, Bridgeport, San 
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Francisco, and New York (see Table 31).  Of these four cities, reverse causality is statistically 
significant in all metro areas except San Francisco and New York.  Amongst metro areas in the 
80
th
 percentile, DSALES Granger causes RPI in Hartford, Providence, Baltimore, and 
Philadelphia (see Table 32).  Of these four cities, reverse causality is statistically significant in 












Boston-Cambridge-Quincy, MA-NH Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Bridgeport-Stamford-Norwalk, CT Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Chicago-Naperville-Joliet, IL-IN-WI Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Honolulu, HI Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Los Angeles-Long Beach-Santa Ana, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
New Haven-Milford, CT Metropolitan Statistical Area   
New York-Northern New Jersey-Long Island, NY-NJ-PA Metropolitan Statistical Area X  













Baltimore-Towson, MD Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Cleveland-Elyria-Mentor, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Detroit-Warren-Livonia, MI Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Hartford-West Hartford-East Hartford, CT Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Miami-Fort Lauderdale-Miami Beach, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Milwaukee-Waukesha-West Allis, WI Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Philadelphia-Camden-Wilmington, PA-NJ-DE-MD Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Providence-New Bedford-Fall River, RI-MA Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area   




Amongst metro areas that have mid-range density levels (40-70
th
 percentiles), the results 
indicate that DSALES Granger causes RPI in Raleigh, Minneapolis, San Jose, San Diego, El 
Paso, Youngstown, Olympia, Fort Pierce, Canton, Deltona, and Columbus, and Cincinnati (see 
Table 33).  Of these 12 cities, there is statistically significant evidence of reverse causality in 












Akron, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton, PA-NJ Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Marietta, GA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Austin-Round Rock, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Barnstable Town, MA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Boulder, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Bremerton-Silverdale, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Buffalo-Niagara Falls, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Canton-Massillon, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Cape Coral-Fort Myers, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Charlotte-Gastonia-Concord, NC-SC Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Cincinnati-Middletown, OH-KY-IN Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Columbus, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Dayton, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Deltona-Daytona Beach-Ormond Beach, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
El Paso, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Greensboro-High Point, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Greenville, SC Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Harrisburg-Carlisle, PA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Houston-Baytown-Sugar Land, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Indianapolis, IN Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Jacksonville, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Knoxville, TN Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Lakeland, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Lancaster, PA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington, MN-WI Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Modesto, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Olympia, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Orlando, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area   













Palm Bay-Melbourne-Titusville, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Pittsburgh, PA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Portland-Vancouver-Beaverton, OR-WA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Port St. Lucie-Fort Pierce, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Poughkeepsie-Newburgh-Middletown, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Raleigh-Cary, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Reading, PA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Rochester, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Sacramento--Arden-Arcade--Roseville, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
St. Louis, MO-IL Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
San Diego-Carlsbad-San Marcos, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
San Jose-Sunnyvale-Santa Clara, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Springfield, MA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Stockton, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Toledo, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Vallejo-Fairfield, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Virginia Beach-Norfolk-Newport News, VA-NC Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Winston-Salem, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Worcester, MA Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Youngstown-Warren-Boardman, OH-PA Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
  
 In metro areas that are the least dense (30
th
 percentile and below), we find that changes in 
the percentage of distressed sales are predictive of future values of housing prices in 
Birmingham, Pensacola, Sebastian, Syracuse, Santa Rosa, Louisville, Boise, Medford, Eugene, 
Visalia, Fort Collins, Riverside, and Columbia (see Table 34).  Of these 13 metro areas, the 
results indicate that changes in housing prices are predictive of future values of the percentage of 
distressed sales in only four of the metro areas.  These areas include Birmingham, Fort Collins, 


















Albany-Schenectady-Troy, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Albuquerque, NM Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Anchorage, AK Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Asheville, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Augusta-Richmond County, GA-SC Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Bakersfield, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Bellingham, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Bend, OR Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Birmingham-Hoover, AL Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Boise City-Nampa, ID Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Charleston-North Charleston, SC Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Colorado Springs, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Columbia, SC Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Denver-Aurora, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Durham, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Eugene-Springfield, OR Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Fayetteville-Springdale-Rogers, AR-MO Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Fort Collins-Loveland, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Fresno, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Gainesville, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area  X 
Grand Junction, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Grand Rapids-Wyoming, MI Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Greeley, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Kansas City, MO-KS Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Lansing-East Lansing, MI Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Las Vegas-Paradise, NV Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Louisville, KY-IN Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Medford, OR Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Memphis, TN-MS-AR Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Merced, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Myrtle Beach-Conway-North Myrtle Beach, SC Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Nashville-Davidson--Murfreesboro, TN Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Ocala, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Oklahoma City, OK Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Omaha-Council Bluffs, NE-IA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Panama City-Lynn Haven, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Pensacola-Ferry Pass-Brent, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Phoenix-Mesa-Scottsdale, AZ Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Provo-Orem, UT Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Reno-Sparks, NV Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Richmond, VA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Riverside-San Bernardino-Ontario, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area X X 
Salem, OR Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Salinas, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
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Salt Lake City, UT Metropolitan Statistical Area   
San Antonio, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area   
San Luis Obispo-Paso Robles, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Santa Barbara-Santa Maria-Goleta, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Santa Rosa-Petaluma, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Sebastian-Vero Beach, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Spokane, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Syracuse, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Tallahassee, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Tucson, AZ Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Visalia-Porterville, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area X  
Wichita, KS Metropolitan Statistical Area   
Wilmington, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area   
 
 
Interpretation of VAR Results: 
Within the regional groupings, the results suggest that causation of changes in housing 
prices is not homogenous.  Simple plots revealed similar trends and patterns in housing prices 
across some regions.  Similar trends and patterns, however, do not imply there is always the 
same underlying cause.  Ultimately, the results under these groupings suggest that variables 
predictive of future changes in housing prices are likely unique to housing markets on a local 
level. 
The results reported for the regionally grouped VAR estimations only focused on the 
Granger causality between DSALES and RPI.  The unreported results, however, actually lent 
further support to the uniqueness of local markets.  These unreported results (see Appendix A) 
suggest that employment, total sales, and the relative price of housing to other goods are also 
predictive of changes in housing prices.   Ultimately, there were no identifiable patterns in 
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causation amongst regions based on employment, total sales, or the relative price of housing to 
other goods, however. 
As a means to evaluate the relationship amongst metros based on characteristics other 
than region, the results were also reported based on the size of the population and the population 
density.  Interestingly, the results indicate reverse causality is more prevalent amongst the top 10 
(90
th
 percentile) largest metropolitan areas and in mid-sized metropolitan areas.  As far as density 
of metro areas, the density grouping failed to reveal a common connection amongst group 
members. 
In summary, only 32 of the 127 metro areas provide statistically significant evidence that 
changes in the percentage of distressed sales (DSALES) are predictive of future changes in 
housing prices (RPI).  In 13 of these 32, the results suggest changes in housing prices also 
provide statistically significant information about future changes in the percent of distressed 
sales (reverse causality).  In each of these 13 metro areas, we do not know which has the greater 
effect, however.  Taking this into consideration, this leaves 19 cities where the case of reverse 
causality is not statistically significant. 
It should also be noted that changes in housing price (RPI) Granger caused changes in the 
percentage of distressed sales (DSALES) just as frequently as the reverse:  32 instances each.  If 
it’s the case that studies focused on distressed sales and prices are equally as important as studies 
focused on foreclosures and prices, then these results could suggest that the impact of prices on 
distressed sales and the impact of prices on foreclosures should be studied more explicitly.  
Because these results are fairly persistent, and because reverse causality (in this case, distressed 
sales causing price) is an issue in only 13 of these 32 metro areas, it should be interesting to see 
foreclosures or distressed sales studied as a function of prices and other key variables.  Previous 
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studies (Immergluck and Smith, 2006; Schuetz et al. 2008; Harding et al. 2009) have made 
attempts to control for reverse causality, yet the results suggest reverse causality is not widely 
prevalent using macro data from a  metro-level observation.  As a result, it may be the case that 
these are relationships needing to be studied independently, especially in the context of macro 
data at the metro level. 
 Additionally, the results here suggest the importance of performing housing price 
research on an individual market basis.  Researchers such as Schuetz et al. (2008) have 
suggested that their city-level results for New York City have implications for older housing 
markets in the Northeast and Midwest.  The results here refute such an idea.  The results here 
provide evidence that wide variation among metropolitan areas is pervasive.  As a result, it is 
difficult to claim a one-size fits all explanation of recent changes in the national housing market 
















In summary, the results from the panel and VAR models work together to reveal that 
housing markets are unique.  Whether at the regional or metropolitan level, price behavior is not 
homogenous.  Although simple plots may reveal an upward swing in house prices and a dramatic 
decline for multiple regions and metro areas, the contributing macroeconomic factors vary 
greatly by market. 
Overall, the results indicate that on a metro area level, changes in distressed sales are not 
often predictive of changes in housing prices.  In only 32 of the 127 metro areas were changes in 
distressed sales predictive of changes in house prices.  Though not explicitly discussed in the 
context of this research, it appears that the macro variables predictive of future changes in house 
prices vary widely by metro area and do not follow any clear patterns based on unifying 
characteristics amongst metro areas—such as region, population, and density (see Appendix B).   
Further, changes in prices were predictive of future changes in distressed sales just as 
frequently as changes in distressed sales were predictive of future changes in house prices:  32 
instances.  However, this was only a case of reverse causality 13 times.  These results seem to 
suggest that reverse causality is not always an issue, and  perhaps suggest that the impact of 
changing prices on distressed sales should be studied more explicitly, especially if one believes 
the relationship between distressed sales and prices are equally as important as the relationship 
between foreclosures and prices.   
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From the panel analyses, the results indicated that increases in distressed sales often have 
both synchronous and lagged effect on housing prices.  Some results suggest that an initial 
increase in the percentage of distressed sales is associated with a synchronous negative effect, 
potentially simulating the effect of foreclosure on price.  This effect takes hold as creditors 
eliminate foreclosures from the market at a discounted rate.  This change in distressed sales, 
however has a lagged effect that is associated with higher housing prices.  This positive lagged 
effect is potentially indicative of the time it takes for the dis-amenity of the once vacant home to 
be eliminated from the market.  Oftentimes there were also multiple negative effects on price, 
both synchronous and lagged.  Here, the synchronous effect potentially uncovers an immediate 
negative effect that simulates the discount at which the foreclosed homes are sold, while the 
lagged negative effect potentially simulates the time it takes for sellers to reduce their sell prices 
based on changing reference prices. 
While such results are more complicated than originally hypothesized in the theoretical 
model,  they are interesting as they do reveal that it is possible to see a positive relationship 
between distressed sales and prices.  Further, they provide some support for the proposed 
hypotheses.  The positive effects seem to be indicative of a dis-amenity removal from the 
market, though maybe not a recovery, and the negative effects do seem as though they 
potentially reflect the number of foreclosures on the market through the discount at which 
foreclosed homes are sold. 
Finally, the occurrence of distressed sales seem to affect the prices at which homes are 
sold most frequently in the later two estimation periods:  January 2006 through December 2009 
and January 2010 through November 2011.  The former represents a period of dramatic declines 
in overall housing prices, while the latter represents more of a period of stabilization in prices.  
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In conclusion, the current housing market literature has often been limited to city-level 
studies, yet these results come together to suggest how unique housing markets are at the metro 
and regional levels.  Patterns in the VAR results at the metro level are not clear, and the panel 
results at the regional levels are vastly different from one another.  These results seem to suggest 
how important it is that authors do not claim their results to be suggestive of the overall housing 
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APPENDIX A:  DICKEY FULLER TEST  RESULTS & LAG SELECTION CRITERIA 
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I.   Dickey-Fuller Test Results for Stationarity 
 
RPI 
MSA Significance Level Lags 
10420 Akron, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
10580 Albany-Schenectady-Troy, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
10740 Albuquerque, NM Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
10900 Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton, PA-NJ Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
11260 Anchorage, AK Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
11700 Asheville, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL 6 
12060 Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Marietta, GA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL 6 
12260 Augusta-Richmond County, GA-SC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
12420 Austin-Round Rock, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
12540 Bakersfield, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 1 
12580 Baltimore-Towson, MD Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL 6 
12700 Barnstable Town, MA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL 6 
13380 Bellingham, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
13460 Bend, OR Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL 6 
13820 Birmingham-Hoover, AL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
14260 Boise City-Nampa, ID Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL 4 
14460 Boston-Cambridge-Quincy, MA-NH Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
14500 Boulder, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
14740 Bremerton-Silverdale, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
14860 Bridgeport-Stamford-Norwalk, CT Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
15380 Buffalo-Niagara Falls, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
15940 Canton-Massillon, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
15980 Cape Coral-Fort Myers, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL 2 
16700 Charleston-North Charleston, SC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
16740 Charlotte-Gastonia-Concord, NC-SC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
16980 Chicago-Naperville-Joliet, IL-IN-WI Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
17140 Cincinnati-Middletown, OH-KY-IN Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
17460 Cleveland-Elyria-Mentor, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
17820 Colorado Springs, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
17900 Columbia, SC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
18140 Columbus, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
19100 Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
19380 Dayton, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
19660 Deltona-Daytona Beach-Ormond Beach, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL 3 
19740 Denver-Aurora, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
19820 Detroit-Warren-Livonia, MI Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL 6 
20500 Durham, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
21340 El Paso, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
21660 Eugene-Springfield, OR Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
22180 Fayetteville, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
22660 Fort Collins-Loveland, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
23420 Fresno, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 1 
23540 Gainesville, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
24300 Grand Junction, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
24340 Grand Rapids-Wyoming, MI Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
24540 Greeley, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
24660 Greensboro-High Point, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
24860 Greenville, SC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
25420 Harrisburg-Carlisle, PA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
25540 Hartford-West Hartford-East Hartford, CT Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
26180 Honolulu, HI Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
26420 Houston-Baytown-Sugar Land, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
26900 Indianapolis, IN Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
27260 Jacksonville, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL 5 
28140 Kansas City, MO-KS Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 5 
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28940 Knoxville, TN Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
29460 Lakeland, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 3 
29540 Lancaster, PA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
29620 Lansing-East Lansing, MI Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
29820 Las Vegas-Paradise, NV Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL 1 
31100 Los Angeles-Long Beach-Santa Ana, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL 2 
31140 Louisville, KY-IN Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
32780 Medford, OR Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
32820 Memphis, TN-MS-AR Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
32900 Merced, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL 2 
33100 Miami-Fort Lauderdale-Miami Beach, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL 1 
33340 Milwaukee-Waukesha-West Allis, WI Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
33460 Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington, MN-WI Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
33700 Modesto, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL 1 
34820 Myrtle Beach-Conway-North Myrtle Beach, SC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL 6 
34980 Nashville-Davidson--Murfreesboro, TN Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
35300 New Haven-Milford, CT Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
35620 New York-Northern New Jersey-Long Island, NY-NJ-PA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 3 
36100 Ocala, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 3 
36420 Oklahoma City, OK Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
36500 Olympia, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL 6 
36540 Omaha-Council Bluffs, NE-IA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
36740 Orlando, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 1 
37100 Oxnard-Thousand Oaks-Ventura, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 1 
37340 Palm Bay-Melbourne-Titusville, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL 3 
37460 Panama City-Lynn Haven, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL 6 
37860 Pensacola-Ferry Pass-Brent, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
37980 Philadelphia-Camden-Wilmington, PA-NJ-DE-MD Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
38060 Phoenix-Mesa-Scottsdale, AZ Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 0 
38300 Pittsburgh, PA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
38900 Portland-Vancouver-Beaverton, OR-WA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL 6 
38940 Port St. Lucie-Fort Pierce, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 5 
39100 Poughkeepsie-Newburgh-Middletown, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL 6 
39300 Providence-New Bedford-Fall River, RI-MA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL 6 
39340 Provo-Orem, UT Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL 4 
39580 Raleigh-Cary, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
39740 Reading, PA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
39900 Reno-Sparks, NV Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL 2 
40060 Richmond, VA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
40140 Riverside-San Bernardino-Ontario, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 1 
40380 Rochester, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
40900 Sacramento--Arden-Arcade--Roseville, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 0 
41180 St. Louis, MO-IL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
41420 Salem, OR Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL 5 
41500 Salinas, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL 3 
41620 Salt Lake City, UT Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
41700 San Antonio, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
41740 San Diego-Carlsbad-San Marcos, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL 2 
41860 San Francisco-Oakland-Fremont, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL 4 
41940 San Jose-Sunnyvale-Santa Clara, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL 5 
42020 San Luis Obispo-Paso Robles, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL 4 
42060 Santa Barbara-Santa Maria-Goleta, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL 4 
42220 Santa Rosa-Petaluma, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL 5 
42660 Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL 6 
42680 Sebastian-Vero Beach, FL NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL 5 
44060 Spokane, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL 6 
44140 Springfield, MA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
44700 Stockton, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 0 
45060 Syracuse, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
45220 Tallahassee, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
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45300 Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 1 
45780 Toledo, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
46060 Tucson, AZ Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL 2 
46700 Vallejo-Fairfield, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 1 
47260 Virginia Beach-Norfolk-Newport News, VA-NC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL 5 
47300 Visalia-Porterville, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL 2 
47900 Washington-Arlington-Alexandria, DC-VA-MD-WV Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL 3 
48620 Wichita, KS Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
48900 Wilmington, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
49180 Winston-Salem, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
49340 Worcester, MA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
49660 Youngstown-Warren-Boardman, OH-PA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL 6 
 
DSALES 
MSA Significance Level Lags 
10420 Akron, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
10580 Albany-Schenectady-Troy, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
10740 Albuquerque, NM Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
10900 Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton, PA-NJ Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
11260 Anchorage, AK Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
11700 Asheville, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
12060 Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Marietta, GA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
12260 Augusta-Richmond County, GA-SC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
12420 Austin-Round Rock, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
12540 Bakersfield, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (3) 
12580 Baltimore-Towson, MD Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
12700 Barnstable Town, MA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
13380 Bellingham, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
13460 Bend, OR Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
13820 Birmingham-Hoover, AL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
14260 Boise City-Nampa, ID Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
14460 Boston-Cambridge-Quincy, MA-NH Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
14500 Boulder, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
14740 Bremerton-Silverdale, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
14860 Bridgeport-Stamford-Norwalk, CT Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
15380 Buffalo-Niagara Falls, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
15940 Canton-Massillon, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
15980 Cape Coral-Fort Myers, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (5) 
16700 Charleston-North Charleston, SC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
16740 Charlotte-Gastonia-Concord, NC-SC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
16980 Chicago-Naperville-Joliet, IL-IN-WI Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
17140 Cincinnati-Middletown, OH-KY-IN Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
17460 Cleveland-Elyria-Mentor, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
17820 Colorado Springs, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
17900 Columbia, SC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
18140 Columbus, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
19100 Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
19380 Dayton, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
19660 Deltona-Daytona Beach-Ormond Beach, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
19740 Denver-Aurora, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
19820 Detroit-Warren-Livonia, MI Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
20500 Durham, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
21340 El Paso, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
21660 Eugene-Springfield, OR Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
22180 Fayetteville, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
22660 Fort Collins-Loveland, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
23420 Fresno, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
23540 Gainesville, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
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24300 Grand Junction, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
24340 Grand Rapids-Wyoming, MI Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
24540 Greeley, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
24660 Greensboro-High Point, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
24860 Greenville, SC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
25420 Harrisburg-Carlisle, PA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
25540 Hartford-West Hartford-East Hartford, CT Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
26180 Honolulu, HI Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
26420 Houston-Baytown-Sugar Land, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
26900 Indianapolis, IN Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
27260 Jacksonville, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
28140 Kansas City, MO-KS Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
28940 Knoxville, TN Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
29460 Lakeland, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (6) 
29540 Lancaster, PA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
29620 Lansing-East Lansing, MI Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
29820 Las Vegas-Paradise, NV Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (6) 
31100 Los Angeles-Long Beach-Santa Ana, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (5) 
31140 Louisville, KY-IN Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
32780 Medford, OR Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
32820 Memphis, TN-MS-AR Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
32900 Merced, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (6) 
33100 Miami-Fort Lauderdale-Miami Beach, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (5) 
33340 Milwaukee-Waukesha-West Allis, WI Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
33460 Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington, MN-WI Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
33700 Modesto, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
34820 Myrtle Beach-Conway-North Myrtle Beach, SC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
34980 Nashville-Davidson--Murfreesboro, TN Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
35300 New Haven-Milford, CT Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
35620 New York-Northern New Jersey-Long Island, NY-NJ-PA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
36100 Ocala, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
36420 Oklahoma City, OK Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
36500 Olympia, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
36540 Omaha-Council Bluffs, NE-IA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
36740 Orlando, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (6) 
37100 Oxnard-Thousand Oaks-Ventura, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
37340 Palm Bay-Melbourne-Titusville, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (5) 
37460 Panama City-Lynn Haven, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
37860 Pensacola-Ferry Pass-Brent, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
37980 Philadelphia-Camden-Wilmington, PA-NJ-DE-MD Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
38060 Phoenix-Mesa-Scottsdale, AZ Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (5) 
38300 Pittsburgh, PA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
38900 Portland-Vancouver-Beaverton, OR-WA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
38940 Port St. Lucie-Fort Pierce, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (6) 
39100 Poughkeepsie-Newburgh-Middletown, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
39300 Providence-New Bedford-Fall River, RI-MA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
39340 Provo-Orem, UT Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
39580 Raleigh-Cary, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
39740 Reading, PA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
39900 Reno-Sparks, NV Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
40060 Richmond, VA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
40140 Riverside-San Bernardino-Ontario, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (3) 
40380 Rochester, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
40900 Sacramento--Arden-Arcade--Roseville, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (6) 
41180 St. Louis, MO-IL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
41420 Salem, OR Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
41500 Salinas, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
41620 Salt Lake City, UT Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (6) 
41700 San Antonio, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
41740 San Diego-Carlsbad-San Marcos, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (5) 
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41860 San Francisco-Oakland-Fremont, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (6) 
41940 San Jose-Sunnyvale-Santa Clara, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
42020 San Luis Obispo-Paso Robles, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
42060 Santa Barbara-Santa Maria-Goleta, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
42220 Santa Rosa-Petaluma, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
42660 Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
42680 Sebastian-Vero Beach, FL NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
44060 Spokane, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
44140 Springfield, MA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
44700 Stockton, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
45060 Syracuse, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
45220 Tallahassee, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
45300 Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (6) 
45780 Toledo, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
46060 Tucson, AZ Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
46700 Vallejo-Fairfield, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
47260 Virginia Beach-Norfolk-Newport News, VA-NC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
47300 Visalia-Porterville, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (6) 
47900 Washington-Arlington-Alexandria, DC-VA-MD-WV Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
48620 Wichita, KS Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
48900 Wilmington, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
49180 Winston-Salem, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
49340 Worcester, MA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
49660 Youngstown-Warren-Boardman, OH-PA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (6) 
 
TOTAL SALES 
MSA Significance Level Lags 
10420 Akron, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
10580 Albany-Schenectady-Troy, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (13) 
10740 Albuquerque, NM Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (10) 
10900 Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton, PA-NJ Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (13) 
11260 Anchorage, AK Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (10) 
11700 Asheville, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (11) 
12060 Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Marietta, GA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (10) 
12260 Augusta-Richmond County, GA-SC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
12420 Austin-Round Rock, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (11) 
12540 Bakersfield, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (10) 
12580 Baltimore-Towson, MD Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
12700 Barnstable Town, MA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (13) 
13380 Bellingham, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
13460 Bend, OR Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (11) 
13820 Birmingham-Hoover, AL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (10) 
14260 Boise City-Nampa, ID Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (13) 
14460 Boston-Cambridge-Quincy, MA-NH Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
14500 Boulder, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (13) 
14740 Bremerton-Silverdale, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (13) 
14860 Bridgeport-Stamford-Norwalk, CT Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (11) 
15380 Buffalo-Niagara Falls, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (10) 
15940 Canton-Massillon, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (13) 
15980 Cape Coral-Fort Myers, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (10) 
16700 Charleston-North Charleston, SC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (10) 
16740 Charlotte-Gastonia-Concord, NC-SC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (10) 
16980 Chicago-Naperville-Joliet, IL-IN-WI Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (11) 
17140 Cincinnati-Middletown, OH-KY-IN Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
17460 Cleveland-Elyria-Mentor, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (13) 
17820 Colorado Springs, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
17900 Columbia, SC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (10) 
18140 Columbus, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (12) 
19100 Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (10) 
19380 Dayton, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
19660 Deltona-Daytona Beach-Ormond Beach, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (10) 
19740 Denver-Aurora, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (13) 
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19820 Detroit-Warren-Livonia, MI Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (13) 
20500 Durham, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
21340 El Paso, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (10) 
21660 Eugene-Springfield, OR Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (10) 
22180 Fayetteville, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
22660 Fort Collins-Loveland, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (13) 
23420 Fresno, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (10) 
23540 Gainesville, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
24300 Grand Junction, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (10) 
24340 Grand Rapids-Wyoming, MI Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (10) 
24540 Greeley, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (13) 
24660 Greensboro-High Point, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
24860 Greenville, SC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
25420 Harrisburg-Carlisle, PA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (12) 
25540 Hartford-West Hartford-East Hartford, CT Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (13) 
26180 Honolulu, HI Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (10) 
26420 Houston-Baytown-Sugar Land, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (10) 
26900 Indianapolis, IN Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (13) 
27260 Jacksonville, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (10) 
28140 Kansas City, MO-KS Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (10) 
28940 Knoxville, TN Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (10) 
29460 Lakeland, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (10) 
29540 Lancaster, PA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (13) 
29620 Lansing-East Lansing, MI Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (13) 
29820 Las Vegas-Paradise, NV Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (10) 
31100 Los Angeles-Long Beach-Santa Ana, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (10) 
31140 Louisville, KY-IN Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (10) 
32780 Medford, OR Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
32820 Memphis, TN-MS-AR Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (13) 
32900 Merced, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (10) 
33100 Miami-Fort Lauderdale-Miami Beach, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (10) 
33340 Milwaukee-Waukesha-West Allis, WI Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (13) 
33460 Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington, MN-WI Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
33700 Modesto, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (10) 
34820 Myrtle Beach-Conway-North Myrtle Beach, SC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (13) 
34980 Nashville-Davidson--Murfreesboro, TN Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (10) 
35300 New Haven-Milford, CT Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
35620 New York-Northern New Jersey-Long Island, NY-NJ-PA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
36100 Ocala, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area (10) 
36420 Oklahoma City, OK Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (13) 
36500 Olympia, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (12) 
36540 Omaha-Council Bluffs, NE-IA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (13) 
36740 Orlando, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area (10) 
37100 Oxnard-Thousand Oaks-Ventura, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (11) 
37340 Palm Bay-Melbourne-Titusville, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (11) 
37460 Panama City-Lynn Haven, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
37860 Pensacola-Ferry Pass-Brent, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
37980 Philadelphia-Camden-Wilmington, PA-NJ-DE-MD Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
38060 Phoenix-Mesa-Scottsdale, AZ Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (10) 
38300 Pittsburgh, PA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (13) 
38900 Portland-Vancouver-Beaverton, OR-WA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (10) 
38940 Port St. Lucie-Fort Pierce, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (10) 
39100 Poughkeepsie-Newburgh-Middletown, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (13) 
39300 Providence-New Bedford-Fall River, RI-MA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
39340 Provo-Orem, UT Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (10) 
39580 Raleigh-Cary, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (10) 
39740 Reading, PA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (13) 
39900 Reno-Sparks, NV Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (10) 
40060 Richmond, VA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
40140 Riverside-San Bernardino-Ontario, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (10) 
40380 Rochester, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (13) 
40900 Sacramento--Arden-Arcade--Roseville, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (10) 
41180 St. Louis, MO-IL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (13) 
41420 Salem, OR Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (13) 
41500 Salinas, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (10) 
41620 Salt Lake City, UT Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (10) 
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41700 San Antonio, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (13) 
41740 San Diego-Carlsbad-San Marcos, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
41860 San Francisco-Oakland-Fremont, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
41940 San Jose-Sunnyvale-Santa Clara, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (13) 
42020 San Luis Obispo-Paso Robles, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (13) 
42060 Santa Barbara-Santa Maria-Goleta, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (13) 
42220 Santa Rosa-Petaluma, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (10) 
42660 Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (10) 
42680 Sebastian-Vero Beach, FL NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (10) 
44060 Spokane, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
44140 Springfield, MA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (13) 
44700 Stockton, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (10) 
45060 Syracuse, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (13) 
45220 Tallahassee, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
45300 Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (10) 
45780 Toledo, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
46060 Tucson, AZ Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (13) 
46700 Vallejo-Fairfield, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (10) 
47260 Virginia Beach-Norfolk-Newport News, VA-NC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (10) 
47300 Visalia-Porterville, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
47900 Washington-Arlington-Alexandria, DC-VA-MD-WV Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (10) 
48620 Wichita, KS Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (10) 
48900 Wilmington, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (10) 
49180 Winston-Salem, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
49340 Worcester, MA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
49660 Youngstown-Warren-Boardman, OH-PA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
 
RPI/CPI 
MSA Significance Level Lag length 
10420 Akron, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
10580 Albany-Schenectady-Troy, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
10740 Albuquerque, NM Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
10900 Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton, PA-NJ Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
11260 Anchorage, AK Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
11700 Asheville, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
12060 Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Marietta, GA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
12260 Augusta-Richmond County, GA-SC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
12420 Austin-Round Rock, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
12540 Bakersfield, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
12580 Baltimore-Towson, MD Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
12700 Barnstable Town, MA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
13380 Bellingham, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
13460 Bend, OR Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
13820 Birmingham-Hoover, AL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
14260 Boise City-Nampa, ID Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
14460 Boston-Cambridge-Quincy, MA-NH Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
14500 Boulder, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
14740 Bremerton-Silverdale, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
14860 Bridgeport-Stamford-Norwalk, CT Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
15380 Buffalo-Niagara Falls, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
15940 Canton-Massillon, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
15980 Cape Coral-Fort Myers, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL  (13) 
16700 Charleston-North Charleston, SC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
16740 Charlotte-Gastonia-Concord, NC-SC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
16980 Chicago-Naperville-Joliet, IL-IN-WI Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
17140 Cincinnati-Middletown, OH-KY-IN Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
17460 Cleveland-Elyria-Mentor, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
17820 Colorado Springs, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
17900 Columbia, SC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
18140 Columbus, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
19100 Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
19380 Dayton, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
19660 Deltona-Daytona Beach-Ormond Beach, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL  (13) 
19740 Denver-Aurora, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
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19820 Detroit-Warren-Livonia, MI Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
20500 Durham, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
21340 El Paso, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
21660 Eugene-Springfield, OR Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
22180 Fayetteville, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
22660 Fort Collins-Loveland, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
23420 Fresno, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL  (13) 
23540 Gainesville, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
24300 Grand Junction, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
24340 Grand Rapids-Wyoming, MI Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
24540 Greeley, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
24660 Greensboro-High Point, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
24860 Greenville, SC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
25420 Harrisburg-Carlisle, PA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
25540 Hartford-West Hartford-East Hartford, CT Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
26180 Honolulu, HI Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
26420 Houston-Baytown-Sugar Land, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
26900 Indianapolis, IN Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
27260 Jacksonville, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
28140 Kansas City, MO-KS Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
28940 Knoxville, TN Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
29460 Lakeland, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL  (13) 
29540 Lancaster, PA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
29620 Lansing-East Lansing, MI Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
29820 Las Vegas-Paradise, NV Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL  (13) 
31100 Los Angeles-Long Beach-Santa Ana, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL  (13) 
31140 Louisville, KY-IN Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
32780 Medford, OR Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
32820 Memphis, TN-MS-AR Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
32900 Merced, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL  (13) 
33100 Miami-Fort Lauderdale-Miami Beach, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
33340 Milwaukee-Waukesha-West Allis, WI Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
33460 Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington, MN-WI Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
33700 Modesto, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
34820 Myrtle Beach-Conway-North Myrtle Beach, SC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
34980 Nashville-Davidson--Murfreesboro, TN Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
35300 New Haven-Milford, CT Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
35620 New York-Northern New Jersey-Long Island, NY-NJ-PA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
36100 Ocala, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
36420 Oklahoma City, OK Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
36500 Olympia, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
36540 Omaha-Council Bluffs, NE-IA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
36740 Orlando, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL  (13) 
37100 Oxnard-Thousand Oaks-Ventura, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
37340 Palm Bay-Melbourne-Titusville, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL  (13) 
37460 Panama City-Lynn Haven, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
37860 Pensacola-Ferry Pass-Brent, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
37980 Philadelphia-Camden-Wilmington, PA-NJ-DE-MD Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
38060 Phoenix-Mesa-Scottsdale, AZ Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
38300 Pittsburgh, PA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
38900 Portland-Vancouver-Beaverton, OR-WA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
38940 Port St. Lucie-Fort Pierce, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL  (13) 
39100 Poughkeepsie-Newburgh-Middletown, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
39300 Providence-New Bedford-Fall River, RI-MA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
39340 Provo-Orem, UT Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL  (13) 
39580 Raleigh-Cary, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
39740 Reading, PA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
39900 Reno-Sparks, NV Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
40060 Richmond, VA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
40140 Riverside-San Bernardino-Ontario, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL  (13) 
40380 Rochester, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
40900 Sacramento--Arden-Arcade--Roseville, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL  (13) 
41180 St. Louis, MO-IL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
41420 Salem, OR Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
41500 Salinas, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL  (13) 
41620 Salt Lake City, UT Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL  (13) 
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41700 San Antonio, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
41740 San Diego-Carlsbad-San Marcos, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL  (13) 
41860 San Francisco-Oakland-Fremont, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
41940 San Jose-Sunnyvale-Santa Clara, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
42020 San Luis Obispo-Paso Robles, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
42060 Santa Barbara-Santa Maria-Goleta, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (12) 
42220 Santa Rosa-Petaluma, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
42660 Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
42680 Sebastian-Vero Beach, FL NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
44060 Spokane, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
44140 Springfield, MA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
44700 Stockton, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
45060 Syracuse, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
45220 Tallahassee, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
45300 Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL  (13) 
45780 Toledo, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
46060 Tucson, AZ Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL  (13) 
46700 Vallejo-Fairfield, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL  (13) 
47260 Virginia Beach-Norfolk-Newport News, VA-NC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
47300 Visalia-Porterville, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL  (13) 
47900 Washington-Arlington-Alexandria, DC-VA-MD-WV Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
48620 Wichita, KS Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
48900 Wilmington, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
49180 Winston-Salem, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
49340 Worcester, MA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
49660 Youngstown-Warren-Boardman, OH-PA Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL  (13) 
 
EMPLOY 
MSA Significance Level Lag Length 
10420 Akron, OH NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (3) 
10580 Albany, NY NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
10740 Albuquerque, NM NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (3) 
10900 Allentown, PA NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (11) 
11260 Anchorage, AK NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (10) 
11700 Asheville, NC NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (5) 
12060 Atlanta, GA NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (1) 
12260 Augusta, GA NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (13) 
12420 Austin, TX NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (3) 
12540 Bakersfield, CA NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (5) 
12580 Baltimore, MD NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (6) 
12700 Barnstable Town NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
13380 Bellingham NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (4) 
13460 Bend, OR NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (2) 
13820 Birmingham, AL NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (2) 
14260 Boise City, ID NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (6) 
14460 Boston, MA NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
14500 Boulder, CO NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (13) 
14740 Bremerton-Silverdale, WA NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (5) 
14860 Bridgeport, CT NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (7) 
15380 Buffalo, NY NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (13) 
15940 Canton-Massillon NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (13) 
15980 Cape Coral-Fort Myers, FL NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (1) 
16700 Charleston, SC NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (5) 
16740 Charlotte, NC NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (3) 
16980 Chicago, IL NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
17140 Cincinnati, OH NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (4) 
17460 Cleveland, OH NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
17820 Colorado Springs NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
17900 Columbia, SC NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (4) 
18140 Columbus, OH NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (11) 
19100 Dallas, TX NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (13) 
19380 Dayton, OH NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (8) 
19660 Daytona Beach, FL NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (4) 
19740 Denver, CO NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (12) 
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19820 Detroit, MI NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (9) 
20500 Durham-Chapel Hill, NC NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (8) 
21340 El Paso, TX NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (13) 
21660 Eugene, OR NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (5) 
22180 Fayetteville, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (13) 
22660 Fort Collins, CO NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (13) 
23420 Fresno, CA NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (3) 
23540 Gainesville, FL NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (13) 
24300 Grand Junction NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (6) 
24340 Grand Rapids-Wyoming NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (11) 
24540 Greeley, CO NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (4) 
24660 Greensboro, NC NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
24860 Greenville, SC NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
25420 Harrisburg-Carlisle NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
25540 Hartford, CT NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (13) 
26180 Honolulu, HI NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (7) 
26420 Houston, TX NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (1) 
26900 Indianapolis, IN NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
27260 Jacksonville, FL NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (4) 
28140 Kansas City, MO NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (7) 
28940 Knoxville, TN NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL 13) 
29460 Lakeland, FL NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (3) 
29540 Lancaster NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (13) 
29620 Lansing-East Lansing NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (13) 
29820 Las Vegas, NV NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (2) 
31100 Los Angeles, CA NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (11) 
31140 Louisville, KY NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (4) 
32780 Medford NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (5) 
32820 Memphis, TN NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (6) 
32900 Merced, CA NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (8) 
33100 Miami, FL NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (2) 
33340 Milwaukee, WI NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (11) 
33460 Minneapolis, MN NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (3) 
33700 Modesto, CA NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (6) 
34820 Myrtle Beach, SC NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (7) 
34980 Nashville, TN NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (8) 
35300 New Haven-Milford NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (13) 
35620 New York, NY NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (13) 
36100 Ocala, FL NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (2) 
36420 Oklahoma City, OK NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (8) 
36500 Olympia NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (5) 
36540 Omaha, NE NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (5) 
36740 Orlando, FL NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (1) 
37100 Ventura, CA NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (3) 
37340 Palm Bay, FL NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (4) 
37460 Panama City-Lynn Haven NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (5) 
37860 Pensacola-Ferry Pass-Brent NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (4) 
37980 Philadelphia, PA NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (13) 
38060 Phoenix, AZ NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (1) 
38300 Pittsburgh, PA NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (13) 
38900 Portland, OR NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (2) 
38940 Port St. Lucie, FL NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (3) 
39100 Poughkeepsie-Newburgh-Middletown NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (11) 
39300 Providence, RI NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (10) 
39340 Provo-Orem, UT NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (3) 
39580 Raleigh, NC NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (2) 
39740 Reading, PA NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (5) 
39900 Reno, NV NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (3) 
40060 Richmond, VA NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (5) 
40140 Riverside, CA NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (1) 
40380 Rochester, NY NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (12) 
40900 Sacramento, CA NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (2) 
41180 St. Louis, MO NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (13) 
41420 Salem, OR NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (2) 
41500 Salinas, CA NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (13) 
41620 Salt Lake City, UT NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (2) 
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41700 San Antonio, TX NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (5) 
41740 San Diego, CA NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (3) 
41860 San Francisco, CA NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (11) 
41940 San Jose, CA NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (10) 
42020 San Luis Obispo-Paso Robles, CA NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (7) 
42060 Santa Barbara-Santa Maria-Goleta NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (5) 
42220 Santa Rosa-Petaluma NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (4) 
42660 Seattle, WA NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (2) 
42680 Sebastian-Vero Beach, FL  NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (8) 
44060 Spokane, WA NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (3) 
44140 Springfield, MA NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (13) 
44700 Stockton, CA NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (5) 
45060 Syracuse, NY NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (13) 
45220 Tallahassee, FL NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (5) 
45300 Tampa, FL NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (1) 
45780 Toledo, OH NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (13) 
46060 Tucson, AZ NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (4) 
46700 Vallejo-Fairfield, CA NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (5) 
47260 Virginia Beach, VA NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (5) 
47300 Visalia-Porterville, CA NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (4) 
47900 Washington D.C. NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (6) 
48620 Wichita, KS NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (4) 
48900 Wilmington, NC NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (3) 
49180 Winston-Salem, NC NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (4) 
49340 Worcester, MA NULL REJECTED AT THE 5% LEVEL (3) 
49660 Youngstown-Warren-Boardman NULL REJECTED AT THE 1% LEVEL (7) 
 
 
II.  Lag Selection Criteria for VAR models 
 
**Akaike Information Criterion used 
Lag Selection Criteria 
MSA AIC SBC 
10420 Akron, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area 3 1 
10580 Albany-Schenectady-Troy, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 0 
10740 Albuquerque, NM Metropolitan Statistical Area 13 0 
10900 Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton, PA-NJ Metropolitan Statistical Area 1 0 
11260 Anchorage, AK Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 0 
11700 Asheville, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 1 
12060 Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Marietta, GA Metropolitan Statistical Area 13 1 
12260 Augusta-Richmond County, GA-SC Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 0 
12420 Austin-Round Rock, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area 13 0 
12540 Bakersfield, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area 13 0 
12580 Baltimore-Towson, MD Metropolitan Statistical Area 13 0 
12700 Barnstable Town, MA Metropolitan Statistical Area 13 0 
13380 Bellingham, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 1 
13460 Bend, OR Metropolitan Statistical Area 3 1 
13820 Birmingham-Hoover, AL Metropolitan Statistical Area 13 1 
14260 Boise City-Nampa, ID Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 0 
14460 Boston-Cambridge-Quincy, MA-NH Metropolitan Statistical Area 13 0 
14500 Boulder, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 1 
14740 Bremerton-Silverdale, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 1 
14860 Bridgeport-Stamford-Norwalk, CT Metropolitan Statistical Area 13 0 
15380 Buffalo-Niagara Falls, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area 1 0 
15940 Canton-Massillon, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 0 
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15980 Cape Coral-Fort Myers, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 1 
16700 Charleston-North Charleston, SC Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 0 
16740 Charlotte-Gastonia-Concord, NC-SC Metropolitan Statistical Area 13 0 
16980 Chicago-Naperville-Joliet, IL-IN-WI Metropolitan Statistical Area 13 0 
17140 Cincinnati-Middletown, OH-KY-IN Metropolitan Statistical Area 4 1 
17460 Cleveland-Elyria-Mentor, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area 13 1 
17820 Colorado Springs, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 1 
17900 Columbia, SC Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 2 
18140 Columbus, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area 13 0 
19100 Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 0 
19380 Dayton, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 0 
19660 Deltona-Daytona Beach-Ormond Beach, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area 12 1 
19740 Denver-Aurora, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area 12 1 
19820 Detroit-Warren-Livonia, MI Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 0 
20500 Durham, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area 5 0 
21340 El Paso, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 2 
21660 Eugene-Springfield, OR Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 1 
22180 #N/A 2 1 
22660 Fort Collins-Loveland, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area 13 1 
23420 Fresno, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area 4 1 
23540 Gainesville, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area 13 1 
24300 Grand Junction, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 1 
24340 Grand Rapids-Wyoming, MI Metropolitan Statistical Area 13 0 
24540 Greeley, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 1 
24660 Greensboro-High Point, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 1 
24860 Greenville, SC Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 1 
25420 Harrisburg-Carlisle, PA Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 0 
25540 Hartford-West Hartford-East Hartford, CT Metropolitan Statistical Area 13 0 
26180 Honolulu, HI Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 1 
26420 Houston-Baytown-Sugar Land, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area 13 1 
26900 Indianapolis, IN Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 0 
27260 Jacksonville, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area 13 1 
28140 Kansas City, MO-KS Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 0 
28940 Knoxville, TN Metropolitan Statistical Area 1 1 
29460 Lakeland, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 1 
29540 Lancaster, PA Metropolitan Statistical Area 1 0 
29620 Lansing-East Lansing, MI Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 0 
29820 Las Vegas-Paradise, NV Metropolitan Statistical Area 3 1 
31100 Los Angeles-Long Beach-Santa Ana, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area 13 2 
31140 Louisville, KY-IN Metropolitan Statistical Area 13 1 
32780 Medford, OR Metropolitan Statistical Area 3 1 
32820 Memphis, TN-MS-AR Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 0 
32900 Merced, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area 3 1 
33100 Miami-Fort Lauderdale-Miami Beach, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area 3 1 
33340 Milwaukee-Waukesha-West Allis, WI Metropolitan Statistical Area 13 0 
33460 Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington, MN-WI Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 0 
33700 Modesto, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area 3 1 
34820 Myrtle Beach-Conway-North Myrtle Beach, SC Metropolitan Statistical Area 1 0 
34980 Nashville-Davidson--Murfreesboro, TN Metropolitan Statistical Area 10 0 
35300 New Haven-Milford, CT Metropolitan Statistical Area 13 1 
35620 New York-Northern New Jersey-Long Island, NY-NJ-PA Metropolitan Statistical 
Area 
13 1 
36100 Ocala, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area 13 1 
36420 Oklahoma City, OK Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 1 
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36500 Olympia, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area 3 1 
36540 Omaha-Council Bluffs, NE-IA Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 0 
36740 Orlando, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area 3 1 
37100 Oxnard-Thousand Oaks-Ventura, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area 13 1 
37340 Palm Bay-Melbourne-Titusville, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area 13 1 
37460 Panama City-Lynn Haven, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 0 
37860 Pensacola-Ferry Pass-Brent, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area 12 1 
37980 Philadelphia-Camden-Wilmington, PA-NJ-DE-MD Metropolitan Statistical Area 12 0 
38060 Phoenix-Mesa-Scottsdale, AZ Metropolitan Statistical Area 3 1 
38300 Pittsburgh, PA Metropolitan Statistical Area 3 0 
38900 Portland-Vancouver-Beaverton, OR-WA Metropolitan Statistical Area 13 1 
38940 Port St. Lucie-Fort Pierce, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area 13 1 
39100 Poughkeepsie-Newburgh-Middletown, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 0 
39300 Providence-New Bedford-Fall River, RI-MA Metropolitan Statistical Area 13 1 
39340 Provo-Orem, UT Metropolitan Statistical Area 3 0 
39580 Raleigh-Cary, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area 13 1 
39740 Reading, PA Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 0 
39900 Reno-Sparks, NV Metropolitan Statistical Area 4 1 
40060 Richmond, VA Metropolitan Statistical Area 13 1 
40140 Riverside-San Bernardino-Ontario, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area 13 2 
40380 Rochester, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area 1 0 
40900 Sacramento--Arden-Arcade--Roseville, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area 9 1 
41180 St. Louis, MO-IL Metropolitan Statistical Area 3 0 
41420 Salem, OR Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 0 
41500 Salinas, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area 13 1 
41620 Salt Lake City, UT Metropolitan Statistical Area 3 0 
41700 San Antonio, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 1 
41740 San Diego-Carlsbad-San Marcos, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 1 
41860 San Francisco-Oakland-Fremont, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area 13 1 
41940 San Jose-Sunnyvale-Santa Clara, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area 13 1 
42020 San Luis Obispo-Paso Robles, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 0 
42060 Santa Barbara-Santa Maria-Goleta, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 0 
42220 Santa Rosa-Petaluma, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area 3 0 
42660 Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area 13 2 
42680 Sebastian-Vero Beach, FL 5 1 
44060 Spokane, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area 13 0 
44140 Springfield, MA Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 0 
44700 Stockton, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area 4 2 
45060 Syracuse, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area 3 0 
45220 Tallahassee, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area 3 1 
45300 Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area 3 1 
45780 Toledo, OH Metropolitan Statistical Area 5 1 
46060 Tucson, AZ Metropolitan Statistical Area 3 0 
46700 Vallejo-Fairfield, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area 12 1 
47260 Virginia Beach-Norfolk-Newport News, VA-NC Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 0 
47300 Visalia-Porterville, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area 13 1 
47900 Washington-Arlington-Alexandria, DC-VA-MD-WV Metropolitan Statistical Area 5 1 
48620 Wichita, KS Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 0 
48900 Wilmington, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area 3 0 
49180 Winston-Salem, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area 2 1 
49340 Worcester, MA Metropolitan Statistical Area 1 0 
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I. Arellano-Bond Results with inflation rate 
 
Mid-Atlantic:  Estimation Periods 1 and 2 
Period 1:  January 2000 – December 2002 Period 2:  January 2003 – December 2005 
Variable RPI  Variable RPI  
RPI(t-1) 0.849*** (0.040) RPI(t-1) 0.854*** (0.034) 
EMPLOY -0.116 (0.253) EMPLOY 0.903*** (0.247) 
INFLATION -0.013*** (0.005) INFLATION 0.012 (0.008) 
TOTAL SALES 0.015 (0.010) TOTAL SALES 0.011 (0.008) 
DSALES 0.002 (0.007) DSALES -0.017*** (0.006) 
DSALES(t-1) -0.002 (0.007) DSALES(t-1) 0.011 (0.007) 
DSALES(t-2) -0.005 (0.007) DSALES(t-2) 0.007 (0.007) 
DSALES(t-3) 0.015** (0.007) DSALES(t-3) -0.001 (0.007) 
DSALES(t-4) -0.006 (0.007) DSALES(t-4) 0.007 (0.007) 
DSALES(t-5) 0.000 (0.007) DSALES(t-5) 0.007 (0.007) 
DSALES(t-6) -0.003 (0.007) DSALES(t-6) -0.017*** (0.006) 
Constant 1.357 (1.651) Constant -5.211*** (1.487) 
    
Observations 290 Observations 290 
No. of groups 10 No. of groups 10 
No. of instruments 291 No. of instruments 291 
    
F-test Critical Value F-test Critical Value 
DSALES(t-1)=0 5.28 DSALES(t-1)=0 21.35 
DSALES(t-2)=0  DSALES(t-2)=0  
DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value 
DSALES(t-4)=0 0.625 DSALES(t-4)=0 0.003 
DSALES(t-5)=0  DSALES(t-5)=0  
DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null 
 No  Yes 
Standard errors in parentheses:  ***, **, * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.  Estimates generated from STATA’s 
Arellano-Bond command:  xtabond RPI , lags(1) endog(EMPLOY INFLATION TOTAL SALES DSALES DSALES _1 DSALES_2 





















Mid-Atlantic:  Estimation Periods 3 and 4 
Period 3:  January 2006 – December 2008 Period 4:  January 2009 – August 2011 
Variable RPI  Variable RPI 
RPI(t-1) 0.842*** (0.037) RPI(t-1) 0.755*** (0.058) 
EMPLOY 0.081 (0.215) EMPLOY 0.078 (0.248) 
INFLATION 0.005** (0.002) INFLATION 0.004 (0.003) 
TOTAL SALES 0.007 (0.006) TOTAL SALES 0.015** (0.007) 
DSALES -0.010* (0.005) DSALES -0.015* (0.008) 
DSALES(t-1) 0.002 (0.005) DSALES(t-1) 0.025*** (0.008) 
DSALES(t-2) 0.006 (0.005) DSALES(t-2) -0.022*** (0.008) 
DSALES(t-3) 0.005 (0.005) DSALES(t-3) -0.011 (0.008) 
DSALES(t-4) -0.002 (0.005) DSALES(t-4) 0.012 (0.008) 
DSALES(t-5) 0.002 (0.005) DSALES(t-5) -0.012 (0.008) 
DSALES(t-6) -0.013*** (0.004) DSALES(t-6) -0.002 (0.006) 
Constant 0.207 (1.416) Constant 0.580 (1.557) 
    
Observations 286 Observations 216 
No. of groups 10 No. of groups 10 
No. of instruments 287 No. of instruments 257 
    
F-test Critical Value F-test Critical Value 
DSALES(t-1)=0 23.59 DSALES(t-1)=0 26.52 
DSALES(t-2)=0  DSALES(t-2)=0  
DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value 
DSALES(t-4)=0 0.001 DSALES(t-4)=0 0.000 
DSALES(t-5)=0  DSALES(t-5)=0  
DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null 
 Yes  Yes 
Standard errors in parentheses:  ***, **, * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.  Estimates generated from STATA’s 
Arellano-Bond command:  xtabond RPI , lags(1) endog(EMPLOY INFLATION TOTAL SALES DSALES DSALES _1 DSALES_2 
























Midwest:  Estimation Periods 1 and 2 
Period 1:  January 2000 – December 2002 Period 2:  January 2003 – December 2005 
Variable RPI  Variable RPI  
RPI(t-1) 0.801*** (0.028) RPI(t-1) 0.744*** (0.033) 
EMPLOY -0.337*** (0.092) EMPLOY 0.248** (0.104) 
INFLATION -0.000 (0.001) INFLATION 0.013*** (0.004) 
TOTAL SALES 0.015*** (0.004) TOTAL SALES 0.002 (0.003) 
DSALES -0.004 (0.004) DSALES -0.011** (0.004) 
DSALES(t-1) 0.009** (0.004) DSALES(t-1) 0.005 (0.005) 
DSALES(t-2) -0.001 (0.004) DSALES(t-2) 0.005 (0.005) 
DSALES(t-3) 0.002 (0.004) DSALES(t-3) 0.001 (0.005) 
DSALES(t-4) 0.003 (0.004) DSALES(t-4) 0.009** (0.005) 
DSALES(t-5) 0.001 (0.004) DSALES(t-5) 0.004 (0.004) 
DSALES(t-6) -0.005 (0.003) DSALES(t-6) -0.003 (0.004) 
Constant 2.979*** (0.648) Constant -0.304 (0.632) 
    
Observations 464 Observations 464 
No. of groups 16 No. of groups 16 
No. of instruments 465 No. of instruments 465 
    
F-test Critical Value F-test Critical Value 
DSALES(t-1)=0 12.28 DSALES(t-1)=0 28.66 
DSALES(t-2)=0  DSALES(t-2)=0  
DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value 
DSALES(t-4)=0 0.091 DSALES(t-4)=0 0.000 
DSALES(t-5)=0  DSALES(t-5)=0  
DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null 
 Yes  Yes 
Standard errors in parentheses:  ***, **, * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.  Estimates generated from STATA’s 
Arellano-Bond command:  xtabond RPI , lags(1) endog(EMPLOY INFLATION TOTAL SALES DSALES DSALES _1 DSALES_2 
























Midwest:  Estimation Periods 3 and 4 
Period 3:  January 2006 – December 2009 Period 4:  January 2010 – August 2011 
Variable RPI  Variable RPI  
RPI(t-1) 0.777***  (0.036) RPI(t-1) 0.579*** 
EMPLOY 0.347*** (0.114) EMPLOY -0.757*** 
INFLATION 0.002 (0.001) INFLATION -0.001 
TOTAL SALES 0.011* (0.006) TOTAL SALES 0.025*** 
DSALES -0.022 (0.007) DSALES -0.020*** 
DSALES(t-1) 0.015*** (0.007) DSALES(t-1) 0.034*** 
DSALES(t-2) -0.003* (0.007) DSALES(t-2) -0.025*** 
DSALES(t-3) 0.011 (0.007) DSALES(t-3) 0.017** 
DSALES(t-4) -0.006 (0.007) DSALES(t-4) -0.006 
DSALES(t-5) 0.003 (0.007) DSALES(t-5) 0.006 
DSALES(t-6) -0.014** (0.006) DSALES(t-6) 0.002 
Constant -1.218 (0.661) Constant 6.523*** 
    
Observations 448 Observations 336 
No. of groups 16 No. of groups 16 
No. of instruments 449 No. of instruments 337 
    
F-test Critical Value F-test Critical Value 
DSALES(t-1)=0 36.63 DSALES(t-1)=0 33.23 
DSALES(t-2)=0  DSALES(t-2)=0  
DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value 
DSALES(t-4)=0 0.000 DSALES(t-4)=0 0.000 
DSALES(t-5)=0  DSALES(t-5)=0  
DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null 
 Yes  Yes 
Standard errors in parentheses:  ***, **, * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.  Estimates generated from STATA’s 
Arellano-Bond command:  xtabond RPI , lags(1) endog(EMPLOY INFLATION TOTAL SALES DSALES DSALES _1 DSALES_2 
























Mountain-Plains:  Estimation Periods 1 and 2 
Period 1:  January 2000 – December 2002 Period 2:  January 2003 – December 2005 
Variable RPI  Variable RPI 
RPI(t-1) 0.758*** (0.036) RPI(t-1) 0.683*** 
EMPLOY 0.122 (0.130) EMPLOY 0.486*** 
INFLATION -0.010*** (003) INFLATION -0.003 
TOTAL SALES 0.016*** (0.005) TOTAL SALES 0.023*** 
DSALES 0.010** (0.004) DSALES -0.001 
DSALES(t-1) -0.004 (0.004) DSALES(t-1) 0.001 
DSALES(t-2) -0.001 (0.004) DSALES(t-2) 0.006 
DSALES(t-3) 0.003 (0.004) DSALES(t-3) -0.011** 
DSALES(t-4) -0.003 (0.004) DSALES(t-4) 0.012** 
DSALES(t-5) -0.007* (0.004) DSALES(t-5) 0.007 
DSALES(t-6) 0.005 (0.004) DSALES(t-6) -0.007 
Constant 0.384 (0.718) Constant -1.298** 
    
Observations 319 Observations 319 
No. of groups 11 No. of groups 11 
No. of instruments 320 No. of instruments 320 
    
F-test Critical Value F-test Critical Value 
DSALES(t-1)=0 11.22 DSALES(t-1)=0 13.61 
DSALES(t-2)=0  DSALES(t-2)=0  
DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value 
DSALES(t-4)=0 0.129 DSALES(t-4)=0 0.0587 
DSALES(t-5)=0  DSALES(t-5)=0  
DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null 
 No  Yes 
Standard errors in parentheses:  ***, **, * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.  Estimates generated from STATA’s 
Arellano-Bond command:  xtabond RPI , lags(1) endog(EMPLOY INFLATION TOTAL SALES DSALES DSALES _1 DSALES_2 
























Mountain-Plains:  Estimation Periods 3 and 4 
Period 3 :  January 2006 – December 2009 Period 4:  January 2010 – August 2011 
Variable RPI  Variable RPI  
RPI(t-1) 0.823*** (0.038) RPI(t-1) 0.589*** (0.060) 
EMPLOY 0.134 (0.114) EMPLOY 0.180 (0.258) 
INFLATION 0.000 (0.003) INFLATION 0.002 (0.004) 
TOTAL SALES 0.025*** (0.009) TOTAL SALES 0.015*** (0.005) 
DSALES 0.005 (0.007) DSALES 0.003 (0.010) 
DSALES(t-1) -0.005 (0.007) DSALES(t-1) -0.014 (0.011) 
DSALES(t-2) 0.003 (0.007) DSALES(t-2) 0.002 (0.011) 
DSALES(t-3) 0.011 (0.007) DSALES(t-3) -0.014 (0.011) 
DSALES(t-4) -0.009 (0.007) DSALES(t-4) -0.007 (0.011) 
DSALES(t-5) 0.009 (0.007) DSALES(t-5) -0.000 (0.011) 
DSALES(t-6) -0.012** (0.006) DSALES(t-6) -0.023** (0.010) 
Constant -0.058 (0.597) Constant 0.811 (1.457) 
    
Observations 308 Observations 231 
No. of groups 11 No. of groups 11 
No. of instruments 309 No. of instruments 232 
    
F-test Critical Value F-test Critical Value 
DSALES(t-1)=0 10.11 DSALES(t-1)=0 20.29 
DSALES(t-2)=0  DSALES(t-2)=0  
DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value 
DSALES(t-4)=0 0.182 DSALES(t-4)=0 0.005 
DSALES(t-5)=0  DSALES(t-5)=0  
DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null 
 No  Yes 
Standard errors in parentheses:  ***, **, * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.  Estimates generated from STATA’s 
Arellano-Bond command:  xtabond RPI , lags(1) endog(EMPLOY INFLATION TOTAL SALES DSALES DSALES _1 DSALES_2 
























New England:  Estimation Periods 1 and 2 
Period 1:  January 2000 – December 2002 Period 2:  January 2003 – December 2005 
Variable RPI  Variable RPI 
RPI(t-1) 0.950*** (0.029) RPI(t-1) 0.895*** (0.033) 
EMPLOY 0.193 (0.209) EMPLOY 0.743 (0.478) 
INFLATION -0.014* (0.008) INFLATION 0.024* (0.014) 
TOTAL SALES 0.046*** (0.013) TOTAL SALES 0.019** (0.009) 
DSALES 0.002 (0.012) DSALES 0.007 (0.009) 
DSALES(t-1) 0.009 (0.012) DSALES(t-1) -0.000 (0.009) 
DSALES(t-2) 0.004 (0.012) DSALES(t-2) 0.012 (0.009) 
DSALES(t-3) 0.004 (0.012) DSALES(t-3) -0.004 (0.009) 
DSALES(t-4) 0.005 (0.012) DSALES(t-4) 0.011 (0.009) 
DSALES(t-5) -0.005 (0.012) DSALES(t-5) -0.011 (0.009) 
DSALES(t-6) -0.014 (0.011) DSALES(t-6) 0.000 (0.009) 
Constant -1.207 (1.290) Constant -4.013 (2.776) 
    
Observations 232 Observations 232 
No. of groups 8 No. of groups 8 
No. of instruments 233 No. of instruments 233 
    
F-test Critical Value F-test Critical Value 
DSALES(t-1)=0 4.27 DSALES(t-1)=0 5.28 
DSALES(t-2)=0  DSALES(t-2)=0  
DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value 
DSALES(t-4)=0 0.749 DSALES(t-4)=0 0.626 
DSALES(t-5)=0  DSALES(t-5)=0  
DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null 
 No  No 
Standard errors in parentheses:  ***, **, * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.  Estimates generated from STATA’s 
Arellano-Bond command:  xtabond RPI , lags(1) endog(EMPLOY INFLATION TOTAL SALES DSALES DSALES _1 DSALES_2 
























New England:  Estimation Periods 3 and 4 
Period 3:  January 2006 – December 2009 Period 4:  January 2010 – August 2011 
Variable RPI  Variable RPI  
RPI(t-1) 0.814*** (0.043) RPI(t-1) 0.616*** (0.063) 
EMPLOY 0.776*** (0.243) EMPLOY -0.556** (0.234) 
INFLATION -0.005 (0.003) INFLATION -0.000 (0.003) 
TOTAL SALES 0.026*** (0.008) TOTAL SALES 0.020** (0.008) 
DSALES -0.004 (0.008) DSALES -0.012 (0.011) 
DSALES(t-1) -0.001 (0.008) DSALES(t-1) 0.004 (0.011) 
DSALES(t-2) 0.008 (0.009) DSALES(t-2) 0.017 (0.011) 
DSALES(t-3) 0.007 (0.008) DSALES(t-3) 0.008 (0.011) 
DSALES(t-4) 0.002 (0.008) DSALES(t-4) -0.003 (0.011) 
DSALES(t-5) 0.002 (0.008) DSALES(t-5) -0.006 (0.011) 
DSALES(t-6) -0.021*** (0.007) DSALES(t-6) 0.009 (0.010) 
Constant -3.866*** (1.356) Constant 5.158*** (1.533) 
    
Observations 232 Observations 176 
No. of groups 8 No. of groups 8 
No. of instruments 233 No. of instruments 177 
    
F-test Critical Value F-test Critical Value 
DSALES(t-1)=0 12.92 DSALES(t-1)=0 8.38 
DSALES(t-2)=0  DSALES(t-2)=0  
DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value 
DSALES(t-4)=0 0.074 DSALES(t-4)=0 0.300 
DSALES(t-5)=0  DSALES(t-5)=0  
DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null 
 Yes  No 
Standard errors in parentheses:  ***, **, * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.  Estimates generated from STATA’s 
Arellano-Bond command:  xtabond RPI , lags(1) endog(EMPLOY INFLATION TOTAL SALES DSALES DSALES _1 DSALES_2 
























New York-New Jersey:  Estimation Periods 1 and 2 
Period 1:  January 2000 – December 2002 Period 2:  January 2003 – December 2006 
Variable RPI  Variable RPI  
RPI(t-1) 0.939*** (0.036) RPI(t-1) 0.892*** (0.041) 
EMPLOY 0.117 (0.230) EMPLOY 1.315** (0.534) 
INFLATION -0.016* (0.009) INFLATION 0.002 (0.012) 
TOTAL SALES 0.004 (0.008) TOTAL SALES 0.009 (0.010) 
DSALES -0.022** (0.009) DSALES -0.003 (0.007) 
DSALES(t-1) 0.014 (0.009) DSALES(t-1) -0.003 (0.007) 
DSALES(t-2) 0.012 (0.009) DSALES(t-2) 0.010 (0.007) 
DSALES(t-3) 0.011 (0.009) DSALES(t-3) 0.009 (0.007) 
DSALES(t-4) -0.004 (0.009) DSALES(t-4) -0.002 (0.007) 
DSALES(t-5) 0.009 (0.009) DSALES(t-5) 0.004 (0.007) 
DSALES(t-6) -0.004 (0.009) DSALES(t-6) -0.010 (0.007) 
Constant -0.432 (1.516) Constant -8.041** (3.328) 
    
Observations 174 Observations 174 
No. of groups 6 No. of groups 6 
No. of instruments 175 No. of instruments 175 
    
F-test Critical Value F-test Critical Value 
DSALES(t-1)=0 15.90 DSALES(t-1)=0 7.98 
DSALES(t-2)=0  DSALES(t-2)=0  
DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value 
DSALES(t-4)=0 0.026 DSALES(t-4)=0 0.334 
DSALES(t-5)=0  DSALES(t-5)=0  
DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null 
 Yes  No 
Standard errors in parentheses:  ***, **, * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.  Estimates generated from STATA’s 
Arellano-Bond command:  xtabond RPI , lags(1) endog(EMPLOY INFLATION TOTAL SALES DSALES DSALES _1 DSALES_2 
























New York-New Jersey:  Estimation Periods 3 and 4 
Period 3:  January 2006 – December 2009 January 2010 – August 2011 
Variable RPI  Variable RPI  
RPI(t-1) 0.891*** (0.046) RPI(t-1) 0.717*** (0.072) 
EMPLOY 0.244 (0.393) EMPLOY 0.077 (0.386) 
INFLATION -0.002 (0.004) INFLATION -0.001 (0.004) 
TOTAL SALES 0.014 (0.010) TOTAL SALES 0.013 (0.008) 
DSALES -0.007 (0.007) DSALES -0.011 (0.008) 
DSALES(t-1) -0.014* (0.007) DSALES(t-1) 0.019** (0.009) 
DSALES(t-2) 0.012* (0.007) DSALES(t-2) -0.010 (0.009) 
DSALES(t-3) 0.009 (0.007) DSALES(t-3) 0.010 (0.009) 
DSALES(t-4) 0.014** (0.007) DSALES(t-4) 0.002 (0.009) 
DSALES(t-5) -0.000 (0.007) DSALES(t-5) 0.001 (0.009) 
DSALES(t-6) -0.019*** (0.006) DSALES(t-6) 0.001 (0.009) 
Constant -1.142 (2.470) Constant 0.882 (2.565) 
    
Observations 174 Observations 132 
No. of groups 6 No. of groups 6 
No. of instruments 175 No. of instruments 133 
    
F-test Critical Value F-test Critical Value 
DSALES(t-1)=0 22.58 DSALES(t-1)=0 6.76 
DSALES(t-2)=0  DSALES(t-2)=0  
DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value 
DSALES(t-4)=0 0.002 DSALES(t-4)=0 0.454 
DSALES(t-5)=0  DSALES(t-5)=0  
DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null 
 Yes  No 
Standard errors in parentheses:  ***, **, * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.  Estimates generated from STATA’s 
Arellano-Bond command:  xtabond RPI , lags(1) endog(EMPLOY INFLATION TOTAL SALES DSALES DSALES _1 DSALES_2 























Southeast:  Estimation Periods 1 and 2 
Period 1:  January 2000 – December 2002 Period 2:  January 2003 – December 2005 
Variable RPI  Variable RPI  
RPI(t-1) 0.696*** (0.696) RPI(t-1) 0.899*** (0.015) 
EMPLOY 0.413*** (0.089) EMPLOY 0.305*** (0.067) 
INFLATION -0.013*** (0.002) INFLATION -0.004 (0.004) 
TOTAL SALES 0.022*** (0.005) TOTAL SALES 0.019*** (0.004) 
DSALES -0.003 (0.003) DSALES 0.000 (0.003) 
DSALES(t-1) 0.005* (0.003) DSALES(t-1) 0.000 (0.003) 
DSALES(t-2) -0.004 (0.003) DSALES(t-2) -0.004 (0.003) 
DSALES(t-3) 0.007** (0.003) DSALES(t-3) 0.008** (0.003) 
DSALES(t-4) -0.007** (0.003) DSALES(t-4) -0.006* (0.004) 
DSALES(t-5) 0.005 (0.003) DSALES(t-5) -0.002 (0.004) 
DSALES(t-6) -0.008*** (0.003) DSALES(t-6) -0.016*** (0.003)  
Constant -1.053** (0.474) Constant -1.422*** (0.337) 
    
Observations 986 Observations 986 
No. of groups 34 No. of groups 34 
No. of instruments 969 No. of instruments 971 
    
F-test Critical Value F-test Critical Value 
DSALES(t-1)=0 20.86 DSALES(t-1)=0 38.84 
DSALES(t-2)=0  DSALES(t-2)=0  
DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value 
DSALES(t-4)=0 0.004 DSALES(t-4)=0 0.000 
DSALES(t-5)=0  DSALES(t-5)=0  
DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null 
 Yes  Yes 
Standard errors in parentheses:  ***, **, * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.  Estimates generated from STATA’s 
Arellano-Bond command:  xtabond RPI , lags(1) endog(EMPLOY INFLATION TOTAL SALES DSALES DSALES _1 DSALES_2 
























Southeast:  Estimation Periods 3 and 4 
Period 3:  January 2006 – December 2009 Period 4:  January 2010 – August 2011 
Variable RPI  Variable RPI  
RPI(t-1) 0.893*** (0.017) RPI(t-1) 0.733*** (0.029) 
EMPLOY 0.231*** (0.069) EMPLOY -0.001 (0.129) 
INFLATION 0.001 (0.002) INFLATION -0.002 (0.002) 
TOTAL SALES 0.002 (0.003) TOTAL SALES 0.022*** (0.005) 
DSALES -0.010*** (0.003) DSALES -0.002 (0.007) 
DSALES(t-1) 0.004 (0.003) DSALES(t-1) 0.002 (0.007) 
DSALES(t-2) 0.001 (0.003) DSALES(t-2) 0.011 (0.007)  
DSALES(t-3) 0.001 (0.003) DSALES(t-3) -0.003 (0.007) 
DSALES(t-4) 0.001 (0.003) DSALES(t-4) -0.019*** (0.007) 
DSALES(t-5) -0.001 (0.003) DSALES(t-5) -0.010 (0.007) 
DSALES(t-6) -0.007*** (0.002) DSALES(t-6) 0.000 (0.006) 
Constant -0.839** (0.371) Constant 1.116 (0.744) 
    
Observations 952 Observations 714 
No. of groups 34 No. of groups 34 
No. of instruments 937 No. of instruments 715 
    
F-test Critical Value F-test Critical Value 
DSALES(t-1)=0 41.01 DSALES(t-1)=0 29 
DSALES(t-2)=0  DSALES(t-2)=0  
DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value 
DSALES(t-4)=0 0.000 DSALES(t-4)=0 0.000 
DSALES(t-5)=0  DSALES(t-5)=0  
DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null 
 Yes  Yes 
Standard errors in parentheses:  ***, **, * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.  Estimates generated from STATA’s 
Arellano-Bond command:  xtabond RPI , lags(1) endog(EMPLOY INFLATION TOTAL SALES DSALES DSALES _1 DSALES_2 
























Southwest:  Estimation Periods 1 and 2 
Period 1:  December 2000 – January 2002 Period 2:  December 2003 – January 2005 
Variable RPI  Variable RPI 
RPI(t-1) 0.723*** (0.053) RPI(t-1) 0.664*** (0.059) 
EMPLOY 0.289* (0.0162) EMPLOY 0.324*** (0.121) 
INFLATION -0.007** (0.003) INFLATION 0.006 (0.007) 
TOTAL SALES 0.013 (0.008) TOTAL SALES 0.019* (0.010) 
DSALES 0.008 (0.009) DSALES 0.008 (0.010) 
DSALES(t-1) 0.004 (0.009) DSALES(t-1) 0.007 (0.010) 
DSALES(t-2) 0.010 (0.009) DSALES(t-2) -0.006 (0.010) 
DSALES(t-3) -0.005 (0.009) DSALES(t-3) 0.013 (0.010) 
DSALES(t-4) -0.010 (0.008) DSALES(t-4) -0.009 (0.010) 
DSALES(t-5) 0.004 (0.008) DSALES(t-5) -0.001 (0.010) 
DSALES(t-6) -0.009 (0.007) DSALES(t-6) -0.017* (0.010) 
Constant -0.717 (1.096) Constant -0.718 (0.780) 
    
Observations 203 Observations 203 
No. of groups 7 No. of groups 7 
No. of Instruments 204 No. of Instruments 204 
    
F-test Critical Value F-test Critical Value 
DSALES(t-1)=0 7.07 DSALES(t-1)=0 7.26 
DSALES(t-2)=0  DSALES(t-2)=0  
DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value 
DSALES(t-4)=0 0.422 DSALES(t-4)=0 0.403 
DSALES(t-5)=0  DSALES(t-5)=0  
DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null 
 No  No 
Standard errors in parentheses:  ***, **, * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.  Estimates generated from STATA’s 
Arellano-Bond command:  xtabond RPI , lags(1) endog(EMPLOY INFLATION TOTAL SALES DSALES DSALES _1 DSALES_2 
























Southwest:  Estimation Periods 3 and 4 
Period 3:  December 2006 – January 2009 Period 4:  December 2010 – August 2011 
Variable RPI  Variable RPI 
RPI(t-1) 0.704*** (0.051) RPI(t-1) -0.265** (0.081) 
EMPLOY 0.087 (0.123) EMPLOY 1.268*** (0.444) 
INFLATION 0.001 (0.003) INFLATION 0.000 (0.009) 
TOTAL SALES 0.010 (0.008) TOTAL SALES 0.064*** (0.009) 
DSALES -0.008 (0.008) DSALES -0.036** (0.015) 
DSALES(t-1) -0.009 (0.009) DSALES(t-1) -0.012 (0.017) 
DSALES(t-2) 0.011 (0.009) DSALES(t-2) 0.001 (0.018) 
DSALES(t-3) 0.012 (0.009) DSALES(t-3) -0.006 (0.019) 
DSALES(t-4) 0.007 (0.009) DSALES(t-4) -0.032 (0.020) 
DSALES(t-5) -0.006 (0.009) DSALES(t-5) 0.041* (0.022) 
DSALES(t-6) -0.009 (0.007) DSALES(t-6) -0.016 (0.021) 
Constant 0.777 (0.808) Constant -2.955 (2.950) 
    
Observations 196 Observations 147 
No. of groups 7 No. of groups 7 
No. of instruments 197 No. of instruments 148 
    
F-test Critical Value F-test Critical Value 
DSALES(t-1)=0 11.71 DSALES(t-1)=0 17.41 
DSALES(t-2)=0  DSALES(t-2)=0  
DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value 
DSALES(t-4)=0 0.110 DSALES(t-4)=0 0.015 
DSALES(t-5)=0  DSALES(t-5)=0  
DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null 
 No  Yes 
Standard errors in parentheses:  ***, **, * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.  Estimates generated from STATA’s 
Arellano-Bond command:  xtabond RPI , lags(1) endog(EMPLOY INFLATION TOTAL SALES DSALES DSALES _1 DSALES_2 
























Western:  Estimation Periods 1 and 2 
Period 1:  January 2000 – December 2002 Period 2:  January 2003 – December 2005 
Variable RPI  Variable RPI  
RPI(t-1) 0.833*** (0.019) RPI(t-1) 0.955*** (0.010) 
EMPLOY 0.075 (0.052) EMPLOY 0.216*** (0.057) 
INFLATION -0.020*** (0.004) INFLATION -0.000 (0.004) 
TOTAL SALES 0.018*** (0.004) TOTAL SALES 0.013*** (0.004) 
DSALES -0.004 (0.003) DSALES -0.007*** (0.002) 
DSALES(t-1) -0.003 (0.003) DSALES(t-1) 0.002 (0.002) 
DSALES(t-2) 0.003 (0.003) DSALES(t-2) 0.001 (0.002) 
DSALES(t-3) -0.005 (0.003) DSALES(t-3) 0.005** (0.002) 
DSALES(t-4) 0.003 (0.003) DSALES(t-4) 0.001(0.002) 
DSALES(t-5) -0.000 (0.003) DSALES(t-5) -0.002 (0.002) 
DSALES(t-6) -0.012*** (0.003) DSALES(t-6) -0.005** (0.002) 
Constant 0.236 (0.284) Constant -1.088*** (0.294) 
    
Observations 1015 Observations 1015 
No. of groups 35 No. of groups 35 
No. of instruments 995 No. of instruments 996 
    
F-test Critical Value F-test Critical Value 
DSALES(t-1)=0 30.68 DSALES(t-1)=0 18.52 
DSALES(t-2)=0  DSALES(t-2)=0  
DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value 
DSALES(t-4)=0 0.000 DSALES(t-4)=0 0.010 
DSALES(t-5)=0  DSALES(t-5)=0  
DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null 
 Yes  Yes 
Standard errors in parentheses:  ***, **, * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.  Estimates generated from STATA’s 
Arellano-Bond command:  xtabond RPI , lags(1) endog(EMPLOY INFLATION TOTAL SALES DSALES DSALES _1 DSALES_2 























Western:  Estimation Periods 3 and 4 
Period 3:  January 2006 – December 2009 Period 4:  January 2010 – December 2011 
Variable RPI  Variable RPI  
RPI(t-1) 0.985*** (0.012) RPI(t-1) 0.850*** (0.021) 
EMPLOY 0.017 (0.077) EMPLOY 0.229** (0.116) 
INFLATION 0.001 (0.002) INFLATION 0.000 (0.002) 
TOTAL SALES 0.007* (0.004) TOTAL SALES 0.010*** (0.003) 
DSALES -0.003 (0.003) DSALES -0.015*** (0.006) 
DSALES(t-1) 0.002 (0.003) DSALES(t-1) 0.010 (0.006) 
DSALES(t-2) -0.001 (0.002) DSALES(t-2) 0.008 (0.007) 
DSALES(t-3) 0.002 (0.002) DSALES(t-3) -0.011 (0.007) 
DSALES(t-4) 0.000 (0.002) DSALES(t-4) -0.003 (0.007) 
DSALES(t-5) -0.008*** (0.002) DSALES(t-5) 0.001 (0.007) 
DSALES(t-6) -0.002 (0.002) DSALES(t-6) 0.003 (0.006) 
Constant -0.106 (0.428) Constant -0.630 (0.646) 
    
Observations 980 Observations 735 
No. of groups 35 No. of groups 35 
No. of instruments 962 No. of instruments 736 
    
F-test Critical Value F-test Critical Value 
DSALES(t-1)=0 46.76 DSALES(t-1)=0 10.53 
DSALES(t-2)=0  DSALES(t-2)=0  
DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value DSALES(t-3)=0 P-Value 
DSALES(t-4)=0 0.000 DSALES(t-4)=0 0.160 
DSALES(t-5)=0  DSALES(t-5)=0  
DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null DSALES(t-6)=0 Rejects the Null 














II.  VAR Model Results 
MSAID Main City RESULTS Significance Level 
10420 Akron, OH RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
10420 Akron, OH RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
10420 Akron, OH DSALES Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
10420 Akron, OH ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
10420 Akron, OH RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
10420 Akron, OH RPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
10420 Akron, OH DSALES Granger causes SALES 1% 
10420 Akron, OH ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
10420 Akron, OH RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 1% 
10420 Akron, OH RPI Granger causes DSALES 1% 
10420 Akron, OH ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
10580 Albany, NY RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
10580 Albany, NY RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 5% 
10580 Albany, NY RPI Granger causes SALES 5% 
10580 Albany, NY DSALES Granger causes SALES 5% 
10580 Albany, NY ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
10580 Albany, NY RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
10580 Albany, NY SALES Granger causes DSALES 5% 
10740 Albuquerque, NM DSALES Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
10740 Albuquerque, NM ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
10740 Albuquerque, NM SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
10740 Albuquerque, NM ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
10740 Albuquerque, NM SALES Granger causes RPI 5% 
10740 Albuquerque, NM ALL Granger causes RPI 5% 
10740 Albuquerque, NM RPI Granger causes DSALES 10% 
10900 Allentown, PA RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
10900 Allentown, PA SALES Granger causes DSALES 1% 
10900 Allentown, PA ALL Granger causes DSALES 5% 
11260 Anchorage, AK EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 10% 
11260 Anchorage, AK ALL Granger causes SALES 10% 
11260 Anchorage, AK RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 1% 
11260 Anchorage, AK RPI Granger causes DSALES 1% 
11700 Asheville, NC DSALES Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
11700 Asheville, NC DSALES Granger causes SALES 10% 
11700 Asheville, NC ALL Granger causes SALES 10% 
11700 Asheville, NC SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
11700 Asheville, NC ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
11700 Asheville, NC SALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
11700 Asheville, NC ALL Granger causes RPI 5% 
11700 Asheville, NC SALES Granger causes DSALES 5% 
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12060 Atlanta, GA EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 5% 
12060 Atlanta, GA RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 5% 
12060 Atlanta, GA RPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
12060 Atlanta, GA ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
12060 Atlanta, GA SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
12060 Atlanta, GA RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
12060 Atlanta, GA ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
12060 Atlanta, GA SALES Granger causes RPI 10% 
12060 Atlanta, GA RPI/CPI Granger causes RPI 1% 
12060 Atlanta, GA ALL Granger causes RPI 5% 
12060 Atlanta, GA SALES Granger causes DSALES 1% 
12060 Atlanta, GA RPI Granger causes DSALES 10% 
12060 Atlanta, GA ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
12260 Augusta, GA EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
12260 Augusta, GA RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
12260 Augusta, GA EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 5% 
12420 Austin, TX RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
12420 Austin, TX RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
12420 Austin, TX DSALES Granger causes SALES 10% 
12420 Austin, TX RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
12420 Austin, TX RPI/CPI Granger causes RPI 10% 
12420 Austin, TX SALES Granger causes DSALES 5% 
12420 Austin, TX ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
12540 Bakersfield, CA SALES Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
12540 Bakersfield, CA RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
12540 Bakersfield, CA RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
12540 Bakersfield, CA ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
12540 Bakersfield, CA EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 5% 
12540 Bakersfield, CA RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
12540 Bakersfield, CA RPI Granger causes SALES 5% 
12540 Bakersfield, CA DSALES Granger causes SALES 10% 
12540 Bakersfield, CA ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
12540 Bakersfield, CA SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
12540 Bakersfield, CA RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
12540 Bakersfield, CA ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
12540 Bakersfield, CA SALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
12540 Bakersfield, CA RPI/CPI Granger causes RPI 1% 
12540 Bakersfield, CA ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
12540 Bakersfield, CA EMPLOY Granger causes DSALES 1% 
12540 Bakersfield, CA SALES Granger causes DSALES 1% 
12540 Bakersfield, CA RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 1% 
12540 Bakersfield, CA RPI Granger causes DSALES 10% 
12540 Bakersfield, CA ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
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12580 Baltimore, MD SALES Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
12580 Baltimore, MD RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
12580 Baltimore, MD RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
12580 Baltimore, MD ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
12580 Baltimore, MD EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 1% 
12580 Baltimore, MD RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
12580 Baltimore, MD RPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
12580 Baltimore, MD DSALES Granger causes SALES 5% 
12580 Baltimore, MD ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
12580 Baltimore, MD EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
12580 Baltimore, MD SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
12580 Baltimore, MD RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
12580 Baltimore, MD DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
12580 Baltimore, MD ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
12580 Baltimore, MD EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 1% 
12580 Baltimore, MD SALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
12580 Baltimore, MD RPI/CPI Granger causes RPI 1% 
12580 Baltimore, MD DSALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
12580 Baltimore, MD ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
12580 Baltimore, MD SALES Granger causes DSALES 1% 
12580 Baltimore, MD RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 10% 
12580 Baltimore, MD ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
12700 Barnstable Town EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 1% 
12700 Barnstable Town ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
12700 Barnstable Town RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
12700 Barnstable Town ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
12700 Barnstable Town RPI/CPI Granger causes RPI 5% 
12700 Barnstable Town ALL Granger causes RPI 10% 
12700 Barnstable Town SALES Granger causes DSALES 10% 
12700 Barnstable Town ALL Granger causes DSALES 10% 
13380 Bellingham RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
13380 Bellingham RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
13380 Bellingham ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
13380 Bellingham EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 10% 
13380 Bellingham RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 10% 
13380 Bellingham RPI Granger causes SALES 5% 
13380 Bellingham EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
13380 Bellingham DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
13380 Bellingham ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
13380 Bellingham EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 1% 
13380 Bellingham RPI/CPI Granger causes RPI 5% 
13380 Bellingham DSALES Granger causes RPI 10% 
13380 Bellingham ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
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13460 Bend, OR ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
13460 Bend, OR EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
13460 Bend, OR SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
13460 Bend, OR ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
13460 Bend, OR EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 1% 
13460 Bend, OR ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
13460 Bend, OR EMPLOY Granger causes DSALES 10% 
13460 Bend, OR SALES Granger causes DSALES 5% 
13460 Bend, OR RPI Granger causes DSALES 10% 
13460 Bend, OR ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
13820 Birmingham, AL SALES Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
13820 Birmingham, AL RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
13820 Birmingham, AL RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
13820 Birmingham, AL DSALES Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
13820 Birmingham, AL ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
13820 Birmingham, AL EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 5% 
13820 Birmingham, AL RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
13820 Birmingham, AL RPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
13820 Birmingham, AL DSALES Granger causes SALES 5% 
13820 Birmingham, AL ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
13820 Birmingham, AL EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
13820 Birmingham, AL SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
13820 Birmingham, AL RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
13820 Birmingham, AL DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
13820 Birmingham, AL ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
13820 Birmingham, AL EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 1% 
13820 Birmingham, AL SALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
13820 Birmingham, AL RPI/CPI Granger causes RPI 1% 
13820 Birmingham, AL DSALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
13820 Birmingham, AL ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
13820 Birmingham, AL EMPLOY Granger causes DSALES 10% 
13820 Birmingham, AL SALES Granger causes DSALES 1% 
13820 Birmingham, AL RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 1% 
13820 Birmingham, AL RPI Granger causes DSALES 1% 
13820 Birmingham, AL ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
14260 Boise City, ID RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
14260 Boise City, ID RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
14260 Boise City, ID DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
14260 Boise City, ID ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
14260 Boise City, ID EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 5% 
14260 Boise City, ID DSALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
14260 Boise City, ID ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
14260 Boise City, ID SALES Granger causes DSALES 1% 
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14260 Boise City, ID RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 10% 
14260 Boise City, ID ALL Granger causes DSALES 5% 
14460 Boston, MA SALES Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
14460 Boston, MA RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
14460 Boston, MA RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
14460 Boston, MA ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
14460 Boston, MA EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 1% 
14460 Boston, MA RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
14460 Boston, MA RPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
14460 Boston, MA DSALES Granger causes SALES 1% 
14460 Boston, MA ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
14460 Boston, MA SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
14460 Boston, MA RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
14460 Boston, MA ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
14460 Boston, MA SALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
14460 Boston, MA ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
14460 Boston, MA EMPLOY Granger causes DSALES 1% 
14460 Boston, MA RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 5% 
14460 Boston, MA RPI Granger causes DSALES 10% 
14460 Boston, MA ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
14500 Boulder, CO RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
14500 Boulder, CO RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
14500 Boulder, CO RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 10% 
14500 Boulder, CO RPI Granger causes SALES 10% 
14500 Boulder, CO RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 5% 
14500 Boulder, CO RPI Granger causes DSALES 5% 
14500 Boulder, CO ALL Granger causes DSALES 10% 
14740 Bremerton-Silverdale, WA RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 5% 
14740 Bremerton-Silverdale, WA RPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
14740 Bremerton-Silverdale, WA ALL Granger causes SALES 5% 
14860 Bridgeport, CT SALES Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
14860 Bridgeport, CT RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
14860 Bridgeport, CT RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
14860 Bridgeport, CT DSALES Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
14860 Bridgeport, CT ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
14860 Bridgeport, CT EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 1% 
14860 Bridgeport, CT RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
14860 Bridgeport, CT RPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
14860 Bridgeport, CT DSALES Granger causes SALES 1% 
14860 Bridgeport, CT ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
14860 Bridgeport, CT EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
14860 Bridgeport, CT SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
14860 Bridgeport, CT DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
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14860 Bridgeport, CT ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
14860 Bridgeport, CT EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 1% 
14860 Bridgeport, CT SALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
14860 Bridgeport, CT DSALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
14860 Bridgeport, CT ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
14860 Bridgeport, CT SALES Granger causes DSALES 1% 
14860 Bridgeport, CT RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 1% 
14860 Bridgeport, CT RPI Granger causes DSALES 1% 
14860 Bridgeport, CT ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
15380 Buffalo, NY RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
15380 Buffalo, NY RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
15380 Buffalo, NY ALL Granger causes SALES 10% 
15380 Buffalo, NY SALES Granger causes DSALES 1% 
15380 Buffalo, NY ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
15940 Canton-Massillon RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
15940 Canton-Massillon RPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
15940 Canton-Massillon DSALES Granger causes SALES 5% 
15940 Canton-Massillon ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
15940 Canton-Massillon DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
15940 Canton-Massillon DSALES Granger causes RPI 5% 
15940 Canton-Massillon RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 10% 
15940 Canton-Massillon RPI Granger causes DSALES 5% 
15940 Canton-Massillon ALL Granger causes DSALES 10% 
15980 Cape Coral-Fort Myers, FL EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
15980 Cape Coral-Fort Myers, FL ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
15980 Cape Coral-Fort Myers, FL EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 1% 
15980 Cape Coral-Fort Myers, FL ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
15980 Cape Coral-Fort Myers, FL EMPLOY Granger causes DSALES 10% 
15980 Cape Coral-Fort Myers, FL ALL Granger causes DSALES 10% 
16700 Charleston, SC SALES Granger causes DSALES 10% 
16740 Charlotte, NC SALES Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
16740 Charlotte, NC RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
16740 Charlotte, NC RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
16740 Charlotte, NC DSALES Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
16740 Charlotte, NC ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
16740 Charlotte, NC EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 1% 
16740 Charlotte, NC RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
16740 Charlotte, NC RPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
16740 Charlotte, NC DSALES Granger causes SALES 10% 
16740 Charlotte, NC ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
16740 Charlotte, NC EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
16740 Charlotte, NC SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
16740 Charlotte, NC DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
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16740 Charlotte, NC ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
16980 Chicago, IL EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 1% 
16980 Chicago, IL DSALES Granger causes SALES 1% 
16980 Chicago, IL ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
16980 Chicago, IL RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
16980 Chicago, IL DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
16980 Chicago, IL ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
16980 Chicago, IL DSALES Granger causes RPI 5% 
16980 Chicago, IL SALES Granger causes DSALES 5% 
16980 Chicago, IL RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 1% 
16980 Chicago, IL RPI Granger causes DSALES 1% 
16980 Chicago, IL DSALES Granger causes DSALES 1% 
17140 Cincinnati, OH EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 1% 
17140 Cincinnati, OH RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 10% 
17140 Cincinnati, OH RPI Granger causes SALES 5% 
17140 Cincinnati, OH DSALES Granger causes SALES 1% 
17140 Cincinnati, OH ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
17140 Cincinnati, OH SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
17140 Cincinnati, OH ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
17140 Cincinnati, OH SALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
17140 Cincinnati, OH ALL Granger causes RPI 5% 
17140 Cincinnati, OH EMPLOY Granger causes DSALES 1% 
17140 Cincinnati, OH SALES Granger causes DSALES 1% 
17140 Cincinnati, OH RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 1% 
17140 Cincinnati, OH RPI Granger causes DSALES 1% 
17140 Cincinnati, OH ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
17460 Cleveland, OH RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
17460 Cleveland, OH DSALES Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
17460 Cleveland, OH ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
17460 Cleveland, OH EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 5% 
17460 Cleveland, OH RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
17460 Cleveland, OH RPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
17460 Cleveland, OH DSALES Granger causes SALES 5% 
17460 Cleveland, OH ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
17460 Cleveland, OH EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
17460 Cleveland, OH SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
17460 Cleveland, OH RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
17460 Cleveland, OH DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
17460 Cleveland, OH ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
17460 Cleveland, OH EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 10% 
17460 Cleveland, OH SALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
17460 Cleveland, OH RPI/CPI Granger causes RPI 1% 
17460 Cleveland, OH DSALES Granger causes RPI 10% 
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17460 Cleveland, OH ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
17460 Cleveland, OH EMPLOY Granger causes DSALES 5% 
17460 Cleveland, OH SALES Granger causes DSALES 1% 
17460 Cleveland, OH RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 1% 
17460 Cleveland, OH RPI Granger causes DSALES 1% 
17460 Cleveland, OH ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
17820 Colorado Springs SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
17820 Colorado Springs ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
17820 Colorado Springs SALES Granger causes RPI 5% 
17820 Colorado Springs ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
17900 Columbia, SC RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
17900 Columbia, SC RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
17900 Columbia, SC ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
17900 Columbia, SC RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 10% 
17900 Columbia, SC RPI Granger causes SALES 5% 
17900 Columbia, SC SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
17900 Columbia, SC RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
17900 Columbia, SC DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
17900 Columbia, SC ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
17900 Columbia, SC SALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
17900 Columbia, SC DSALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
17900 Columbia, SC ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
17900 Columbia, SC RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 10% 
17900 Columbia, SC RPI Granger causes DSALES 5% 
17900 Columbia, SC ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
18140 Columbus, OH RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 10% 
18140 Columbus, OH RPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
18140 Columbus, OH DSALES Granger causes SALES 5% 
18140 Columbus, OH ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
18140 Columbus, OH EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
18140 Columbus, OH SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
18140 Columbus, OH RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
18140 Columbus, OH DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
18140 Columbus, OH ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
18140 Columbus, OH RPI/CPI Granger causes RPI 5% 
18140 Columbus, OH DSALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
18140 Columbus, OH ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
18140 Columbus, OH SALES Granger causes DSALES 1% 
18140 Columbus, OH RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 5% 
18140 Columbus, OH RPI Granger causes DSALES 5% 
18140 Columbus, OH ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
19100 Dallas, TX DSALES Granger causes SALES 1% 
19100 Dallas, TX ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
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19100 Dallas, TX SALES Granger causes DSALES 5% 
19100 Dallas, TX ALL Granger causes DSALES 5% 
19380 Dayton, OH RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
19380 Dayton, OH DSALES Granger causes SALES 5% 
19380 Dayton, OH ALL Granger causes SALES 5% 
19380 Dayton, OH RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
19380 Dayton, OH EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 10% 
19380 Dayton, OH EMPLOY Granger causes DSALES 5% 
19380 Dayton, OH SALES Granger causes DSALES 1% 
19380 Dayton, OH ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
19660 Daytona Beach, FL SALES Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
19660 Daytona Beach, FL RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
19660 Daytona Beach, FL RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
19660 Daytona Beach, FL ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
19660 Daytona Beach, FL EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 1% 
19660 Daytona Beach, FL RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
19660 Daytona Beach, FL RPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
19660 Daytona Beach, FL DSALES Granger causes SALES 5% 
19660 Daytona Beach, FL ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
19660 Daytona Beach, FL EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
19660 Daytona Beach, FL SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
19660 Daytona Beach, FL RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
19660 Daytona Beach, FL DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
19660 Daytona Beach, FL ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
19660 Daytona Beach, FL EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 1% 
19660 Daytona Beach, FL SALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
19660 Daytona Beach, FL RPI/CPI Granger causes RPI 1% 
19660 Daytona Beach, FL DSALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
19660 Daytona Beach, FL ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
19660 Daytona Beach, FL SALES Granger causes DSALES 1% 
19660 Daytona Beach, FL ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
19740 Denver, CO SALES Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
19740 Denver, CO RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 5% 
19740 Denver, CO RPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
19740 Denver, CO RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
19740 Denver, CO RPI/CPI Granger causes RPI 5% 
19740 Denver, CO ALL Granger causes RPI 10% 
19820 Detroit, MI RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
19820 Detroit, MI RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
19820 Detroit, MI ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
19820 Detroit, MI EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 5% 
19820 Detroit, MI SALES Granger causes DSALES 10% 
20500 Durham-Chapel Hill, NC EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 5% 
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20500 Durham-Chapel Hill, NC RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 5% 
20500 Durham-Chapel Hill, NC RPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
20500 Durham-Chapel Hill, NC ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
20500 Durham-Chapel Hill, NC SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
20500 Durham-Chapel Hill, NC ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
20500 Durham-Chapel Hill, NC SALES Granger causes RPI 5% 
20500 Durham-Chapel Hill, NC ALL Granger causes RPI 5% 
20500 Durham-Chapel Hill, NC SALES Granger causes DSALES 5% 
20500 Durham-Chapel Hill, NC ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
21340 El Paso, TX RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
21340 El Paso, TX RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 10% 
21340 El Paso, TX RPI Granger causes SALES 10% 
21340 El Paso, TX DSALES Granger causes SALES 5% 
21340 El Paso, TX ALL Granger causes SALES 5% 
21340 El Paso, TX SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
21340 El Paso, TX RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
21340 El Paso, TX DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
21340 El Paso, TX ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
21340 El Paso, TX SALES Granger causes RPI 5% 
21340 El Paso, TX DSALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
21340 El Paso, TX ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
21340 El Paso, TX ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
21660 Eugene, OR RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
21660 Eugene, OR RPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
21660 Eugene, OR ALL Granger causes SALES 10% 
21660 Eugene, OR El Paso, TX Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
21660 Eugene, OR DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
21660 Eugene, OR ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
21660 Eugene, OR El Paso, TX Granger causes RPI 5% 
21660 Eugene, OR DSALES Granger causes RPI 5% 
21660 Eugene, OR ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
21660 Eugene, OR SALES Granger causes DSALES 5% 
21660 Eugene, OR ALL Granger causes DSALES 10% 
22660 Fort Collins, CO RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
22660 Fort Collins, CO RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
22660 Fort Collins, CO ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
22660 Fort Collins, CO El Paso, TX Granger causes SALES 5% 
22660 Fort Collins, CO DSALES Granger causes SALES 1% 
22660 Fort Collins, CO RPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
22660 Fort Collins, CO DSALES Granger causes SALES 10% 
22660 Fort Collins, CO ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
22660 Fort Collins, CO El Paso, TX Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
22660 Fort Collins, CO RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
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22660 Fort Collins, CO DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
22660 Fort Collins, CO ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
22660 Fort Collins, CO El Paso, TX Granger causes RPI 1% 
22660 Fort Collins, CO SALES Granger causes RPI 10% 
22660 Fort Collins, CO RPI/CPI Granger causes RPI 1% 
22660 Fort Collins, CO DSALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
22660 Fort Collins, CO ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
22660 Fort Collins, CO El Paso, TX Granger causes DSALES 5% 
22660 Fort Collins, CO SALES Granger causes DSALES 1% 
22660 Fort Collins, CO RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 1% 
22660 Fort Collins, CO RPI Granger causes DSALES 1% 
22660 Fort Collins, CO ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
23420 Fresno, CA RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
23420 Fresno, CA RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
23420 Fresno, CA RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 10% 
23420 Fresno, CA SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
23420 Fresno, CA RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
23420 Fresno, CA ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
23420 Fresno, CA SALES Granger causes RPI 10% 
23420 Fresno, CA RPI/CPI Granger causes RPI 1% 
23420 Fresno, CA ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
23420 Fresno, CA El Paso, TX Granger causes DSALES 1% 
23420 Fresno, CA SALES Granger causes DSALES 10% 
23420 Fresno, CA RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 10% 
23420 Fresno, CA ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
23540 Gainesville, FL SALES Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
23540 Gainesville, FL RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
23540 Gainesville, FL RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
23540 Gainesville, FL DSALES Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
23540 Gainesville, FL ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
23540 Gainesville, FL EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 1% 
23540 Gainesville, FL RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
23540 Gainesville, FL RPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
23540 Gainesville, FL DSALES Granger causes SALES 1% 
23540 Gainesville, FL ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
23540 Gainesville, FL SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
23540 Gainesville, FL ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
23540 Gainesville, FL SALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
23540 Gainesville, FL ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
23540 Gainesville, FL El Paso, TX Granger causes DSALES 1% 
23540 Gainesville, FL SALES Granger causes DSALES 1% 
23540 Gainesville, FL RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 1% 
23540 Gainesville, FL RPI Granger causes DSALES 1% 
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23540 Gainesville, FL ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
24300 Grand Junction DSALES Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
24300 Grand Junction ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
24300 Grand Junction RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 5% 
24300 Grand Junction RPI Granger causes SALES 5% 
24300 Grand Junction EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
24300 Grand Junction RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
24300 Grand Junction ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
24300 Grand Junction EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 1% 
24300 Grand Junction ALL Granger causes RPI 5% 
24340 Grand Rapids-Wyoming RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 5% 
24340 Grand Rapids-Wyoming RPI Granger causes SALES 5% 
24340 Grand Rapids-Wyoming DSALES Granger causes SALES 5% 
24340 Grand Rapids-Wyoming ALL Granger causes SALES 5% 
24340 Grand Rapids-Wyoming RPI/CPI Granger causes RPI 1% 
24340 Grand Rapids-Wyoming ALL Granger causes RPI 5% 
24540 Greeley, CO DSALES Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
24540 Greeley, CO RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 5% 
24540 Greeley, CO RPI Granger causes SALES 5% 
24540 Greeley, CO DSALES Granger causes SALES 10% 
24540 Greeley, CO ALL Granger causes DSALES 10% 
24660 Greensboro, NC EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
24660 Greensboro, NC ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
24660 Greensboro, NC EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 1% 
24660 Greensboro, NC SALES Granger causes DSALES 1% 
24860 Greenville, SC RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
24860 Greenville, SC RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 10% 
24860 Greenville, SC RPI Granger causes SALES 10% 
24860 Greenville, SC DSALES Granger causes SALES 10% 
24860 Greenville, SC RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
24860 Greenville, SC ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
24860 Greenville, SC ALL Granger causes RPI 10% 
24860 Greenville, SC RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 10% 
24860 Greenville, SC RPI Granger causes DSALES 5% 
24860 Greenville, SC ALL Granger causes DSALES 10% 
25420 Harrisburg-Carlisle SALES Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
25420 Harrisburg-Carlisle RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 5% 
25420 Harrisburg-Carlisle RPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
25420 Harrisburg-Carlisle EMPLOY Granger causes DSALES 10% 
25420 Harrisburg-Carlisle SALES Granger causes DSALES 1% 
25420 Harrisburg-Carlisle ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
25540 Hartford, CT SALES Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
25540 Hartford, CT RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
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25540 Hartford, CT RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
25540 Hartford, CT DSALES Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
25540 Hartford, CT ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
25540 Hartford, CT EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 1% 
25540 Hartford, CT RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
25540 Hartford, CT RPI Granger causes SALES 5% 
25540 Hartford, CT DSALES Granger causes SALES 1% 
25540 Hartford, CT ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
25540 Hartford, CT SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
25540 Hartford, CT RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
25540 Hartford, CT DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
25540 Hartford, CT ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
25540 Hartford, CT SALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
25540 Hartford, CT RPI/CPI Granger causes RPI 1% 
25540 Hartford, CT DSALES Granger causes RPI 5% 
25540 Hartford, CT ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
25540 Hartford, CT SALES Granger causes DSALES 1% 
25540 Hartford, CT ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
26180 Honolulu, HI SALES Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
26180 Honolulu, HI RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
26180 Honolulu, HI ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
26180 Honolulu, HI EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
26180 Honolulu, HI SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
26180 Honolulu, HI RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
26180 Honolulu, HI ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
26180 Honolulu, HI EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 1% 
26180 Honolulu, HI SALES Granger causes RPI 5% 
26180 Honolulu, HI RPI/CPI Granger causes RPI 5% 
26180 Honolulu, HI RPI Granger causes RPI 1% 
26420 Houston, TX SALES Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
26420 Houston, TX RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
26420 Houston, TX RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
26420 Houston, TX DSALES Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
26420 Houston, TX ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
26420 Houston, TX EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 1% 
26420 Houston, TX RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 5% 
26420 Houston, TX RPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
26420 Houston, TX DSALES Granger causes SALES 1% 
26420 Houston, TX ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
26420 Houston, TX EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
26420 Houston, TX SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
26420 Houston, TX RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
26420 Houston, TX ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
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26420 Houston, TX EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 5% 
26420 Houston, TX SALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
26420 Houston, TX RPI/CPI Granger causes RPI 1% 
26420 Houston, TX ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
26420 Houston, TX SALES Granger causes DSALES 10% 
26420 Houston, TX RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 5% 
26420 Houston, TX RPI Granger causes DSALES 5% 
26420 Houston, TX ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
26900 Indianapolis, IN RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 5% 
26900 Indianapolis, IN RPI Granger causes SALES 5% 
26900 Indianapolis, IN ALL Granger causes SALES 10% 
26900 Indianapolis, IN SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
26900 Indianapolis, IN ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
26900 Indianapolis, IN SALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
26900 Indianapolis, IN ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
26900 Indianapolis, IN SALES Granger causes DSALES 5% 
27260 Jacksonville, FL SALES Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
27260 Jacksonville, FL RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
27260 Jacksonville, FL RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
27260 Jacksonville, FL DSALES Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
27260 Jacksonville, FL ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
27260 Jacksonville, FL EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 5% 
27260 Jacksonville, FL RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
27260 Jacksonville, FL RPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
27260 Jacksonville, FL DSALES Granger causes SALES 5% 
27260 Jacksonville, FL ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
27260 Jacksonville, FL SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
27260 Jacksonville, FL RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
27260 Jacksonville, FL ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
27260 Jacksonville, FL SALES Granger causes RPI 5% 
27260 Jacksonville, FL ALL Granger causes RPI 5% 
27260 Jacksonville, FL EMPLOY Granger causes DSALES 5% 
27260 Jacksonville, FL SALES Granger causes DSALES 1% 
27260 Jacksonville, FL RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 1% 
27260 Jacksonville, FL RPI Granger causes DSALES 1% 
27260 Jacksonville, FL ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
28140 Kansas City, MO DSALES Granger causes SALES 10% 
28140 Kansas City, MO ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
28140 Kansas City, MO EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
28140 Kansas City, MO ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
28140 Kansas City, MO EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 5% 
28140 Kansas City, MO RPI/CPI Granger causes RPI 10% 
28140 Kansas City, MO ALL Granger causes RPI 5% 
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28140 Kansas City, MO ALL Granger causes DSALES 10% 
28940 Knoxville, TN DSALES Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
28940 Knoxville, TN ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
28940 Knoxville, TN RPI Granger causes SALES 10% 
28940 Knoxville, TN RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
29460 Lakeland, FL ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
29460 Lakeland, FL DSALES Granger causes SALES 5% 
29460 Lakeland, FL ALL Granger causes SALES 5% 
29460 Lakeland, FL EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
29460 Lakeland, FL ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
29460 Lakeland, FL EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 1% 
29460 Lakeland, FL DSALES Granger causes RPI 10% 
29460 Lakeland, FL ALL Granger causes RPI 5% 
29460 Lakeland, FL ALL Granger causes DSALES 5% 
29540 Lancaster DSALES Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
29540 Lancaster RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 10% 
29540 Lancaster RPI Granger causes SALES 10% 
29540 Lancaster DSALES Granger causes SALES 10% 
29620 Lansing-East Lansing RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
29620 Lansing-East Lansing RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
29620 Lansing-East Lansing ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
29620 Lansing-East Lansing SALES Granger causes DSALES 1% 
29620 Lansing-East Lansing ALL Granger causes DSALES 10% 
29820 Las Vegas, NV ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
29820 Las Vegas, NV EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 10% 
29820 Las Vegas, NV RPI G RPI/CPI 10% 
31100 Los Angeles, CA ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
31100 Los Angeles, CA EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 1% 
31100 Los Angeles, CA RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 5% 
31100 Los Angeles, CA DSALES Granger causes SALES 5% 
31100 Los Angeles, CA ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
31100 Los Angeles, CA RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 1% 
31100 Los Angeles, CA RPI Granger causes DSALES 1% 
31100 Los Angeles, CA ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
31140 Louisville, KY SALES Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
31140 Louisville, KY RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
31140 Louisville, KY RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
31140 Louisville, KY ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
31140 Louisville, KY RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 5% 
31140 Louisville, KY RPI Granger causes SALES 5% 
31140 Louisville, KY DSALES Granger causes SALES 1% 
31140 Louisville, KY ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
31140 Louisville, KY EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
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31140 Louisville, KY SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
31140 Louisville, KY RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
31140 Louisville, KY DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
31140 Louisville, KY ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
31140 Louisville, KY EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 1% 
31140 Louisville, KY SALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
31140 Louisville, KY RPI/CPI Granger causes RPI 1% 
31140 Louisville, KY DSALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
31140 Louisville, KY ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
31140 Louisville, KY SALES Granger causes DSALES 1% 
31140 Louisville, KY RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 10% 
31140 Louisville, KY ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
32780 Medford DSALES Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
32780 Medford ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
32780 Medford DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
32780 Medford ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
32780 Medford DSALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
32780 Medford ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
32820 Memphis, TN DSALES Granger causes SALES 1% 
32820 Memphis, TN ALL Granger causes SALES 5% 
32820 Memphis, TN SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
32820 Memphis, TN RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
32820 Memphis, TN ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
32820 Memphis, TN EMPLOY Granger causes DSALES 10% 
32820 Memphis, TN SALES Granger causes DSALES 1% 
32820 Memphis, TN ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
32900 Merced, CA EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
32900 Merced, CA SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
32900 Merced, CA DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
32900 Merced, CA ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
32900 Merced, CA EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 10% 
32900 Merced, CA SALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
32900 Merced, CA DSALES Granger causes RPI 10% 
32900 Merced, CA ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
33100 Miami, FL EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 10% 
33100 Miami, FL DSALES Granger causes SALES 5% 
33100 Miami, FL ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
33100 Miami, FL RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
33100 Miami, FL DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
33100 Miami, FL ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
33100 Miami, FL SALES Granger causes RPI 10% 
33100 Miami, FL RPI/CPI Granger causes RPI 1% 
33100 Miami, FL ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
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33100 Miami, FL RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 1% 
33100 Miami, FL RPI Granger causes DSALES 5% 
33100 Miami, FL ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
33340 Milwaukee, WI RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
33340 Milwaukee, WI ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
33340 Milwaukee, WI SALES Granger causes RPI 10% 
33340 Milwaukee, WI RPI/CPI Granger causes RPI 5% 
33340 Milwaukee, WI ALL Granger causes RPI 5% 
33340 Milwaukee, WI SALES Granger causes DSALES 10% 
33340 Milwaukee, WI ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
33460 Minneapolis, MN RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
33460 Minneapolis, MN RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
33460 Minneapolis, MN RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 10% 
33460 Minneapolis, MN RPI Granger causes SALES 5% 
33460 Minneapolis, MN DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
33460 Minneapolis, MN DSALES Granger causes RPI 5% 
33460 Minneapolis, MN ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
33700 Modesto, CA DSALES Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
33700 Modesto, CA ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
33700 Modesto, CA SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
33700 Modesto, CA ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
33700 Modesto, CA SALES Granger causes RPI 5% 
33700 Modesto, CA ALL Granger causes RPI 5% 
33700 Modesto, CA SALES Granger causes DSALES 5% 
33700 Modesto, CA RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 5% 
33700 Modesto, CA RPI Granger causes DSALES 5% 
33700 Modesto, CA ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
34820 Myrtle Beach, SC RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
34820 Myrtle Beach, SC RPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
34820 Myrtle Beach, SC ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
34820 Myrtle Beach, SC RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
34820 Myrtle Beach, SC SALES Granger causes DSALES 5% 
34820 Myrtle Beach, SC ALL Granger causes DSALES 5% 
34980 Nashville, TN SALES Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
34980 Nashville, TN RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
34980 Nashville, TN RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
34980 Nashville, TN DSALES Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
34980 Nashville, TN ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
34980 Nashville, TN EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 5% 
34980 Nashville, TN RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
34980 Nashville, TN RPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
34980 Nashville, TN ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
34980 Nashville, TN EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
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34980 Nashville, TN SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
34980 Nashville, TN RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
34980 Nashville, TN ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
34980 Nashville, TN EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 1% 
34980 Nashville, TN SALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
34980 Nashville, TN RPI/CPI Granger causes RPI 5% 
34980 Nashville, TN ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
34980 Nashville, TN EMPLOY Granger causes DSALES 1% 
34980 Nashville, TN SALES Granger causes DSALES 5% 
34980 Nashville, TN RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 5% 
34980 Nashville, TN RPI Granger causes DSALES 10% 
34980 Nashville, TN ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
35300 New Haven-Milford SALES Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
35300 New Haven-Milford EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 1% 
35300 New Haven-Milford RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 5% 
35300 New Haven-Milford RPI Granger causes SALES 5% 
35300 New Haven-Milford ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
35300 New Haven-Milford EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
35300 New Haven-Milford DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
35300 New Haven-Milford ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
35300 New Haven-Milford EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 1% 
35300 New Haven-Milford SALES Granger causes RPI 5% 
35300 New Haven-Milford RPI/CPI Granger causes RPI 10% 
35300 New Haven-Milford ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
35300 New Haven-Milford SALES Granger causes DSALES 5% 
35300 New Haven-Milford RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 5% 
35300 New Haven-Milford ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
35620 New York, NY SALES Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
35620 New York, NY RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
35620 New York, NY RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
35620 New York, NY DSALES Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
35620 New York, NY ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
35620 New York, NY EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 1% 
35620 New York, NY RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
35620 New York, NY RPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
35620 New York, NY DSALES Granger causes SALES 1% 
35620 New York, NY ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
35620 New York, NY EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
35620 New York, NY SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
35620 New York, NY RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
35620 New York, NY DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
35620 New York, NY ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
35620 New York, NY EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 1% 
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35620 New York, NY SALES Granger causes RPI 5% 
35620 New York, NY RPI/CPI Granger causes RPI 1% 
35620 New York, NY DSALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
35620 New York, NY ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
35620 New York, NY SALES Granger causes DSALES 1% 
35620 New York, NY ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
36100 Ocala, FL RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
36100 Ocala, FL RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
36100 Ocala, FL DSALES Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
36100 Ocala, FL ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
36100 Ocala, FL EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 5% 
36100 Ocala, FL RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
36100 Ocala, FL RPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
36100 Ocala, FL DSALES Granger causes SALES 1% 
36100 Ocala, FL ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
36100 Ocala, FL EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
36100 Ocala, FL SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
36100 Ocala, FL RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
36100 Ocala, FL ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
36100 Ocala, FL EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 1% 
36100 Ocala, FL SALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
36100 Ocala, FL ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
36100 Ocala, FL EMPLOY Granger causes DSALES 10% 
36100 Ocala, FL SALES Granger causes DSALES 1% 
36100 Ocala, FL ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
36420 Oklahoma City, OK RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 5% 
36420 Oklahoma City, OK RPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
36420 Oklahoma City, OK ALL Granger causes SALES 5% 
36420 Oklahoma City, OK RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
36420 Oklahoma City, OK ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
36420 Oklahoma City, OK EMPLOY Granger causes DSALES 10% 
36500 Olympia RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
36500 Olympia RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
36500 Olympia DSALES Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
36500 Olympia ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
36500 Olympia RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 10% 
36500 Olympia RPI Granger causes SALES 5% 
36500 Olympia ALL Granger causes SALES 5% 
36500 Olympia EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
36500 Olympia DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
36500 Olympia ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
36500 Olympia EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 1% 
36500 Olympia DSALES Granger causes RPI 5% 
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36500 Olympia ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
36540 Omaha, NE DSALES Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
36540 Omaha, NE SALES Granger causes DSALES 5% 
36540 Omaha, NE ALL Granger causes DSALES 10% 
36740 Orlando, FL RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
36740 Orlando, FL RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
36740 Orlando, FL ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
36740 Orlando, FL EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 10% 
36740 Orlando, FL DSALES Granger causes SALES 5% 
36740 Orlando, FL ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
36740 Orlando, FL RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
36740 Orlando, FL DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
36740 Orlando, FL ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
36740 Orlando, FL SALES Granger causes RPI 5% 
36740 Orlando, FL DSALES Granger causes RPI 10% 
36740 Orlando, FL ALL Granger causes RPI 5% 
36740 Orlando, FL SALES Granger causes DSALES 5% 
36740 Orlando, FL RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 10% 
36740 Orlando, FL ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
37100 Ventura, CA RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
37100 Ventura, CA RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
37100 Ventura, CA ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
37100 Ventura, CA EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 10% 
37100 Ventura, CA RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 10% 
37100 Ventura, CA ALL Granger causes SALES 10% 
37100 Ventura, CA SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
37100 Ventura, CA RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
37100 Ventura, CA ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
37100 Ventura, CA RPI/CPI Granger causes RPI 5% 
37340 Palm Bay, FL RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
37340 Palm Bay, FL RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
37340 Palm Bay, FL DSALES Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
37340 Palm Bay, FL ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
37340 Palm Bay, FL EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 1% 
37340 Palm Bay, FL RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 10% 
37340 Palm Bay, FL RPI Granger causes SALES 5% 
37340 Palm Bay, FL DSALES Granger causes SALES 5% 
37340 Palm Bay, FL ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
37340 Palm Bay, FL EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
37340 Palm Bay, FL SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
37340 Palm Bay, FL RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
37340 Palm Bay, FL ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
37340 Palm Bay, FL EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 1% 
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37340 Palm Bay, FL SALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
37340 Palm Bay, FL RPI/CPI Granger causes RPI 5% 
37340 Palm Bay, FL ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
37340 Palm Bay, FL EMPLOY Granger causes DSALES 1% 
37340 Palm Bay, FL SALES Granger causes DSALES 1% 
37340 Palm Bay, FL RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 1% 
37340 Palm Bay, FL RPI Granger causes DSALES 1% 
37340 Palm Bay, FL ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
37460 Panama City-Lynn Haven DSALES Granger causes SALES 10% 
37460 Panama City-Lynn Haven EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
37460 Panama City-Lynn Haven RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
37460 Panama City-Lynn Haven ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
37460 Panama City-Lynn Haven EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 5% 
37460 Panama City-Lynn Haven EMPLOY Granger causes DSALES 5% 
37860 Pensacola-Ferry Pass-Brent SALES Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
37860 Pensacola-Ferry Pass-Brent DSALES Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
37860 Pensacola-Ferry Pass-Brent ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
37860 Pensacola-Ferry Pass-Brent EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 5% 
37860 Pensacola-Ferry Pass-Brent RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
37860 Pensacola-Ferry Pass-Brent RPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
37860 Pensacola-Ferry Pass-Brent DSALES Granger causes SALES 1% 
37860 Pensacola-Ferry Pass-Brent ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
37860 Pensacola-Ferry Pass-Brent SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
37860 Pensacola-Ferry Pass-Brent RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
37860 Pensacola-Ferry Pass-Brent DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
37860 Pensacola-Ferry Pass-Brent ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
37860 Pensacola-Ferry Pass-Brent SALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
37860 Pensacola-Ferry Pass-Brent RPI/CPI Granger causes RPI 1% 
37860 Pensacola-Ferry Pass-Brent DSALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
37860 Pensacola-Ferry Pass-Brent ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
37860 Pensacola-Ferry Pass-Brent SALES Granger causes DSALES 1% 
37860 Pensacola-Ferry Pass-Brent RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 10% 
37860 Pensacola-Ferry Pass-Brent ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
37980 Philadelphia, PA SALES Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
37980 Philadelphia, PA RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
37980 Philadelphia, PA RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
37980 Philadelphia, PA ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
37980 Philadelphia, PA EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 1% 
37980 Philadelphia, PA RPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
37980 Philadelphia, PA DSALES Granger causes SALES 1% 
37980 Philadelphia, PA ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
37980 Philadelphia, PA SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
37980 Philadelphia, PA RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
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37980 Philadelphia, PA DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
37980 Philadelphia, PA ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
37980 Philadelphia, PA DSALES Granger causes RPI 5% 
37980 Philadelphia, PA ALL Granger causes RPI 10% 
37980 Philadelphia, PA EMPLOY Granger causes DSALES 5% 
37980 Philadelphia, PA SALES Granger causes DSALES 1% 
37980 Philadelphia, PA RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 1% 
37980 Philadelphia, PA RPI Granger causes DSALES 1% 
37980 Philadelphia, PA ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
38060 Phoenix, AZ EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 1% 
38060 Phoenix, AZ RPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
38060 Phoenix, AZ ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
38060 Phoenix, AZ RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
38060 Phoenix, AZ DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
38060 Phoenix, AZ ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
38060 Phoenix, AZ RPI/CPI Granger causes RPI 1% 
38060 Phoenix, AZ ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
38300 Pittsburgh, PA DSALES Granger causes SALES 10% 
38300 Pittsburgh, PA RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
38300 Pittsburgh, PA DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
38300 Pittsburgh, PA ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
38300 Pittsburgh, PA RPI/CPI Granger causes RPI 1% 
38300 Pittsburgh, PA DSALES Granger causes RPI 10% 
38300 Pittsburgh, PA ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
38900 Portland, OR RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
38900 Portland, OR RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
38900 Portland, OR DSALES Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
38900 Portland, OR ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
38900 Portland, OR EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 1% 
38900 Portland, OR RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
38900 Portland, OR RPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
38900 Portland, OR DSALES Granger causes SALES 1% 
38900 Portland, OR ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
38900 Portland, OR EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
38900 Portland, OR SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
38900 Portland, OR ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
38900 Portland, OR EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 1% 
38900 Portland, OR SALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
38900 Portland, OR DSALES Granger causes RPI 10% 
38900 Portland, OR ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
38900 Portland, OR SALES Granger causes DSALES 10% 
38900 Portland, OR RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 10% 
38900 Portland, OR RPI Granger causes DSALES 10% 
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38900 Portland, OR ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
38940 Port St. Lucie, FL DSALES Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
38940 Port St. Lucie, FL ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
38940 Port St. Lucie, FL DSALES Granger causes SALES 1% 
38940 Port St. Lucie, FL ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
38940 Port St. Lucie, FL EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
38940 Port St. Lucie, FL SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
38940 Port St. Lucie, FL DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
38940 Port St. Lucie, FL ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
38940 Port St. Lucie, FL EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 1% 
38940 Port St. Lucie, FL SALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
38940 Port St. Lucie, FL DSALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
38940 Port St. Lucie, FL ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
38940 Port St. Lucie, FL EMPLOY Granger causes DSALES 1% 
38940 Port St. Lucie, FL SALES Granger causes DSALES 1% 
38940 Port St. Lucie, FL RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 1% 
38940 Port St. Lucie, FL RPI Granger causes DSALES 1% 
38940 Port St. Lucie, FL ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
39100 Poughkeepsie-Newburgh-Middletown RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
39100 Poughkeepsie-Newburgh-Middletown RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
39100 Poughkeepsie-Newburgh-Middletown RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 10% 
39100 Poughkeepsie-Newburgh-Middletown RPI Granger causes SALES 10% 
39100 Poughkeepsie-Newburgh-Middletown EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
39100 Poughkeepsie-Newburgh-Middletown EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 5% 
39300 Providence, RI SALES Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
39300 Providence, RI RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
39300 Providence, RI RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
39300 Providence, RI DSALES Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
39300 Providence, RI ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
39300 Providence, RI EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 5% 
39300 Providence, RI RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
39300 Providence, RI RPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
39300 Providence, RI DSALES Granger causes SALES 10% 
39300 Providence, RI ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
39300 Providence, RI EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
39300 Providence, RI SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
39300 Providence, RI RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
39300 Providence, RI DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
39300 Providence, RI ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
39300 Providence, RI SALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
39300 Providence, RI RPI/CPI Granger causes RPI 1% 
39300 Providence, RI DSALES Granger causes RPI 5% 
39300 Providence, RI ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
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39300 Providence, RI SALES Granger causes DSALES 1% 
39300 Providence, RI RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 1% 
39300 Providence, RI RPI Granger causes DSALES 1% 
39300 Providence, RI ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
39340 Provo-Orem, UT DSALES Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
39340 Provo-Orem, UT ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
39340 Provo-Orem, UT EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 5% 
39340 Provo-Orem, UT ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
39340 Provo-Orem, UT EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
39340 Provo-Orem, UT RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
39340 Provo-Orem, UT ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
39340 Provo-Orem, UT EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 1% 
39340 Provo-Orem, UT ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
39340 Provo-Orem, UT EMPLOY Granger causes DSALES 5% 
39340 Provo-Orem, UT ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
39580 Raleigh, NC SALES Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
39580 Raleigh, NC RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
39580 Raleigh, NC RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
39580 Raleigh, NC ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
39580 Raleigh, NC RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
39580 Raleigh, NC RPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
39580 Raleigh, NC ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
39580 Raleigh, NC EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
39580 Raleigh, NC SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
39580 Raleigh, NC DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
39580 Raleigh, NC ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
39580 Raleigh, NC EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 1% 
39580 Raleigh, NC SALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
39580 Raleigh, NC DSALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
39580 Raleigh, NC ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
39580 Raleigh, NC EMPLOY Granger causes DSALES 1% 
39580 Raleigh, NC RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 1% 
39580 Raleigh, NC RPI Granger causes DSALES 1% 
39580 Raleigh, NC ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
39740 Reading, PA RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
39740 Reading, PA EMPLOY Granger causes DSALES 5% 
39900 Reno, NV RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
39900 Reno, NV RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
39900 Reno, NV DSALES Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
39900 Reno, NV ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
39900 Reno, NV EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 1% 
39900 Reno, NV RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 5% 
39900 Reno, NV RPI Granger causes SALES 10% 
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39900 Reno, NV ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
39900 Reno, NV RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
40060 Richmond, VA SALES Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
40060 Richmond, VA DSALES Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
40060 Richmond, VA EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
40060 Richmond, VA EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 5% 
40060 Richmond, VA ALL Granger causes DSALES 5% 
40140 Riverside, CA SALES Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
40140 Riverside, CA RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
40140 Riverside, CA RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
40140 Riverside, CA ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
40140 Riverside, CA EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 10% 
40140 Riverside, CA RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
40140 Riverside, CA RPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
40140 Riverside, CA ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
40140 Riverside, CA SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
40140 Riverside, CA RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
40140 Riverside, CA DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
40140 Riverside, CA ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
40140 Riverside, CA EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 5% 
40140 Riverside, CA SALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
40140 Riverside, CA RPI/CPI Granger causes RPI 1% 
40140 Riverside, CA DSALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
40140 Riverside, CA ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
40140 Riverside, CA EMPLOY Granger causes DSALES 1% 
40140 Riverside, CA SALES Granger causes DSALES 1% 
40140 Riverside, CA RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 1% 
40140 Riverside, CA RPI Granger causes DSALES 1% 
40140 Riverside, CA ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
40380 Rochester, NY RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
40380 Rochester, NY RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
40380 Rochester, NY SALES Granger causes DSALES 5% 
40380 Rochester, NY ALL Granger causes DSALES 10% 
40900 Sacramento, CA RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
40900 Sacramento, CA RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
40900 Sacramento, CA ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
40900 Sacramento, CA RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
40900 Sacramento, CA RPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
40900 Sacramento, CA ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
40900 Sacramento, CA EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
40900 Sacramento, CA RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
40900 Sacramento, CA ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
40900 Sacramento, CA EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 1% 
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40900 Sacramento, CA RPI/CPI Granger causes RPI 1% 
40900 Sacramento, CA Raleigh, NC Granger causes RPI 10% 
40900 Sacramento, CA ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
40900 Sacramento, CA EMPLOY Granger causes DSALES 5% 
40900 Sacramento, CA SALES Granger causes DSALES 1% 
40900 Sacramento, CA ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
41180 St. Louis, MO SALES Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
41180 St. Louis, MO EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
41180 St. Louis, MO SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
41180 St. Louis, MO RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
41180 St. Louis, MO ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
41180 St. Louis, MO SALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
41180 St. Louis, MO ALL Granger causes RPI 5% 
41180 St. Louis, MO EMPLOY Granger causes DSALES 10% 
41180 St. Louis, MO RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 1% 
41180 St. Louis, MO RPI Granger causes DSALES 1% 
41180 St. Louis, MO ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
41420 Salem, OR RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
41420 Salem, OR ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
41420 Salem, OR RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
41420 Salem, OR RPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
41420 Salem, OR RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
41420 Salem, OR ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
41420 Salem, OR ALL Granger causes RPI 10% 
41500 Salinas, CA ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
41500 Salinas, CA SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
41500 Salinas, CA ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
41500 Salinas, CA SALES Granger causes RPI 5% 
41500 Salinas, CA RPI/CPI Granger causes RPI 10% 
41500 Salinas, CA ALL Granger causes RPI 5% 
41500 Salinas, CA ALL Granger causes DSALES 10% 
41620 Salt Lake City, UT DSALES Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
41620 Salt Lake City, UT ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
41620 Salt Lake City, UT EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 10% 
41620 Salt Lake City, UT DSALES Granger causes SALES 5% 
41620 Salt Lake City, UT ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
41620 Salt Lake City, UT SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
41620 Salt Lake City, UT RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
41620 Salt Lake City, UT ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
41620 Salt Lake City, UT SALES Granger causes RPI 5% 
41620 Salt Lake City, UT RPI/CPI Granger causes RPI 1% 
41620 Salt Lake City, UT ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
41700 San Antonio, TX RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
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41700 San Antonio, TX RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
41700 San Antonio, TX DSALES Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
41700 San Antonio, TX ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
41700 San Antonio, TX DSALES Granger causes SALES 1% 
41700 San Antonio, TX ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
41700 San Antonio, TX RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
41700 San Antonio, TX ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
41740 San Diego, CA RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 5% 
41740 San Diego, CA RPI Granger causes SALES 5% 
41740 San Diego, CA DSALES Granger causes SALES 1% 
41740 San Diego, CA ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
41740 San Diego, CA DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
41740 San Diego, CA DSALES Granger causes RPI 5% 
41740 San Diego, CA ALL Granger causes DSALES 5% 
41860 San Francisco, CA SALES Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
41860 San Francisco, CA RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
41860 San Francisco, CA RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
41860 San Francisco, CA DSALES Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
41860 San Francisco, CA ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
41860 San Francisco, CA EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 1% 
41860 San Francisco, CA RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
41860 San Francisco, CA RPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
41860 San Francisco, CA ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
41860 San Francisco, CA EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
41860 San Francisco, CA Salem, OR Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
41860 San Francisco, CA RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
41860 San Francisco, CA DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
41860 San Francisco, CA ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
41860 San Francisco, CA EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 1% 
41860 San Francisco, CA Salem, OR Granger causes RPI 1% 
41860 San Francisco, CA RPI/CPI Granger causes RPI 1% 
41860 San Francisco, CA DSALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
41860 San Francisco, CA ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
41860 San Francisco, CA EMPLOY Granger causes DSALES 5% 
41860 San Francisco, CA SALES Granger causes DSALES 1% 
41860 San Francisco, CA ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
41940 San Jose, CA SALES Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
41940 San Jose, CA RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
41940 San Jose, CA RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
41940 San Jose, CA DSALES Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
41940 San Jose, CA ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
41940 San Jose, CA EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 1% 
41940 San Jose, CA ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
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41940 San Jose, CA EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
41940 San Jose, CA SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
41940 San Jose, CA RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
41940 San Jose, CA DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
41940 San Jose, CA ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
41940 San Jose, CA EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 5% 
41940 San Jose, CA SALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
41940 San Jose, CA RPI/CPI Granger causes RPI 1% 
41940 San Jose, CA DSALES Granger causes RPI 5% 
41940 San Jose, CA ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
41940 San Jose, CA EMPLOY Granger causes DSALES 1% 
41940 San Jose, CA Salem, OR Granger causes DSALES 1% 
41940 San Jose, CA RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 1% 
41940 San Jose, CA RPI Granger causes DSALES 1% 
41940 San Jose, CA ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
42020 San Luis Obispo-Paso Robles, CA RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 5% 
42020 San Luis Obispo-Paso Robles, CA RPI Granger causes SALES 10% 
42020 San Luis Obispo-Paso Robles, CA EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
42020 San Luis Obispo-Paso Robles, CA RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
42020 San Luis Obispo-Paso Robles, CA DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
42020 San Luis Obispo-Paso Robles, CA ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
42020 San Luis Obispo-Paso Robles, CA EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 1% 
42020 San Luis Obispo-Paso Robles, CA ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
42060 Santa Barbara-Santa Maria-Goleta SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
42060 Santa Barbara-Santa Maria-Goleta SALES Granger causes RPI 5% 
42220 Santa Rosa-Petaluma RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
42220 Santa Rosa-Petaluma RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
42220 Santa Rosa-Petaluma ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
42220 Santa Rosa-Petaluma EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 1% 
42220 Santa Rosa-Petaluma ALL Granger causes SALES 10% 
42220 Santa Rosa-Petaluma RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
42220 Santa Rosa-Petaluma DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
42220 Santa Rosa-Petaluma ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
42220 Santa Rosa-Petaluma RPI/CPI Granger causes RPI 5% 
42220 Santa Rosa-Petaluma DSALES  RPI 5% 
42660 Seattle, WA SALES Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
42660 Seattle, WA RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
42660 Seattle, WA RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
42660 Seattle, WA DSALES Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
42660 Seattle, WA ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
42660 Seattle, WA EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 1% 
42660 Seattle, WA RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
42660 Seattle, WA RPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
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42660 Seattle, WA DSALES Granger causes SALES 1% 
42660 Seattle, WA ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
42660 Seattle, WA EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
42660 Seattle, WA SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
42660 Seattle, WA RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
42660 Seattle, WA ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
42660 Seattle, WA EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 1% 
42660 Seattle, WA SALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
42660 Seattle, WA RPI/CPI Granger causes RPI 1% 
42660 Seattle, WA DSALES Granger causes RPI 10% 
42660 Seattle, WA ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
42660 Seattle, WA EMPLOY Granger causes DSALES 5% 
42660 Seattle, WA SALES Granger causes DSALES 1% 
42660 Seattle, WA RPI/CPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
42660 Seattle, WA RPI Granger causes DSALES 5% 
42660 Seattle, WA ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
42680 SEBASTIAN-VERO BEACH- FL SALES Granger causes EMPLOY 100% 
42680 SEBASTIAN-VERO BEACH- FL DSALES Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
42680 SEBASTIAN-VERO BEACH- FL ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
42680 SEBASTIAN-VERO BEACH- FL RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 10% 
42680 SEBASTIAN-VERO BEACH- FL RPI Granger causes SALES 10% 
42680 SEBASTIAN-VERO BEACH- FL DSALES Granger causes SALES 5% 
42680 SEBASTIAN-VERO BEACH- FL ALL Granger causes SALES 5% 
42680 SEBASTIAN-VERO BEACH- FL EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
42680 SEBASTIAN-VERO BEACH- FL SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
42680 SEBASTIAN-VERO BEACH- FL RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
42680 SEBASTIAN-VERO BEACH- FL DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
42680 SEBASTIAN-VERO BEACH- FL ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
42680 SEBASTIAN-VERO BEACH- FL EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 1% 
42680 SEBASTIAN-VERO BEACH- FL SALES Granger causes RPI 10% 
42680 SEBASTIAN-VERO BEACH- FL DSALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
42680 SEBASTIAN-VERO BEACH- FL ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
42680 SEBASTIAN-VERO BEACH- FL EMPLOY Granger causes DSALES 10% 
42680 SEBASTIAN-VERO BEACH- FL ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
44060 Spokane, WA ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
44060 Spokane, WA RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
44060 Spokane, WA RPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
44060 Spokane, WA ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
44060 Spokane, WA EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 10% 
44140 Springfield, MA SALES Granger causes DSALES 1% 
44140 Springfield, MA ALL Granger causes DSALES 5% 
44700 Stockton, CA RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
44700 Stockton, CA ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
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44700 Stockton, CA ALL Granger causes SALES 10% 
44700 Stockton, CA SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
44700 Stockton, CA RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
44700 Stockton, CA ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
44700 Stockton, CA SALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
44700 Stockton, CA RPI/CPI Granger causes RPI 5% 
44700 Stockton, CA ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
44700 Stockton, CA SALES Granger causes DSALES 10% 
44700 Stockton, CA RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 5% 
44700 Stockton, CA RPI Granger causes DSALES 5% 
44700 Stockton, CA ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
45060 Syracuse, NY RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
45060 Syracuse, NY RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
45060 Syracuse, NY DSALES Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
45060 Syracuse, NY ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
45060 Syracuse, NY RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 5% 
45060 Syracuse, NY RPI Granger causes SALES 5% 
45060 Syracuse, NY ALL Granger causes SALES 5% 
45060 Syracuse, NY SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
45060 Syracuse, NY RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
45060 Syracuse, NY DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
45060 Syracuse, NY ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
45060 Syracuse, NY SALES Granger causes RPI 5% 
45060 Syracuse, NY DSALES Granger causes RPI 5% 
45060 Syracuse, NY ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
45060 Syracuse, NY SALES Granger causes DSALES 5% 
45060 Syracuse, NY RPI Granger causes DSALES 10% 
45060 Syracuse, NY ALL Granger causes DSALES 5% 
45220 Tallahassee, FL ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
45220 Tallahassee, FL RPI Granger causes SALES 5% 
45220 Tallahassee, FL ALL Granger causes SALES 5% 
45220 Tallahassee, FL EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
45220 Tallahassee, FL RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
45220 Tallahassee, FL EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 10% 
45220 Tallahassee, FL ALL Granger causes DSALES 5% 
45300 Tampa, FL RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
45300 Tampa, FL ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
45300 Tampa, FL EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 5% 
45300 Tampa, FL ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
45300 Tampa, FL SALES Granger causes RPI 5% 
45780 Toledo, OH SALES Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
45780 Toledo, OH DSALES Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
45780 Toledo, OH ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
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45780 Toledo, OH EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 5% 
45780 Toledo, OH RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 10% 
45780 Toledo, OH RPI Granger causes SALES 10% 
45780 Toledo, OH DSALES Granger causes SALES 10% 
45780 Toledo, OH ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
45780 Toledo, OH ALL Granger causes RPI 10% 
45780 Toledo, OH RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 10% 
45780 Toledo, OH RPI Granger causes DSALES 5% 
46060 Tucson, AZ ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
46060 Tucson, AZ RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
46060 Tucson, AZ RPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
46060 Tucson, AZ ALL Granger causes SALES 5% 
46060 Tucson, AZ RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
46700 Vallejo-Fairfield, CA SALES Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
46700 Vallejo-Fairfield, CA DSALES Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
46700 Vallejo-Fairfield, CA ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
46700 Vallejo-Fairfield, CA RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
46700 Vallejo-Fairfield, CA RPI Granger causes SALES 5% 
46700 Vallejo-Fairfield, CA DSALES Granger causes SALES 10% 
46700 Vallejo-Fairfield, CA ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
46700 Vallejo-Fairfield, CA EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
46700 Vallejo-Fairfield, CA SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
46700 Vallejo-Fairfield, CA RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
46700 Vallejo-Fairfield, CA ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
46700 Vallejo-Fairfield, CA EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 1% 
46700 Vallejo-Fairfield, CA SALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
46700 Vallejo-Fairfield, CA RPI/CPI Granger causes RPI 10% 
46700 Vallejo-Fairfield, CA DSALES Granger causes RPI 10% 
46700 Vallejo-Fairfield, CA ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
46700 Vallejo-Fairfield, CA EMPLOY Granger causes DSALES 1% 
46700 Vallejo-Fairfield, CA SALES Granger causes DSALES 1% 
46700 Vallejo-Fairfield, CA RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 1% 
46700 Vallejo-Fairfield, CA RPI Granger causes DSALES 1% 
46700 Vallejo-Fairfield, CA ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
47260 Virginia Beach, VA SALES Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
47260 Virginia Beach, VA DSALES Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
47260 Virginia Beach, VA ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
47260 Virginia Beach, VA DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
47260 Virginia Beach, VA ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
47260 Virginia Beach, VA DSALES Granger causes RPI 10% 
47260 Virginia Beach, VA SALES Granger causes DSALES 10% 
47300 Visalia-Porterville, CA RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
47300 Visalia-Porterville, CA RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
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47300 Visalia-Porterville, CA DSALES Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
47300 Visalia-Porterville, CA ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
47300 Visalia-Porterville, CA EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 1% 
47300 Visalia-Porterville, CA RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
47300 Visalia-Porterville, CA RPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
47300 Visalia-Porterville, CA DSALES Granger causes SALES 1% 
47300 Visalia-Porterville, CA ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
47300 Visalia-Porterville, CA EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
47300 Visalia-Porterville, CA SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
47300 Visalia-Porterville, CA RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
47300 Visalia-Porterville, CA DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
47300 Visalia-Porterville, CA ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
47300 Visalia-Porterville, CA EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 5% 
47300 Visalia-Porterville, CA DSALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
47300 Visalia-Porterville, CA ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
47300 Visalia-Porterville, CA EMPLOY Granger causes DSALES 5% 
47300 Visalia-Porterville, CA SALES Granger causes DSALES 1% 
47300 Visalia-Porterville, CA RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 5% 
47300 Visalia-Porterville, CA ALL Granger causes DSALES 1% 
47900 Washington D.C. SALES Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
47900 Washington D.C. RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
47900 Washington D.C. RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
47900 Washington D.C. ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
47900 Washington D.C. EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
47900 Washington D.C. SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
47900 Washington D.C. ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
47900 Washington D.C. EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 5% 
47900 Washington D.C. SALES Granger causes RPI 1% 
47900 Washington D.C. RPI/CPI Granger causes RPI 10% 
47900 Washington D.C. ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
48620 Wichita, KS EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 1% 
48620 Wichita, KS DSALES Granger causes SALES 5% 
48620 Wichita, KS ALL Granger causes SALES 1% 
48620 Wichita, KS RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 10% 
48620 Wichita, KS ALL Granger causes DSALES 5% 
48900 Wilmington, NC SALES Granger causes EMPLOY 10% 
48900 Wilmington, NC DSALES Granger causes SALES 10% 
48900 Wilmington, NC EMPLOY Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
48900 Wilmington, NC RPI Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
48900 Wilmington, NC ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
48900 Wilmington, NC EMPLOY Granger causes RPI 1% 
48900 Wilmington, NC ALL Granger causes RPI 1% 
49180 Winston-Salem, NC RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
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49180 Winston-Salem, NC RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
49180 Winston-Salem, NC ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
49180 Winston-Salem, NC RPI/CPI Granger causes SALES 5% 
49180 Winston-Salem, NC RPI Granger causes SALES 1% 
49180 Winston-Salem, NC ALL Granger causes SALES 5% 
49180 Winston-Salem, NC SALES Granger causes RPI 10% 
49340 Worcester, MA ALL Granger causes EMPLOY 1% 
49340 Worcester, MA EMPLOY Granger causes SALES 5% 
49340 Worcester, MA RPI/CPI Granger causes DSALES 5% 
49340 Worcester, MA RPI Granger causes DSALES 5% 
49660 Youngstown-Warren-Boardman RPI/CPI Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
49660 Youngstown-Warren-Boardman RPI Granger causes EMPLOY 5% 
49660 Youngstown-Warren-Boardman ALL Granger causes SALES 10% 
49660 Youngstown-Warren-Boardman SALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 10% 
49660 Youngstown-Warren-Boardman DSALES Granger causes RPI/CPI 1% 
49660 Youngstown-Warren-Boardman ALL Granger causes RPI/CPI 5% 
49660 Youngstown-Warren-Boardman SALES Granger causes RPI 5% 
49660 Youngstown-Warren-Boardman DSALES Granger causes RPI 5% 
49660 Youngstown-Warren-Boardman ALL Granger causes RPI 5% 
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